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Abstract
This dissertation provides an in-depth historical analysis of the motivations and actions
surrounding Iran’s foreign policy toward Afghanistan in the modern era. The need for
this research stems from a significant gap in Western scholarship on the Iranian-Afghan
relationship that accounts for any period of the countries’ interactions in detail. It is
argued here that despite rhetoric to the contrary, successive Iranian governments
consistently pursued policies of political, military, and economic interference in
Afghanistan as an integral part of Iran’s desire to achieve a dominant position of
leadership in its region. This persistent approach has been grounded in both the historical
experience and the mythology surrounding Iran’s once-great status as an empire, which
was destroyed by the Afghans and the great powers during the colonial period, and the
resultant Iranian irredentism toward Afghanistan that followed. In analysing the course of
Iran’s policy toward Afghanistan, a defining feature is that it has never been divorced
from Iran’s competition against the great powers that have continuously been involved in
Afghanistan and the region. This work first provides a long-view historical context of the
Iranian-Afghan relationship, which demonstrates that since Afghanistan separated from
the Persian Empire in 1747, Afghanistan held an important place of relevance in the
perpetuation of myths that underpin the persistent ideology of Iranian nationalism, which
manifest in an Iranian foreign policy of interventionism toward Afghanistan. This,
combined with the continued strategic importance of Afghanistan to the great powers and
their encroachment on Iran and Afghanistan, heavily influenced Iran’s foreign policy
toward Afghanistan. During the Cold War, Iran used the power gained from aligning
with the United States to develop political, economic, and military dominance over
Afghanistan and leveraged that to successfully attain regional leadership separate from
the United States and in competition with the Soviet Union. When the Islamic Republic
was created in 1979, despite its ideological and structural differences from previous
Iranian regimes, the policy toward Afghanistan and its importance to Iran’s wider foreign
policy aims, were consistent with previous regimes’ motivations. This regime’s ‘export’
of Iran’s Islamic revolutionary influence to different Afghan polities during the Soviet
occupation was a religious manifestation of the same Iranian nationalist ideology that
was primarily concerned with advancing Iran’s regional position in competition with the
Soviet Union and the United States.
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A Note on Transliteration
This dissertation utilizes the transliteration scheme of the Iranian Studies journal
(Association for Iranian Studies),1 and is reproduced below:

Other rules include:
-The ezafeh is written as -e after consonants, e. g. ketab-e and as -ye after vowels
(and silent final h), e. g. darya-ye and khaneh-ye
-The silent final h is written, e. g. Dowleh
-The tashdid is represented by a doubling of the letter, e. g. takhassos
-The plural ha is added to the singular, as in dast-ha

1

Association for Iranian Studies, ‘Transliteration Scheme,’
<https://associationforiranianstudies.org/journal/transliteration>[10 June 2020].
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Introduction
Overview and Objectives
The purpose of this dissertation is to present an in-depth historical analysis of the
motivations and actions surrounding Iran’s foreign policy toward Afghanistan in the
modern era. The need for this research stems from a significant gap in Western
scholarship on the Iranian-Afghan relationship that accounts for any period of the
countries’ interactions in detail; discussed subsequently, the few examples that do
exist, only developed over the last 10-15 years, are limited to journal-length analysis,
rely primarily on Western secondary sourcing (often offering only partial, or no,
Iranian and Afghan perspective), and lack sound historical methodology, particularly
the use of archival records. This is surprising given that Iran and Afghanistan are both
geopolitically strategic nations, with the latter holding a formidable history of many
states’ stalemated conflicts, extensive meddling, and protracted investment of blood
and treasure. Thus, this little-researched subject holds immense potential for the
expansion of historical and political scholarship on Iranian and Afghan studies and
their related fields, and is pertinent for policymakers of the states invested in the
Middle East and South Central Asia.
Other realities of the literature have inspired this work. There are many
histories on Iran and Afghanistan respectively–including some that briefly address
interactions with the other country–but none that provide a long-view assessment
focusing specifically on the dynamics of the bilateral Iranian-Afghan relationship.
There also exists a profusion of political and diplomatic histories on Iran and
Afghanistan with the discussion narrowed to the period leading up to and following
1979, when both countries experienced revolutions that undoubtedly produced
dramatic changes in their political orientation. However, this tendency exposes a bias
of contemporary historians, political scientists, and international relations theorists of
framing the discourse on modern Iranian and Afghan politics largely within the
context of the post-1979 environment. While this era was indeed a definitive turning
point when both nations underwent transformative political changes, this perspective
negates the lessons and products of the previous centuries of the Iranian and Afghan
1

experience and considers these long-existing civilizations within an extremely limited
context.
Even less examined is the extensive diplomatic history of Iran’s relationships
with its immediate neighbours, especially before the revolution, to understand how
these interactions correspond to contemporary Iran’s wider foreign policy aims.
Therefore, the period chosen for examination here, modern Iran from roughly 1921 to
roughly 1987 (with a discussion of the historical background of Iranian-Afghan
relations from the creation of the Afghan state in 1747 to its independence in 1919)
reflects a desire to contribute a broader understanding of the historical underpinnings
of Iran’s regional foreign policy that is too frequently neglected in the contemporary
scholarship.2 The work ceases its in-depth analysis of the relationship at 1987 due to
the fact that most primary-source documents (government records, especially) needed
to support an understanding of the last three decades have yet to be declassified.
This dissertation also fundamentally challenges another now-engrained
tendency in the literature and in Western policy circles, to use the term ‘Af-Pak’
when discussing Afghanistan and its immediate neighbourhood. British etymologist
Michael Quinion identifies the term’s origin to career American diplomat
Ambassador Richard Holbrooke, who said in a conference that its use at the State
Department was ‘an attempt to indicate and imprint in our DNA the fact that there is
one theater of war, straddling an ill-defined border, the Durand Line.’3 The issue in
view of this research is not whether the Durand Line should be contested, but that the
term skews the discourse to promote that Afghanistan’s commonalities and relations
with Pakistan are the most significant factor in defining its identity and political and
economic orientation, while also revealing a Western penchant for lumping
Afghanistan and Pakistan together based on the former’s post-2001 experiences in the

2

Much attention has been given to Iranian foreign policy in the scholarship, especially post-1979, but
R.K. Ramazani and Shireen Hunter are two of the few examples of those who have written
substantively on Iranian regional foreign policy before and after the revolution. See, Ramazani, R.K.
Independence Without Freedom: Iran’s Foreign Policy (Charlottesville: 2013) and Iran's Foreign
Policy, 1941-73: A Study of Foreign Policy in Modernizing Nations (Charlottesville: 1988); Hunter,
Shireen. Iran's Foreign Policy in the Post-Soviet Era: Resisting the New International Order, (Santa
Barbara: 2010).
3
Quinion, Michael. ‘Afpak,’ in World Wide Words, 18/4/2009, <http://www.worldwidewords.org/
turnsofphrase/tp-afp1.htm>[8 March 2018].
2

region and what is deemed as the ‘arbitrary’ nature of the Durand Line.4 While
Pakistan and India have played and continue to play crucial roles in Afghanistan’s
ethnic and cultural legacy that should not be understated, defining the study of
Afghanistan and the region around the term Af/Pak ignores the equally, if not more
historically influential, impact of Persia and modern Iran on Afghanistan.
Therefore, utilizing a historical methodology of primary and secondary source
integration and analysis—including available documentary and archival records,
Iranian and Afghan primary sources, the existing scholarship, and other Western,
Iranian, and Afghan secondary sources—the main objectives of this work include:
1) To detail and examine the motivations and actions comprising Iran’s foreign
policy toward Afghanistan during both states’ modern histories
2) To understand how Iran’s Afghan policy has historically fit within Iran’s wider
foreign policy aims, particularly its priority relationships with the superpowers
active in its region (the United States, the United Kingdom, and the Soviet
Union)
3) Relatedly, to determine how and why Iran has used its relations with and/or role
in Afghanistan as a point of leverage with the superpowers, the implications for
this behaviour, and what it achieved in line with Iran’s foreign policy objectives
4) And, to demonstrate a continuity in modern Iran’s regional foreign policy,
despite its differing regimes' stated and actual ideological and structural
differences. This is based on historical mythology informing an ideological
drive toward Iranian nationalism throughout the period examined in this work.
This dissertation argues that despite rhetoric to the contrary, successive
Iranian governments consistently pursued policies of political, military, and economic
interference in Afghanistan as an integral part of Iran’s desire to achieve a dominant
position of regional leadership. This persistent approach is grounded in both the
historical experience and mythology surrounding Iran’s once-great status as an
empire, which was destroyed by the Afghans and the great powers during the colonial
4

Andreas Wilde also contests the common use of ‘Af-Pak’ due to the much-ignored impact of IranianAfghan relations. See, Wilde, Andreas. ‘Underestimated and Ignored: Iran’s Current Afghanistan
Policy between Soft Power and Hard Measures,’ in Aglaya Snetkov and Stephen Aris (eds.), The
Regional Dimensions to Security: Other Sides of Afghanistan (London, 2013), p. 100.
3

period, and the resultant Iranian irredentism toward Afghanistan that followed.
Therefore, in analysing the course of Iran’s policy toward Afghanistan in the modern
era, a defining feature is that it has never been divorced from Iran’s competition
against the great powers that have continued to be involved in Afghanistan and the
wider region.
The long-view historical context of the Iranian-Afghan relationship provided
in Chapters One and Two demonstrates that since Afghanistan wrested its
independence from the Persian Empire in 1747, Afghanistan has held an important
place of relevance in the perpetuation of the ‘Myth of the Great Civilisation’ and the
‘Myth of Foreign Domination’ in Iranian political culture. These are two of the many
myths that underpin the persistent ideology of Iranian nationalism, which manifest in
an Iranian foreign policy of interventionism toward Afghanistan.5 This, combined with

the continued strategic importance of Afghanistan to the great powers, leading to
great-power encroachment on Iran and Afghanistan, heavily influenced Iran’s foreign
policy toward Afghanistan during the period examined here.
Chapter Three of this work examines how Shah of Iran Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi, at the height of the Cold War, uses the power Iran gains from an alignment
with the United States and its massive oil wealth to develop political, economic, and
military dominance over Afghanistan and leverage that to successfully attain regional
leadership separate from the United States and in competition with the Soviet Union.
Chapter Four details how, despite the ideological and structural differences of
the Islamic Republic compared to previous Iranian regimes, the Islamic Republic’s
policy toward Afghanistan and the importance of it to Iran’s wider foreign policy
aims, were consistent with previous regime’s motivations. The regime’s ‘export’ of
Iran’s Islamic revolutionary influence to different Afghan polities during the Soviet
occupation was simply a religious manifestation of the same Iranian nationalist

5
The idea of the pervasiveness of Iranian nationalism as the primary ideology of modern Iran, based
heavily in myth, is the brainchild of scholar Ali Ansari, who was the supervisor of this dissertation.
See Chapter One of this dissertation for a wider discussion of how myth informs history and ideology.
Ansari, Ali M. The Politics of Nationalism in Modern Iran, (Cambridge: 2012), pp. 1-35. For a deeper
discussion of irredentism, see Chapter One.
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ideology that was primarily concerned with advancing Iran’s regional position in
competition with the Soviet Union and the United States.
Finally, this work will conclude with a brief discussion of the relevance of
these findings on Iran’s policy toward Afghanistan from 1987 onwards.

Methodology and Source Discussion
It should be noted that because the principal concentration of this dissertation is
Iranian foreign policy toward, and influence in, Afghanistan and its relevance to
Iran’s wider regional and global interests, Afghan, Pakistani, American, and Soviet
foreign policies and motivations are often addressed where relevant but are not given
the same intensive consideration.
As mentioned, a historical methodology has been prioritised for this work.
The timeframe was largely dependent on the availability of high-quality primary
sources, with a preference for archival and documentary sources, as well as other
types of Iranian and Afghan primary sources (memoirs, speeches, etc.). Due to
declassification procedures for government records in the United States and United
Kingdom, there was an abundance of archival materials covering the 1970s and
1980s, but very few from the 1990s and on.6
This dissertation has made substantial use of these British and American
records—some declassified as recently as June 2019—that have received little or
(most of which) no attention in the existing literature. This was the result of an
opportunity to conduct roughly three years of archival research in both London (for
The National Archives at Kew) and Washington (the National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA) at College Park, which included the Central Intelligence
Agency’s (CIA) Records Research Tool (CREST) until published online January
6

The British government began in 2013 to release 20-year-old records instead of 30. Due to the
unequal rollout of this policy across record types, the latest tranche of Iran and Afghanistan records
released covered most years through 1989. The American system automatically declassifies documents
after 25 years unless they meet certain security exemptions. However, due to Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA) requests, the release of younger documents deemed non-sensitive can be accelerated and
made publicly available much sooner. See the following section for more information about FOIA. On
declassification, see: The National Archives. ‘20-Year Rule,’
<http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/about/our-role/plans-policies-performance-and-projects/ourprojects/20-year-rule/>[8 March 2018]; National Archives. ‘The President Executive Order 13526,’
29/12/2009, <https://www.archives.gov/isoo/policy-documents/cnsi-eo.html>[8 March 2018].
5

2017,7 the Library of Congress, the National Security Archive at George Washington
University, and the Conflict Records Research Center (CRRC) at National Defense
University until it closed permanently in June 2015).
The greatest methodological challenge presented by this research topic has
been the infeasibility of accessing Iranian and Afghan archival materials due to the
security concerns (political in Iran and conflict-related in Afghanistan) for a female,
American student conducting research alone in either country. Added to the risks
themselves were issues of access, whether to the relevant government archives (Iran)8
or because the archives were mostly uncatalogued, and therefore not organised in any
standard archival format (Afghanistan).9 Additionally, the language skills of this
scholar are limited to English, with only basic understanding of written Persian,
making translation of high-level government documents impossible without cost- and
time-prohibitive assistance. This has also restricted the use of Persian-language
sources in this dissertation—admittedly a key shortcoming. However, the expansive
use of previously untapped Western archival sources, as well as translated Iranian and
Afghan primary and secondary sources, have yielded a significant body of evidence
worthy of examination in its own right.

Western Archival Sources
As mentioned, extensive archival research for this dissertation was conducted on-site
at the British National Archives at Kew. The archives pertinent to this work are
mainly the documentary records of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO),
especially those folders related to ‘Iran-Afghanistan relations,’ of which there are
several. Those and dozens of other records (folders) were analysed and cited for this
dissertation, most of which contained upwards of 20-30 folios (documents) each.
7

CIA, ‘CREST: 25-Year Program Archive,’ <https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/collection/
crest-25-year-program-archive>[8 March 2018]
8
Visiting Iran’s archives would require a visa, introduction letter, and foreign-ministry approval that
would likely be unobtainable due to this researcher’s nationality and research subject matter. See, U.S.
Department of State, ‘World Wide Diplomatic Archives Index: Iran,’
<https://history.state.gov/countries/archives/iran>[8 March 2018]; DissertationReviews.org, ‘The
National Archives and Library in Tehran,’ 2/12/2014,
<http://dissertationreviews.org/archives/10352>[8 March 2018].
9
DissertationReviews.org, ‘The National Archives of Afghanistan,’ 14/5/2015,
<http://dissertationreviews.org/archives/12243> [8 March 2018].
6

Similar to their American counterpart, the Foreign Relations of the United States
series, the FCO’s records represent the official British government’s foreign policy
position on the affairs that they detail. However, what is unfortunately different is
that the National Archives’ records themselves are generally not available online,
though its online catalogue makes identifying the necessary records somewhat easier.
Also different is that the FCO record is the only substantial account of British foreign
policies and decision-making contained at the National Archives; aside from a small
collection of cabinet papers and miscellaneous documents from other government
entities, there are very few records from essential organisations like the Ministry of
Defence or the intelligence services. This obviously restricts from inclusion the
potentially more sensitive and revealing types of information one could potentially
glean from those sources. Another limitation of the FCO documents appears to be the
less detailed account of events in Iran and Afghanistan during the 1970s (perhaps
because the British had stepped back from their role in the region in 1971), compared
to American archival records of the same period.
In contrast, the most advantageous aspect of the FCO’s archival records was
their particular utility during periods when the Americans had less reach in the
region. This is the case for much of the 1980s (Chapter Four) when the United States
had little diplomatic insight into Iran (after the U.S. Embassy seizure and hostage
crisis) or Afghanistan (after the murder of Ambassador Adolph Dubs and the raging
Soviet-Afghan War).10 More generally, the FCO folios’ detailed exchanges between
London and her embassies in the region (usually Tehran and Kabul, but occasionally
other proximate outposts), as well as the internal memoranda between the various
departments and officials within the FCO, provide a thorough accounting of and
context for Iranian-Afghan relations during the period covered. Seen in the chapters,
the main FCO offices handling the events in and relations between Iran and
Afghanistan were the South Asia Department (SAD) and the Middle East Department
(MED). The SAD and MED officials often brought considerable institutional
perspective to bear against the occasionally shorter-term insights of embassy officials

10

However, as noted later in this section, this did not appear to affect American intelligence reporting
on either country, which was considerable.
7

reacting to daily events on the ground. Critically, the British regional embassies
regularly included in their correspondence copies of official Iranian and Afghan
documents (either an official English version or translated), such as foreign ministry
communiqués, treaties, and other official statements and agreements that could not be
accessed by this researcher in either Iran or Afghanistan. Iranian and Afghan media
clips were also frequently reproduced in the British record. Use of both British and
American archival materials also have the benefit that, in periods when the IranianAfghan relationship when relations were poor, both countries, but particularly
Afghanistan, used the United States and United Kingdom as intermediaries to
communicate messages to the other country or to complain about grievances.11
Given the nature of this topic, partly to understand how Iranian-Afghan
relations are situated with regard to Iran’s relationship with the United States,
American archival materials constitute a considerable amount of the Western
documentary record analysed here. This is also due to the larger quantity of relevant
American archival records when compared to the British archives. Discussed above,
there were at least four separate physical archives where it was possible to conduct
research for this dissertation: NARA at College Park, the Library of Congress, the
National Security Archive, and the CRRC. This does not include several important,
and massive, online (remote) resources that required equal, if not more, attention,
such as the Foreign Relations of the United States (FRUS) series on the State
Department Office of the Historian’s website, and the CIA’s CREST files and the
Freedom of Information Act12 Electronic Reading Room (eFOIA), added relatively
recently (January 2017), on the CIA’s website. Detailed below, each of these archives
hold different types of government records, and consulting all of them, despite some
overlap, provided an comprehensive narrative of what most relevant U.S. government

11

See, for example, Chapter Three’s subsection on Pashtunistan, Baluchistan, and Dominating Daoud.
The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) was established in 1967 to provide the public ‘the right to
request access to records from any federal agency’ to keep citizens informed about the actions of their
government. A request allows the release of government records that do not fall under one of nine
exemptions that ‘protect interests such as personal privacy, national security, and law enforcement.’
Documents are often released with redactions made to exclude information that risks national security,
or otherwise relates to the other FOIA exemption areas. See, FOIA.gov, ‘What is FOIA,’
<https://www.foia.gov/about.html>[9 March 2018].
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entities were seeing, thinking, and acting upon involving Iran and Afghanistan during
the time period researched.
To first address the large bodies of remote, online archival materials, the
FRUS collection, like the British FCO records, is generally classed as the U.S.
government’s official account of American foreign policy, decision-making, and
foreign events under the various administrations they cover. As such, the types of
documents included in the series are cables between State headquarters and the
regional embassies, backchannel messages between the White House and
ambassadors, and memoranda of several government and non-governmental entities.
Detailed more in the bibliography, for the purposes of this work, the relevant Iran,
Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Soviet Union (and in some cases the general foreign
policy) volumes of every U.S. administrations’ collections from 1913 (Woodrow
Wilson) to 1989 (Ronald Reagan) were analysed for this dissertation. The series also
includes some intelligence products from the CIA and many electronic copies of
documents from each administration’s presidential libraries (located all over the
country), such as meeting minutes and letters between Iranian and American leaders
and other officials that provide crucial insights into their interactions and viewpoints.
This was especially useful in Chapter Three for detailing strategic conversations
between the Shah, Nixon (and later Ford), and Kissinger about Afghanistan. The one
drawback to FRUS is that it does not include a complete record of declassified
American diplomatic materials during the periods the collections cover; rather, it is
heavily reviewed, curated, and organised into thematic volumes and editorialised by
the Office of the Historian.13
As CREST and the eFOIA Library clearly show, there is now a plethora of
historical American intelligence products available online for public use. Luckily,
there is an advanced search engine for navigating internal keywords within the
numerous files and limiting files by publication date, making identifying and
analysing the records a more manageable prospect. The intelligence products from
13

U.S. Department of State, ‘About the Foreign Relations of the United States Series,’
<https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/about-frus>; ‘Status of the Foreign Relations of the
United States Series,’<https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/status-of-the-series>[9 March
2018].
9

both these collections (which are drawn from the entire Intelligence Community, not
just the CIA)14 are some of the most revealing sources in this dissertation. As will be
seen in the chapters, their information, gleaned from human assets and intercepted
communications in both countries, often paints a fuller picture of events on the
ground in places and situations not always accessible by diplomats in capital-city
embassies or officials in Washington. For that reason, they are a useful complement
to the official-level diplomatic exchanges detailed in the FRUS series or in the wider
diplomatic archives held by NARA and the National Security Archive.
NARA at College Park was mainly used to analyse a wider body of State
Department cables and other documents during the above-mentioned administrations
that were not always included in the FRUS series, many of which detailed key
interactions with Iranian and Afghan officials. NARA also makes use of an advanced
computer-based search tool, the Access to Archival Databases (AAD) from which
records can be downloaded electronically, but at the time of this research, access to
these archives was restricted to on-site at the Library of Congress. The Library of
Congress was also used to access the Digital National Security Archive (DNSA), the
digitised version of many of the archival materials housed at George Washington
University’s National Security Archive (though some other institutions can now also
access it remotely). The DNSA contains a mixture of American foreign policy
archives from the State Department, the White House, and the intelligence agencies
that may not be available on the aforementioned collections because many of them
were declassified and released as a result of FOIA requests.15 In addition, there are a
number of physical records at the National Security Archive at George Washington
University, some of which have been donated by former American officials and are
not digitised for inclusion in the DNSA. For this dissertation, four several-hundred
document volumes of undigitised records related to Afghanistan were examined.
The CRRC was a unique American archive in terms of the type of records it
contained. Created by the Secretary of Defense in 2010, it holds ‘records captured
14

These include agencies like the National Security Agency, the Defense Intelligence Agency, and the
State Department’s Bureau of Intelligence and Research.
15
National Security Archive, ‘About the National Security Archive,’
<https://nsarchive.gwu.edu/about>[9 March 2018].
10

during combat operations from countries, organizations, and individuals, now or once
hostile to the United States.’16 The records are divided between the ‘Saddam Hussein
Regime Collection’ (from Iraq operations) and the ‘al Qaeda and Associated
Movements Collection’ (primarily from Afghanistan operations), and are provided
both in their original Arabic, Pashto, or Dari and translated into English.17 The
documents that proved most useful for this dissertation, as seen in Chapter Four, were
records from Saddam Hussein’s intelligence directorate and his cabinet meetings,
which corroborate American intelligence and Afghan media accounts of Iranian
activities in Afghanistan during the 1980s. The weaknesses of the archive were
twofold: first, the physical archive was unfortunately shut down a week after this
scholar researched there in June 2015 due to lack of funding renewal by the Secretary
of Defense, leaving little time for its use.18 Second, because these documents were
captured in an operational environment, they do not present the most cohesive
chronological or thematic record; they are frequently on a diverse range of topics, and
there are large month, or yearlong gaps between some of the relevant records.
Lastly, the United Nation’s (UN) Archives and Records Management Section
provides a thorough online archive for a wide array of UN documents for this period
and topic of research. Organised by UN Secretaries-General terms, secretariat
departments, and missions and commissions, the archives provide UN reports,
statements of the Secretaries-General, and minutes of UN General Assemblies and
related sessions.19 This dissertation primarily uses UN documents when there were
UN-arbitrated disputes between Iran and Afghanistan, when either country gave
revelatory speeches during UN sessions, or when they used the UN to bring
grievances about the other country. In these ways, it offers a helpful, unbiased record
of the official (and harder to come by) viewpoints of the Islamic Republic and
Democratic Republic of Afghanistan during certain conflicts with each other.
16
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Discussed later in Chapter Four, when the UN was deeply involved in finding a
diplomatic solution to the Soviet occupation in Afghanistan, many of the parties
involved used the UN and the General Assembly as a way to assert their various
grievances and accusations of meddling by the other parties.

Iranian and Afghan Primary Sources
While official government records from Iran and Afghanistan (other than those
replicated in Western archival materials) were not possible to access due to the
aforementioned reasons, several other primary Iranian and Afghan sources were
consulted for this dissertation to provide invaluable Iranian and Afghan perspectives
on their interactions, as well as relations with the United States and the Soviet Union.
Most of these works are memoirs or collections of speeches or interviews of highlevel Iranian and Afghan officials. Their key failing, typical for this category of
primary sources, lies in the fact that they are personal accounts of events, and
therefore the victim of human bias, error, and, at worst, historical revisionism. As is
the practice for any historian analysing such sources, when citing their account of
events, this dissertation treats their ‘factual’ content as suspect until corroborated by
other sources. However, in certain memoirs, particularly like Assadollah Alam’s
(discussed below), much of the actions and events described can be corroborated,
either by the Western archival record, Afghan media, or other secondary sources. It is
noteworthy to mention here that many of the Iranian primary sources used in this
dissertation were sourced from the vast Iranian Studies collection at the University of
St Andrews Library.
For the first three chapters of this dissertation, the memoirs of Mohammad
Reza Pahlavi, the Shah of Iran, were an enlightening look into the Shah’s stated
perspectives on Iranian history, Iran’s role in the world, on foreign policy strategy,
and on Afghanistan and the superpowers. This is especially important considering
most of the power in pre-revolutionary, Pahlavi Iran was centred on the Shah alone. It
was possible to analyse a few of the Shah’s memoirs, which have been translated
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either from the original Persian, or from French, into English.20 There was less
concern for factual accuracy in the Shah’s memoirs than with the other primary
sources, as the goal in analysing them was mainly to determine a sense of the Shah’s
worldview that would inform his decision-making, policy positions, and view of
history, rather than his account of events which he lived. Admittedly, the Shah’s
memoirs still have the limitation of being hostage to what the Shah wanted the reader
to think were his perspectives versus what they actually were.21 However, different
individuals’ memoirs and speeches, some of the Shah’s interviews, and other primary
and secondary sources have been brought to bear to shed light on any such
disparities.
Also in Chapter Three, The Shah and I: The Confidential Diary of Iran’s
Royal Court 1969-1977 by the Shah’s minister of court and closest advisor,
Assadollah Alam, provided an invaluable view into the internal foreign policy
decision-making process in the Shah’s Iran due to Alam’s close proximity to and
relationship with the Shah. The high points of this work are that, unlike the Western
archival sources, the motivations for and processes around certain decisions are more
readily apparent in this type of source. Again, these are the motivations that that the
author of the memoir wanted the reader to discern; nonetheless, they are surprisingly
candid and revealing compared with other primary sources. Corroborating aspects of
this particular memoir also helped catalyse further research into certain events that
held importance to the Iranian-Afghan relationship.22 The other more obvious issue
with this source was, as with any personal diaries, it was at times highly selfcongratulatory and occasionally read like a hagiography of the Shah’s genius.
However, at times Alam could also be bitingly critical of the Shah’s and his own
actions.
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Additionally, this dissertation analyses several speeches and interviews given
by the Shah, Mohammad Daoud (president of Afghanistan from 1973-1978), and
several other high-level government ministers and officials, both Afghan and Iranian.
This is also the case for Chapter Four, where translated memoirs were more difficult
to find. In order to address this deficiency, several scholarly works are used that
present, and analyse, extensive excerpts of the original Persian memoirs of officials
like Ayatollah Hussein-Ali Montazeri and Ayatollah Ali Akbar Hashemi
Rafsanjani.23 Some of Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini’s speeches analysed here are
from an English-language collection found at the University of St Andrews Library.
Translated speeches of many other officials in the Islamic Republic and the
Democratic Republic of Afghanistan, described below, came from online sources and
from foreign-media monitoring services. Furthermore, many speeches, statements,
and interviews with pre- and post-revolutionary Iranian and Afghan officials are
recreated in the Western archival record.

Media Materials and Databases
To further augment the substantial Western archival research presented here with
Iranian and Afghan perspectives, over a year was spent conducting analysis of Iranian
and Afghan media using foreign-media monitoring services. This was accomplished
by accessing the databases of the Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS) and
the British Broadcasting Company’s (BBC) Summary of World Broadcasts (SWB).24
FBIS is a foreign media monitoring service that was founded as a private, American
organisation in 1941 and later appropriated by the CIA as an open-source intelligence
service.25 The relevant FBIS collection to the research topic for this dissertation was
the ‘FBIS Daily Reports, 1974-1996’ collection, which includes select Englishtranslated Iranian, Afghan, and Soviet/Russian radio, television, and print media
transcripts for each day of the years indicated. Similar to an electronic archival
23
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database, FBIS has an advanced search mechanism that can distinguish key words
within the transcripts’ texts, and narrow the field by country, region, and publication
or air date. This proved incredibly useful for a frequent accounting of events in local
media that may not have garnered the attention of Western diplomats and intelligence
services or made it into Iranian or Afghan officials’ speeches or interviews. FBIS
greatly expanded its monitoring capabilities over time, which resulted in far more
Iranian and Afghan media coverage in the daily reports of the later years analysed
here.26 As such, Chapter Four, covering the 1980s, makes significant use of FBIS to
corroborate some of the activities of the Afghan mujahidin (resistance fighters),
especially their interactions with Iranian officials.
Similarly, the BBC SWB, is a collection of foreign-media transcripts compiled
by the BBC Monitoring Service. Founded in the interwar era (1939) BBC Monitoring
was established by the British government for the purpose of ‘understanding how
Germany and its allies were using radio broadcasts for news and propaganda during
World War II.’27 Like FBIS, the SWB came to include English-language transcripts
from several Iranian and Afghan media sources, and therefore has equal advantages
from this standpoint. However, its principal drawback is that its files have not been
digitised or carefully indexed, creating a tedious process for a researcher to find the
most relevant articles for their topic. Because access to the relevant collection (Part 4:
The Middle East and Africa) covering the period of research was only available at The
Library of Congress in microform, this source was used much more sparingly than the
electronic FBIS database.
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Chapter One: The Conceptual Framework for
Iran’s Role in Afghanistan
No people can live in the past—not even in its own past. But if it no
longer has a link with its history, it must of necessity perish. Persia,
which under our dynasty became Iran, has a past which is singularly
crowded with hardship and glory, ordeals and hopes. With the help of
the Almighty, the lessons of the past constitute the best guide for the
citizens of the future. Ours is a very old country….Situated in that part
of the Middle East which was the cradle of the great Western
civilizations, we find ourselves at the crossroads which unite Europe
and Asia, the Indian sub-continent and Africa….Therein lies the
strength of our position which allowed us, during the great moments
in our history, to conquer, trade with, influence and civilize
neighbouring countries.
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, 197928
How can a small power like Afghanistan, which is like a goat between
these lions [Britain and Tsarist Russia], or a grain of wheat between
two strong millstones of the grinding mill, stand in the midway of the
stones without being ground to dust?
Abdur Rahman Khan, 190029

Introduction
The catalyst for this research was a lack of scholarship examining the history of
Iranian-Afghan relations and the motivations for Iranian influence in Afghanistan, a
country that has traditionally been of great geopolitical significance in the strategic
calculations of many powerful states. Central to the topic explored in this work is a
historical understanding of Afghanistan’s strategic geographical importance: what
made relations with and influence in Afghanistan so important for regional and great
powers alike? Afghanistan has consistently been situated geographically as a ‘buffer
state’ between two expansionist superpowers: first, imperial Russia and colonial
Britain, and later, the Soviet Union and the United States.30 However, this in itself is
insufficient for understanding the interactions between Iran, Afghanistan, and the
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great powers. As such, the discussion will shift later in this chapter to the conceptual
framework of this dissertation: the existence of strong myths that inform Iranian
historical consciousness, the materialisation of this into the ideology of Iranian
nationalism, and the impact these myths and nationalism have on Iranian foreign
policy behaviour.
Because this work seeks to begin filling the void in in the academic literature
of a long view of Iranian-Afghan relations, crucial to addressing this gap requires a
perspective that acknowledges the importance of Afghanistan’s ancient and
inextricable ties with Iran—as parts of modern-day Afghanistan existed under Persian
control for over 2,500 years—and how the vast body of Persian history influences
modern Iran’s political behaviour.31 Therefore, in order to conduct an analysis on the
nature of the Iranian-Afghan relationship and how it fits into Iran’s wider strategic
goals, there are several concepts crucial for understanding Iran’s collective identity
and how that influences the country’s foreign relations, particularly a neighbour such
as Afghanistan. Key to this are parts of the discourse in the fields of history and
philosophy that examine the intersection between myth, history, identity, and
ideology.
The term ‘history’ can be described as the modern social science of History, a
unbiased account of the past based on vetted facts,32 or as the social construction of
narrative histories of the past that have a chronological and factual basis.33 ‘Myth’,
however, is considered to be the contrary: a moral or cultural story of the past,
frequently the subject of personal interpretations in its recitation, which may contain
some facts but no concrete historical chronology.34 As the field of History became a
social science in the nineteenth century with increasingly specific methodology to
ensure historical accuracy through the validation of facts, myth was largely
disregarded as a part of historical discourse.35 However, myth saw a resurgence in the
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study of societies with pre-modern histories due to these histories’ abundance of
myth: a theoretical debate began over whether history and myth can be considered
valid historical narratives and whether this would class them as more mythic or
historic.36 Thus, when studying Iran, with its past rooted in ancient Persia—the
histories of which were not recorded in the chronological, archival, and factual way
that would meet the criteria of the modern field of History— this debate is
particularly important.37
Most relevant to the research presented here, philosopher Paul Ricoeur, some
of whose work focuses on the role of myth in hermeneutics, asserts that myths have
utility in ‘providing grounds for the ritual actions of men today.’38 According to
Ricoeur, myths come from societies’ unique historical experiences and, in their
perpetuation, continue to reshape history around these foundational myths. In
Ricoeur’s words:
The kinds of myths upon which our societies are founded have
themselves this twofold characteristic: on one hand, they
constitute a certain system of simultaneous symbols which can be
approached through structuralist analysis; but on the other hand,
they have a history, because it is always through a process of
interpretation and re-interpretation that they are kept alive. Myths
have a historicity of their own….Therefore just as societies are
both structural and historical, so also are the mythical nuclei
which ground them.39

Therefore, Ricoeur posits that understanding a society’s historically formulated
myths is core to understanding a society’s identity, which bears on how individuals in
that society behave. This would lead one to ask: how does this happen? The answer
lies in the transformation of a myth (or multiple myths) to one or more ideology.
‘Ideology,’ like myth, is a difficult term whose definition has been widely
debated. However, for the purpose of this study, scholar Ben Halpern’s definition is
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helpful in drawing a distinction between myth and ideology: ‘Myth…is an area where
beliefs arise and social consensus is established’ and ideology as the ‘function of
beliefs, is a zone of rational communication and social competition.’40 In this way,
myths inform the creation of ideologies, something Ricoeur’s work also advances.
Without using the term ‘ideology,’ he notes that at best, myths can guide the
foundation of a community, and at worst, can be perverted into such things as
‘chauvinistic nationalism’ and ‘racism.’41 Additionally, Ali Ansari argues that the
further professionalization of History, with its exhaustive methodological imperative
to provide an objective and complete version of history, heralded in a reversion of
historical facts into simplified myths that then served as ideological tools to promote
the concept of the nation.42
Few scholars have discussed the importance of myth, history, and ideology in
relation to modern Iran, and the works of Iranists Ali Ansari and Richard Cottam are
essential to this subject. Both scholars highlight the centrality of the development and
perpetuation of the dominant ideology of nationalism in modern Iran. ‘Nationalism’
here can be defined as a political ideology through which a society expresses a
collective cultural identity in a geographic area that can be considered a state.43 As
we have established, identity is crucial to ideologies in that many myths, historical
events, and cultural practices can influence how a society might come to define the
community (in this case nation) to which it belongs. Ansari discusses at length the
importance of myths specific to the Iranian historical experience as informative for
Iran’s ‘pervasive’ ideology of nationalism, resulting in motivating Iranian actions
based on the country’s pre-Islamic history.44 Importantly, Ansari also argues that
even though regimes in modern Iran have changed their ideological orientations (i.e.
from the Pahlavi Dynasty’s dictatorial ‘constitutional monarchies’ to the Islamic
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Republic), their continuity lies in an espousal of Iranian nationalism. In reference to
this he writes:
Whether the product of cynical manipulation, or a consequence
of sincere adherence, ‘nationalism’ in all its manifestations has
been the ideological reference point to which all competing
ideologies have ultimately had to adhere, and within which most
have been subsumed.45

Ansari discusses many myths that shape Iranian nationalism, and therefore Iranian
behaviour. However, this dissertation asserts that two perpetual myths underlie
Iranian regional foreign policy behaviour: the ‘Myth of the Great Civilisation,’ which
Ansari has detailed in his explorations of Iranian nationalism, and the ‘Myth of
Foreign Domination,’ based on concepts founded in the works of Ervand Abrahamian
and R.K. Ramazani. As will be described below, both myths are interrelated and
reinforce each other, leading to powerful behavioural consequences.

‘Myth of the Great Civilisation’
Ansari presents Mohammad Reza Shah’s emphasis on creating an Iran in the image
of a ‘Great Civilisation,’ a revisitation of the great accomplishments of pre-Islamic
Persian empires and Iran’s 3000-year-old history, as a manifestation of Iranian
nationalism based on powerful myths. This informed the Shah’s actions in the
creation of the ‘White Revolution’ to modernize Iran, restoring it to its former
grandeur, under his ‘revolutionary,’ dynastic leadership.46 Ansari describes several
myths that the Shah relied upon in order to pursue the larger myth of a ‘great
civilisation.’ One was the ‘Myth of the Saviour’—springing from his father’s role as
the ‘saviour’ of Iran in bringing it out of archaic mismanagement and into modernity,
as well as a cultish obsession with the greatness of pre-Islamic Persian emperor
Cyrus—in which the Shah would heroically advance Iran to be a leading civilisation
as Cyrus and his father once had.47 In so doing, Ansari argues, the Shah had
manipulated myths core to the Iranian experience into an ideological nationalism
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centred on himself: ‘the Shah had become “Emperor.”’48 Ansari says that
nationalism, with these mythical underpinnings, continued into the Islamic Republic
through Khomeini’s similar personalisation of power, using the Shah’s ‘ideational
and material infrastructure.’ This helps to explain the continuity in multiple Iranian
leaders’ push toward reinstating Iran as a ‘great civilisation,’ centred on Iranian
imperial leadership, which created a clear irony for an Islamic republic that asserted
itself as democratic and opposed to imperialism.49 While Ansari focuses primarily on
the spread of nationalism in Iran’s intellectual discourse and its important domestic
consequences, this work highlights the visible relevance of the ‘Myth of the Great
Civilisation,’ and its related myths, to the nationalism that modern Iranian leaders
used to pursue a dominant regional foreign policy centred on Iranian regional
leadership. As such, the first chapter of this dissertation will detail how this concept,
seen partially in Iran’s assertion of ownership over Afghanistan since it had
historically part of Persia, informs Iran’s political and military motivations for and
interactions with Afghanistan. This will deeply contextualize the rest of this work’s
discussions on the contemporary relationship.

‘Myth of Foreign Domination’
Another important myth influences Iranian nationalism and Iran’s regional foreign
policy behaviour: the ‘Myth of Foreign Domination,’ the name of which is created
here but the concept is based on the work of R.K. Ramazani and Ervand Abrahamian.
A core part of nationalism—and Iran’s nationalism is no different—is that, as an
ideology, it is based on myths that are distinctly Iranian and not those of outsiders.
Therefore, core to nationalism is distinguishing between the ‘self’ and the ‘other,’
and, indeed, to protect the self from the other. To quote Ricoeur:
It is only when it is threatened with destruction from without or
from within, that a society is compelled to return to the very roots
of its identity: to that mythical nucleus which ultimately grounds
and determines it....In this way, we become aware of our basic
capacities and reasons for surviving, for being, and continuing to
be what we are.50
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In relation to Iran, Ansari remarks that the increase in Iranian exposure to powerful
Western nations in the nineteenth century, coinciding with the rise of European
power and decline of Iranian power, was a driver for an increased focus on Iranian
nationalism.51
As established—because myth and ideology are informed by historical
experience, and in turn, history informs myths that simplify into ideologies—Iran’s
interactions with outside, powerful nations did much to create a lasting mythology of
fear of domination of Iran by outsiders that is both based in Iran’s concern over the
‘other’ and also Iran’s negative experiences with the aggression of great powers in its
region. Though he does not expressly use the terms ‘mythology’ or ‘ideology,’
renowned Iranist Ervand Abrahamian refers to this concept as ‘the paranoid style in
Iranian politics,’ which amounts to a prevalence of a ‘conspiratorial interpretation of
politics’ that developed in Iranian political discourse much more than it did in the
West.52 While Abrahamian generally discusses this concept in reference to Iranian
paranoia in its domestic politics, he acknowledges that the paranoia manifests in all
ranges of Iran’s political relationships, domestic and foreign, and that it is a
phenomenon that most affects Iran’s political elite.53 Important to its application for
Iran’s foreign relations, Abrahamian states that the paranoid style in Iranian politics
has its roots in the imperial domination of Iran and the region in the 1800s: this is
seen in Persia’s concern that the great powers were trying to subjugate it and the
great-power perception of Persia as suspicious of others and heavily involved in
political intrigues.54 These imperial perceptions of what Abrahamian calls a ‘national
culture,’55 were certainly Orientalist and at times racist in their overly simplistic
categorisation of qualities that applied universally to all Persians. However,
Abrahamian adds that there came to be some truth to the generalisation of Iranian
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paranoia, perhaps a self-fulfilling prophesy in the way that the colonists and Persians
treated and perceived one another.56
In terms of the expression of paranoid politics on Iran’s foreign relationships,
Abrahamian describes a perpetual state of suspicion, animosity, and competition with
the great powers in Iran’s direct region due to the imperial powers’ history of
meddling in regional affairs and, in Iran’s opinion, their desire to weaken the Iranian
state by controlling it internally.57 Illustrated across all the chapters of this
dissertation, and the reason it is so termed a ‘Myth of Foreign Domination’ is that
there is historical truth to the myth and, therefore, the root cause of the paranoia of
Iranians (behaviour). Chapter Two will further detail how historical events informed
this myth: in the nineteenth century, imperial powers dominated the region,
controlling even the extent to which Persia and Afghanistan could interact, in order to
advance their own interests. Due to Britain and Russia’s interest in Afghanistan, and
especially in Britain’s rejection of Persian influence in Afghanistan, Persia’s paranoia
of imperial domination clearly motivated it to influence Afghanistan politically and
militarily as a way to circumvent Western control and pursue its own interests. In this
way, the ‘Myth of Foreign Domination’ is interrelated to the ‘Myth of a Great
Civilisation’ in that both myths reinforce each other: Iranian nationalism calls for Iran
to pursue its once-great regional position, which is made even more necessary by the
desire of encroaching ‘others’ (great powers) to dominate the region and threaten
Iran’s greatness.
R.K. Ramazani, who wrote one of the seminal works on Iranian foreign
policy, highlights the interplay between these two myths. According to Ramazani, in
the nineteenth century,
Iran’s acknowledgements of its losses and its acceptance of its
diminished frontiers did not necessarily mean recognition of its
position as a weak state. The shahs were still Shahinshah, King
of Kings, and Iran continued as an ‘empire.’ The empire had
died, but the myth survived. The ever present past with its real
as well as its mythological glories lived on. The lure of this past
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was a powerful influence in Iran’s foreign policy whether it led
to the imperialist expansion of Nadir Shah, the irredentism of
Fath Ali Shah, or the boundary hagglings of Nasir al-din
Shah.58

Put simply, Ramazani highlights how Iran’s experiences with colonial power
domination and the importance of myth to Iran led to its persistent adherence to some
form of expansionism or irredentism throughout two centuries of Iranian foreign
policy decision-making.
Chapter Two details the history of Persian control of Afghanistan, its loss of
control and the independence of the Afghan state, and subsequent Iranian irredentist
attempts to regain parts of Afghan territories in the nineteenth century, all of which
contributes to a framework for the modern Iranian-Afghan relationship as a legacy of
Afghanistan’s millennia-long incorporation into parts of the Persian Empire.
Having had Afghanistan as part of Persia, Iran has historically employed the
use of shared cultural and ethno-linguistic heritage to spread its influence in
Afghanistan, in what amounts to a non-physical, political/cultural irredentism. By the
time modern Afghanistan came into existence, Persia and Afghanistan had long
shared a political-cultural tradition that anthropologist Robert Canfield refers to as
‘Turko-Persian,’ with Turko-Persia defined as a geographic entity covering the lands
from eastern Iraq through the Iranian plateau to India and from Central Asia to the
Indian Ocean.59 In terms of socio-political commonalities, Canfield suggests that Iran
and Afghanistan share a ‘common city-based Persianate culture interwoven with the
legacy of the formerly nomadic Turkish ruling dynasties that came to dominate the
region from the eleventh through the nineteenth centuries.’60 Persia and
Afghanistan’s nomadic, tribal versus sedentary, urban parts of society gave the
societies similar socio-political structures for centuries up through the 1800s: both
states’ modern governments were founded as tribe-based feudal systems that were
ruled by dynastic monarchies in which the ruler’s power was limited outside of the
capital and main urban centres.61 Much like Afghanistan, before the twentieth
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century, less than 10% of Iranians were living in cities and the rest were rural people,
many of which harboured strong tribal ties.62 As discussed throughout this work,
Persia (and later Iran) developed these tribal ties in hopes of controlling important
geographical areas in Afghanistan by appealing to the Afghan tribes of Persian
descent in order to gain their loyalty.63
In addition to socio-political constructs, Iran and Afghanistan have an
important religious link that Iran has also historically utilized to shift the Afghan
relationship in its favour. As Turko-Persian, Islamicate cultures, both societies
emanated from the convergence of Arabic, Persian, and Turkish cultural elements in
the ancient regions of Khorasan and Transoxiana, areas that border what was Persia
and what became Afghanistan.64 Due to this, many Persian ethnic tribes in western
and central Afghanistan have historically been Imami Twelver Shi’a, the same
variation of Shi’a Islam practiced by the vast majority of Iranians, some of which
include the ethnic Hazara people of central Afghanistan and the Qizilbash.65 Today at
least fifteen per cent of the Afghan population are Shi’a Muslims, which constitutes
around two per cent of the global Shi’a population, while, in contrast, Iran’s majority
Shi’a population accounts for over a third of the global Shi’a population.66 As
discussed in Chapter Four, Iran’s ideological reorientation to an Islamic Republic
caused it to prioritise the spread of its influence over the region’s Shi’a Muslims, and
this has been, and continues to be an obvious and contentious way in which Iran
exercises its influence in Afghanistan.67
The same motivation is equally clear in Iranian influence of Afghanistan’s
Persian-speaking population, an aspect of the contemporary relationship that also has
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a historical basis from Afghanistan’s inclusion in the Persian Empire. While the tribes
that dominated pre-nineteenth-century Persia and Afghanistan had their own specific
languages and cultures, historians assert that Persian was the language used and
understood most commonly in Persia and Afghanistan in the nineteenth century.68 As
such, Persianate culture, most prevalent in the urban areas, often proved as a stronger
and more pervasive overlay to the coexisting tribal cultures.69 Therefore, language
has historically served as a method by which Persia could extend its cultural reach
into the frontier zones of its empire, which included Afghanistan.70 This is evidenced
by the cultural ownership taken by Afghans, Tajiks, and Turkmen of the Persian
Shahnameh, a strong testament to the existence of a shared pre-Islamic cultural
heritage in the region. The importance of acquiring Persian-language skills as a
means for accessing Persian culture was historically considered as fashionable and a
status symbol for non-Persians in Afghanistan.71
Another indication of the dominance of Persianate ethnolinguistic culture in
the region was documented by Percy Sykes, who wrote one of the most
comprehensive early histories of Persia in 1915. He noted that during the nineteenth
century, ‘the written language and literature [in Afghanistan were in] Persian, which
[was] spoken by all Afghans of consideration.’72 This continues today: it is estimated
that over half of Afghanistan’s population speaks Persian, or a dialect of Persian
called Dari, including the Hazaras, Qizilbash, Tajiks, Chahar Aimaq and other nonPashtun minorities. These ethnic groups are often defined by this shared trait, referred
to as the Farsiwan, literally meaning, ‘Persian speakers.’73 Thus, in addition to the
ability of a shared language to unify these societies by transmitting religious, cultural,
and socio-political norms, it can also have the effect of dividing societies on a nearethnic basis. As Tapper notes, throughout modern Afghan history, the main cleavage
in Afghan society was not between tribal or ethnic groups but between the people
believing themselves to be ‘Pathans’ (Pashtuns, Afghans) and the rest, who constitute
68
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the Farsiwan.74 This has had key ramifications for the Iranian-Afghan relationship
from the creation of the Afghan state to the present day. It is also an important
observation for understanding the heavy focus of the ‘Af/Pak’ narrative in today’s
scholarship and the need for understanding the Iranian side of the coin.
While the shared ethno-linguistic, socio-political, and cultural heritage of
Persia and Afghanistan has assisted Iran in attempts to assert its influence over
Afghanistan, it is also important to note the differences between the two states that
have historically been exacerbated by external actors in order to mitigate Iranian
influence in Afghanistan and to control the Iranian-Afghan relationship. Though there
are ethnic similarities between some Afghans and Persians (especially in tribes with
ethnically Iranian heritage in Western Afghanistan), the majority of the Afghan
population is ethnically Pashtun and speak Pashto, a fact that does not lend itself well
to Iranian influence. In addition, with only 15% of Afghans practising Shi’a Islam,
the majority of Afghans are Sunni Muslims and do not share a religious tie with Iran.
Historically, these areas of difference have caused sectarian rifts between the two
states that are typical of the Sunni-Shia divide. Discussed subsequently, it was these
religious differences that catalysed the initial Afghan invasion of Persia as well as the
independence of the Afghan state.75 As such, modern attempts by Iran to mitigate
these differences by building ties cross-sectionally, through language with a majority
of Afghans as well as through ethno-religious similarities with Afghanistan’s
minorities, is very much a part of the cultivation of an Iranian comparative advantage
in Afghanistan that is grounded in both societies’ early histories.

Conclusion
The conceptual framework of this dissertation draws on two myths core to Iranian
nationalism (the ‘Myth of the Great Civilisation’ and the ‘Myth of Foreign
Domination’) and how they frame Iran’s regional foreign policy behaviour. This
framework explains the consistency in Iran’s policy toward Afghanistan, as seen
across several different Iranian regimes. Because these myths are both based in, and
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reinforced by historical experience, Chapter Two describes how Iran’s interactions
with superpowers involved in the region motivated Iran, in view of its relations with
Afghanistan, to tip the regional equation in its favour due to the domination it had
endured during the colonial period. As the subsequent chapters of this dissertation
show, Iran’s pursuit of influence in Afghanistan that it could leverage—the
development of a comparative advantage—was one of the successful ways in which a
medium power with leadership ambitions could re-establish its desired regional role,
while competing with the superpowers on a slightly more equal playing field.
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Chapter Two: Early Perso‐Afghan Relations and
Great‐Power Domination of Iran and Afghanistan
(1747‐1941)
In the contemplation of the kingdoms and principalities of Central Asia,
no question, to my mind, is comparable in importance with the part
which they are likely to play or are capable of playing in the future
destinies of the East. Turkestan, Afghanistan, Transcaspia, Persia—to
many these names breathe only a sense of utter remoteness or a memory
of strange vicissitudes and of moribund romance. To me, I confess, they
are the pieces on a chessboard upon which is being played out a game
for the dominion of the world.
Lord George Nathaniel Curzon76
Indeed what is more remarkable about the Iranians encountered by the
Europeans in the nineteenth century was not so much an absence of
historical consciousness, but an excess of it. The Iranian elites appeared
supremely self-confident and convinced of the importance and longevity
of their kingdom, which they declared was the ‘oldest seat of dominion.’
Ali Ansari77

Introduction
This chapter details the interactions between Persia and Afghanistan, from the
creation of the Afghan state to the end of Reza Shah’s reign, and both states’
experiences with British and Russian colonial intervention that were pivotal in
shaping modern Iranian-Afghan relations. In order to understand the motivations that
have driven Iranian foreign policy toward Afghanistan and the wider foreign policy
pertinence of Afghanistan to Iran, this chapter will first review the history of Persian
control of Afghanistan, how losing that control in 1722 compelled an irredentist
Iranian response that began thereafter but has persisted since, the deeply damaging
effects of foreign intervention in both countries’ internal and external affairs in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and how all of these things actually created
the framework within which the modern Iranian-Afghan relationship functions. It is
argued here that those experiences culminated in the eventual creation of an
ambitious regional foreign policy by Reza Shah—deeply inspired by Iranian
nationalism and fear of foreign domination—that necessitated influence over
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Afghanistan. This paved the way for more adventurist Iranian policies toward
Afghanistan and the region in the decades that followed.

The Role of Afghanistan in Persia’s Fall from Regional Dominance
The independence of Afghanistan was made possible by arguably the most traumatic
event in modern Iran’s history, the toppling of the great Safavid Empire, which was
initiated by a then-Persian frontier tribe of Ghilzai Afghans from Kandahar in 1722.
The fall of the Safavids came with a lasting set of consequences, as before the
Afghan invasion the empire had for over 100 years (since expelling the Portuguese
from the region with British help) been at the height of its regional dominance.78
Therefore, Afghanistan’s invasion of Persia and subsequent entrance into statehood in
1747 marked the end of the Safavid Empire and of Persia’s halcyon period of
regional dominance.79 This section will illustrate how the ultimately unsuccessful
struggle Persia waged with the Afghans over the latter’s independence was a blow to
the cultivated Persian ‘myth of the great civilisation.’ It subsequently motivated
Persia’s irredentism to regain the lands it lost to the Afghans as well as the regional
status that it had lost at the hands of the Afghans.
In order to understand the seriousness of the loss of Afghanistan to Persia, one
must understand that over the entire scope of Persian history, Persia’s intermittent
control of most of Afghanistan for over a millennia illustrates a significant part of
Iranian motivations regarding their relationship with Afghanistan. The geographic
region considered to be modern-day Afghanistan was part of Persia from as early as
552 BCE, when the Achaemenids ruled Persia and Afghanistan until 486 BCE. With
intermittent breaks, Afghanistan was part of Persia from 225 AD–650 AD during the
Sassanids, and in the Persianate dynasties of the Tahirids (821–873), the Saffarids
and the Samanids (863–999), the Ghaznavids (963–1187), and the Ghorids (1149–
1215) until Shah Abbas I ruled parts of Afghanistan from 1571–1629 during the
Safavid Empire. During the periods it was not ruled by Persia, Afghanistan fell under
the authority of several empires invading from the east. Afghanistan spent most of its
78
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history split between Persia and Hindustan, the geographical area represented by
modern-day India and Pakistan. In more modern history, Afghanistan was under
Persian rule again in 1648, when Abbas II captured Kandahar from the Mughal
Empire in 1648, where it remained until the Afghan invasion of Persia in 1722.80
The Afghan invasion was made possible by a variety of irregular factors in
place at the time. When the Safavid empire saw its demise, Persia was ruled by Shah
Soltan Hosein, one in a recent line of lazy, late-Safavid shahs, dually known for his
love of drink and his apathy for governance.81 Under his rule, tribes that had once
served loyally as military auxiliaries for the Persian crown, namely the Afghan
Ghilzai and Abdali tribes, now had an unprecedented level of de-facto autonomy and
fewer provisions from the centralized state.82 The position of the Afghans on the
periphery of Persian society suited their tribal lifestyle. The relationship soon
changed when Mir Vais Ghilzai, a prominent member of the Afghan Ghilzai tribe,
took a pilgrimage to Mecca, and while there, he obtained a document from the
ulema83 declaring that he was to carry out jihad84 on the heretical Shi’a Persians to
convert them to Sunnism.85 During this early period of relations between Afghanistan
and Persia, the Sunni/Shi’a divide between Persians and Afghans was a major reason
for their hostilities toward one another, a fact that lent itself to the idea that invading
Persia would constitute a legitimate religious war.86 Upon returning to Kandahar with
the document calling for jihad, Mir Vais was easily able to use sectarianism to
persuade his fellow tribesmen to take up arms against the Persians.87 In addition,
Afghan resentment of Persia had already been building due to maltreatment of the
Afghans by Gurgin Khan, the Persian court’s officer in charge of Kandahar.88 This
began a series of armed confrontations between the Afghans and Persians: first, the
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Ghilzais retook their home province of Kandahar in 1709 to oust Persian control; then
between 1710-1713, Mir Vais built an army of Afghan tribes that defeated Shah
Hosein’s large Persian armies in several clashes; and lastly, by 1715, Mir Vais was
successful in taking the province of Herat from Persia by rallying the support of the
powerful Abdali Afghan tribe, historically a bitter rival of the Ghilzais.89
Mir Vais and the Afghans occupied a strong position after this victory due to
the fact that Herat and Kandahar were some of the most strategically important cities
for Persia as main trade hubs on the ancient Silk Road, which had been under Persian
control intermittently for centuries, but consecutively from the 1600s onwards.90
Shortly thereafter, Mir Vais died, and following a brief squabble for succession
during which Mir Vais’ brother attempted to give Herat back to Persia, Mir Vais’ son
Mahmud Ghilzai took power of the Afghans. Bent on continuing his father’s mission,
Mahmud and his forces pressed into Persia to confront the royal court at Isfahan, and
by 1722, he had slowly but incontestably taken every major city in his path. At the
Battle of Gulnabad in March of 1722, Isfahan finally fell to Mahmud, and by October
of that same year, Shah Soltan Hosein surrendered the Persian crown to Mahmud,
who then named himself the Shah of Persia. Mahmud ruled Persia with an iron fist,
and during his reign the Persians lived in fear and resentment of his control. Mahmud
ordered killing rampages on factions of Persian society with which he had
disagreements. While the Afghans only ruled Persia for eight years, the consequence
of their invasion was plunging Persia into an era of weak governance and internal
chaos for much of the remaining years of the eighteenth century.91
After this humiliating experience for the once-great Persian Empire, the
immediate, irredentist goal of Persia’s new leader was to recover some lost regional
power. The rise of Nader Quli, later Nader Shah, gave the Persians a fleeting hope of
regaining their status before losing a great mass of Persia’s lands with the
independence of Afghanistan. While southern Persia had been subject to Afghan rule,
a Turkic Afsharid empire was beginning in the north. An army general named Nadir
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Quli was rallying forces in the name of Shah Soltan Husain’s son Tahmasp in order
to reunite Persia and expel the Afghans. In the meantime, Shah Mahmud’s cousin
Ashraf was in the process of rallying his own supporters in Kandahar and Herat in
order to challenge Mahmud’s authority. By 1725, Ashraf staged a coup in the palace
at Isfahan and took the throne from Mahmud, a brief transition of power that Nadir
Quli took advantage of in order to launch attacks on Ashraf’s forces in many Persian
provinces. In the Battle of Damgham in 1729, Nadir and his army were able to push
Ashraf’s forces back to Kandahar, effectively ending Afghan rule of Persia and reestablishing some of Persia’s territorial integrity.92
Nadir’s rule was to be the last bright moment in Persian history in the
eighteenth century. He and his army not only reconquered the lands the Afghans had
taken for themselves, putting the Afghan tribes back under Persian control, but lands
as far as Delhi were usurped in the name of Persia. However, it was the important
Silk Road outposts of Herat and Kandahar that displayed the greatest resistance to
being returned to Persia. The Heratis staged a resistance against Nadir that killed
10,000 of his men, and Nadir’s eventual conquest of Kandahar was only possible
because the 40,000-man army of Afghans had run out of supplies one cold winter.93
By the time Nadir decided to name himself Shah in 1736, he strategically centred his
government in Khorasan94 and eventually deposed what was left of the Afghan state
in 1738.95 This decision not only ensured Persian sovereignty over the economically
and politically important city of Herat, but bordering Afghan land also enabled Nadir
Shah to keep a closer watch over the Afghans. Cleverly administrating to keep the
enemy in check, Nadir made excellent use of Afghan tribal lords, winning their
loyalty by promoting them to positions as generals and officers in his army to keep
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them from contesting his rule.96 At the height of his army, Nadir Shah had co-opted
50,000 Afghan troops, mostly from Herat and Kandahar.97
Like many shahs before him, toward the end of his reign, Nadir Shah’s
methods in ruling the Persians, Afghans, Uzbeks, Georgians, and Indians proved
increasingly cruel and tyrannical.98 He grew more paranoid of subordination in the
Persian cities that suffered most under his rule, and in 1747, Nadir Shah decided to
plan the assassination of several of his army officers of whom he was suspicious.
Having discovered his plan, some of these officers rallied to assassinate the Shah in
his tent later in that same year.99 The death of Nadir Shah provided a unique
opportunity for several different factions within Persia to attempt to gain power, not
least of which were the Afghans, whose designs for their own empire had not been
forgotten.
The way in which Afghanistan eventually extricated itself from Persia and
became truly independent was less traumatic for the Persians than the Afghan
invasion, but it had equally important consequences for the development of the PersoAfghan relationship at the turn of the century. The independence of the Afghan state
from Persia came as a direct result of Afghan opportunism in filling the power
vacuum left in Nadir Shah’s wake. Wasting no time, one of Nadir’s trusted army
officers Ahmed Khan, an Abdali Afghan, rallied Afghan tribal support and regained
control of Herat and Kandahar in order to establish Khorasan as a strategic buffer
region between the Afghans and Persians.100 This region was to be ruled by Shah
Rukh, considered to be a pawn of the Afghans, a move that kept Khorasan under
Afghan influence and under relative peace for the next fifty years.101 Ahmad Khan
went on to consolidate his power by shedding the Abdali tribal name for the name
‘Durrani,’ which assisted him in uniting the Abdali, Ghilzai and other competing
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Afghan tribes.102 Durrani’s ability to convince the various Afghan tribes to rally
against the common enemy of Persia was key to uniting them, and this enabled the
Afghans to successfully expel the Persians from the rest of the Afghan lands to create
what is now considered the establishment of the modern state of Afghanistan. Then,
in a final blow, Ahmad Shah Durrani’s empire took up the regional mantle of the
Persians, in that it came to include the geographic areas of modern-day Afghanistan,
Pakistan, the Khorasan and Kohistan provinces of Iran, and the Punjab province of
India.103
In contrast to the Afghan’s new regional stance, with the death of Nadir Shah,
Persia descended into a state of decay after a series of abortive successions eventually
resulted in the brief Zand Dynasty, ruling for an uneventful, but generally peaceful,
twenty years. Although the Afghans remained the enemies of the Persians during this
period, because of Karim Khan Zand’s generous disposition, the Afghans did not
view him as a threat and both sides generally left each other alone.104 After Karim
Khan’s death in 1779, Persia was unable to avoid another civil war for succession.
One of Karim Khan’s more distant descendants, Lotf Ali Khan, was able to seize the
Persian throne, but he continued to battle with the powerful Qajar tribe throughout his
reign.105 In 1795, the Qajars succeeded in killing Lotf Ali, took the Persian throne and
created the Qajar Dynasty.106
The eventual stabilization of Persia as one, centralized government after
decades of unrest was highly significant for the turn of the century. With domestic
turmoil at bay, Aga Mohammad Khan Qajar, and his successor Fath Ali Shah, turned
their focus outward and began their dynasty with a precise mission in mind: to
recover the lands Persia had recently lost.107 According to early historian Sir John
Malcolm, Aga Mohammad was so eager to recapture Bukhara (north of Afghan land)
that he sent an envoy to Kabul in order to make an alliance with Afghanistan in order
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to improve relations by raiding it together; the Afghans agreed to the alliance but had
no intention of upholding it.108
While the early relationship between Persia and Afghanistan centred on
religious tension and the creation of an independent Afghan state, what is crucial to
note is that Persia’s defeat by the Afghans they once controlled was compounded by
the realities of western and eastern imperial expansionism into Persian territory.
Beginning in the early 1700s, both Russia and the Ottomans sought to take advantage
of a rapidly declining Safavid empire by waging various military campaigns on her
northern provinces.109 Exploiting the threat to Persia caused by the Afghan revolts
and their subsequent siege of Isfahan, the Russians and the Ottomans carried out a
joint plan and began taking Persia’s coveted Caspian provinces during the RussoPersian War of 1722–23.110 By the war’s end, the Russians and Ottomans leveraged
Persia’s Afghan problem to pressure Shah Tahmasp, to agree to a treaty in which
Persia would formally cede some of their Caspian territories in exchange for Russian
and Ottoman assistance in expelling the Afghans from Persia.111 While Persia had no
choice but to uphold its end of the treaty, it became almost immediately clear that
Russia and the Ottomans had no intention of ending Afghan rule of Persia.112 From
this period onward, Persia was effectively given notice that it was directly in the
crosshairs of the Russian empire’s southward expansion.113 This and other similar
occurrences very much informed Iran’s obsession with Russian encroachment
discussed throughout this work.
At the beginning of the Qajar monarchy in 1796, Persia had some success in
attempting to retake a Georgian province in the north that previously belonged to
them, but this backfired almost immediately when the Russians swiftly responded by
re-annexing Georgia and invading Azerbaijan, which was still part of Persia.
Therefore, with Persia’s territorial integrity and regional dominance threatened on all
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fronts, Russia’s great-power bullying of Persia over the Afghan issue began a trend in
which imperial powers, aware of Afghanistan’s geopolitical importance, took to
marginalizing Persia in order to advance their own interests and regional positions.
This tendency was exacerbated by the growing involvement of the British in
the region. Prior to the eighteenth century, the Anglo-Persian relationship was mainly
based on their longstanding trade ties that were developed at the founding of the
British East India Company in 1600.114 Trading goods directly with Persia, as well as
utilizing Persia’s strategic geographical location to transmit goods from the Gulf to
Central and South East Asia, remained the key strategy of the British in their
relationship with Persia until the eighteenth century.115 The convenient and mutually
beneficial nature of this interaction suffered an extreme change beginning with the
Afghan invasion of Persia. From 1722 onwards, British merchants began finding
trade in and around Persia more and more impossible with the increased violence and
chaos between the Afghans and Persians.116 As Persia entered the Zand Dynasty,
tribal competition between the Zands and the Qajars in the north was so fierce that
the central government had almost no jurisdiction there.117 This further inhibited the
British trade relationship and accentuated Russia’s unchecked dominance in the
north. Following the death of Karim Khan Zand, the trade relationship with the
British, as well as other European nations, had come to near standstill, causing severe
economic problems for Persia.118 Once Britain became aware of how their declining
trade relationship with Persia could affect the British Empire’s power in the region,
as it was competing with the French and Russians, there was a shift in understanding
that Anglo-Persian relations would begin to be more affected by politics and less
concerned with trade.119
Therefore, the Afghan invasion of Persia in 1722 and the independence of
Afghanistan in 1747 marked a clear turning point in Persia’s history because Persia
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not only lost Afghanistan and its unfettered control of the main eastern trade routes,
but it lost many of its other lands at the hands of great powers, and, most importantly,
it lost its status as a significant regional power. This set the conditions for Britain and
Russia’s strategic management of Persia and Afghanistan as a means to protect their
regional interests while waging in superpower competition. As Percy Sykes noted in
his early history of Persia: more so than Alexander or Tamerlane, Mahmud Ghilzai
was the most extraordinary conqueror of Persia. He did not have a ready army at his
disposal, but instead, he slowly conquered and collapsed the state, exposing above all
else the extent of Persian weakness and cowardice.120 As it was soon to discover in
the nineteenth century, Persia was never to enjoy the same regional dominance that it
had before the Afghan invasion, but it would strive all the same. Persia’s interactions
with the imperial powers and Afghanistan in the 1700s show how the myth of foreign
domination and the myth of great civilisation (and their interconnected nature) that
underlie Persia’s foreign policy behaviour are based in their historical experience,
and were further cemented with the events of the nineteenth century.

The Great Game: Great‐Power Competition and its Impact on
Nineteenth Century Persian‐Afghan Relations
Iran’s modern-day relationship with Afghanistan has been heavily influenced by the
history of great-power dominance over Persia in the nineteenth century as part of the
political reality of great-power competition during this era. With the turn of the
century marking the formation of both Persia and Afghanistan into their modern
iterations, this period was definitive for the development of Perso-Afghan relations as
modernizing nation-states. The early nineteenth century saw a shift in the regional
politics of the greater Middle East, Central Asia, and South Asia in that AngloRussian competition for influence and protection of their interests – in India and
Central Asia respectively – dominated the political landscape for over a century. This
phenomenon came to be known as the “Great Game”, during which the imperial
prowess of the British and Russians was exerted by establishing competing spheres of
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influence in the region.121 A successfully dominant stance for the British was entirely
contingent upon the security of their position in India: bordering Afghanistan became
a strategic lynchpin for much of the nineteenth century, with Britain, Russia, and
Persia all vying for control of key areas of Afghanistan for access to India and the
Indian Ocean.122 In the face of this imperial competition, the overwhelming theme
for the Persian-Afghan relationship during the nineteenth century was unrelenting
Persian antagonism and interventionism toward Afghanistan while the British and
Russians sought to gain influence and control there. In the development of strong
paranoia over great-power domination during this period, Persia’s persisting intention
was to regain control over the strategic areas of Afghanistan in order to assert a
dominant regional status in competition with the intervening great powers. One can
see the direct correlation with Iranian motivations in Afghanistan henceforth, as
detailed in each of the chapters of this dissertation. This section will illustrate the key
events of the nineteenth century that motivated Persia to utilize both military and
political tactics to extend its influence in Afghanistan as a way to counteract growing
imperial control of the region. These will include: the early British diplomatic
entreaties to Persia and Afghanistan, the growing domination of Persia by Russia, the
Persian campaigns against Herat from 1799 to 1857 that culminated in the AngloPersian War, and the British arbitration of the Sistan, and other border issues between
Persia and Afghanistan from the 1860s onwards.
The surge of British diplomatic activity in the beginning of the nineteenth
century set the stage for the British to advance a strong regional position throughout
the Middle East and Central Asia, a manoeuvre that eventually led to Britain’s ability
to exert influence in Afghanistan and control over the Perso-Afghan relationship. As
discussed above, to protect their main interests in India, Britain realised they needed
political alliances with neighbouring Afghanistan and Persia.123 The urgency for
building these alliances was heightened as Russia took a dominant stance against
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Persia by successfully annexing several northern Persian provinces in a series of
armed conflicts from 1804 to 1813.124 Consequently, the British sent their first
official diplomatic missions to both states at the turn of the century, and successfully
drafted treaties of friendship with both Persia and Afghanistan in 1808 and 1809,
respectively.125
The language and provisions of these early treaties as the official start of
relations between these states is very revealing of British intentions with regard to
Persia and Afghanistan. Interestingly, the first real point made in the Persian treaty,
after engaging in excessive introductory flattery of Fath-Ali Shah Qajar, was to
ensure that should the Afghans attempt to take British India, the Persians must
promise to build an army to go to war with and destroy Afghanistan.126 The British
tactic to win Persian loyalty against the Afghans in case of an Afghan uprising
against India was not only to defer to the Persians on the Afghan issue but also to
divide and conquer the Persians and Afghans. Playing to this, the treaty: called the
Shah ‘holy’ and Persians ‘almighty,’ and it incited him to ‘ruin and humble’ the
Afghans if they attempted to attack Persia or India.127 Nearly all of the articles in the
political (as opposed to the commercial) section of both treaties were dedicated to
both Persia and Afghanistan agreeing to bring arms against the other in the event that
one side try to threaten British interests in India.128 In return, Britain offered to
provide provisional assistance to both countries if Persia were to attack Afghanistan
and vice versa. It is clear in the British conflict of interest present in these original
documents that in formulating their new regional policy, the British did not know at
first whether they should ally with Persia or Afghanistan. Accounts from officials on
the ground corroborate this, as they suggested that the British initially choose an
alliance with Persia, breaking their first treaty with the Afghans, by encouraging the
Persians to regain control of Herat in order to protect the transport routes through
Afghanistan that pass into India.129 For this reason, and due to India’s anxiety, Britain
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incited a Persian siege on Herat, a city which at the time was largely independent and
of dubious sovereignty. This did not take much convincing because, as mentioned,
the Persians desperately wanted to reclaim ‘their’ Afghan territories. However, the
Persian siege did not succeed; following the attempt, the British did not encourage
Persia’s many subsequent attempts to conquer Herat.130
What the British had not fully realised was the extent to which Imperial
Russia was actively encouraging the Persians to stage a continuous series of military
advances on Herat for the decades that followed. Within the context of AngloRussian competition, the eventual realisation was deeply concerning for the British,
who, upon seeing evidence that Russia sent troops to assist the Persians in their
endeavours, quickly threw full support behind Afghanistan as a means to protect
India.131 Another possible Russian motive for encouraging Persia to wage their
campaigns against Afghanistan was to distract the Qajars from the realities of losing
their northern territories to the Tsar.132 In the aftermath of the Treaty of Gulistan, in
which Persia was forced to submit to the will of Russia and relinquish even more of
its northern territories, Britain forced Persia to sign a defence treaty in 1814.133
Article I of the Anglo-Persian treaty contractually obligates Persia to break off any
treaties with European powers hostile to Britain (i.e. Russia), to not allow a European
power into their territory if they are to invade India, and if a European power were to
use routes around Persia to access India, Persia was to use their influence in these
areas or a showing of troops in order deter that power.134 Article VIII continued to
protect the British in case the Afghans were to ever threaten India, as it outlined that
if the Afghans were to invade India, that Persia must send troops to aid the British.
However, in an unreciprocal twist, Article IX states that should there be a PersoAfghan war that Britain would not interfere unless the two countries requested
mediation to effect peace.135 According to diplomatic historian J.C. Hurewitz, this
treaty, which was drafted over the course of five years, was to replace the initial
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treaty of 1808 that guaranteed British military assistance for Persia in the event of an
Afghan conflict with Persia.136 In this very cautious defensive treaty, it was already
becoming clear that Britain did not intend to provide Persia political or military
assistance, especially not in regard to Afghanistan, unless Persia was assisting Britain
in the defence of India. This change in British behaviour toward the Persians would
have only exacerbated Persian paranoia about their involvement in Persia’s
immediate region.
Yet another historical loss to engrain in the Iranian consciousness Persia’s
great-power” status was over was Persian humiliation in the signing of the 1828
Treaty of Turkmenchai, which forced Persia to give Russia control of previouslyPersian lands in the Caucuses. The response to this foreign domination was strong,
with a domestic flaring of popular grievances in Persia.137 The relationships Persia
established with these two imperial states came to define an immense decline in
Iranian power. Iran’s dependence upon the trade and influence of these powers was
necessary in order to keep the Iranian economy and legitimacy of the Qajars intact.
This dependence materialized in Iran ultimately issuing concessions, tangible
economic offerings, and capitulations, in continued, unfair treaties, to the British and
Russians.138 The Qajar’s granting of these concessions and capitulations was wildly
unpopular within Iran, and this discontent was the primary factor in the development
of early Iranian nationalism, as it was a rallying point that mobilised the Iranian
public against the threatening Western ‘other.’139
Persia’s military advances on Afghan territories throughout the early to mid1800s culminated in another devastating loss to Persia in regard to Afghanistan, but
rather than losing regional dominance to the Afghans, the Persians were being
deprived a strong regional stance by the British. As mentioned, the Qajar dynasty
began with Fath Ali Shah embarking on a campaign to regain what Persia had lost in
territory and status by attempting to retake the outskirts of its empire. Regaining
control of Herat and Kandahar became paramount to Persia, as these cities remained
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important trade routes and were critical for gaining access to India.140 For this reason,
the British became concerned with Persian intentions regarding Afghanistan and
India. The British knew that despite Russian pressure, Fath Ali Shah had ‘reasons of
his own’ for raiding Afghanistan, and they were alarmed that the Shah would take
such a competitive stance against the British.141 This was made easier for Persia by
the fact that from the turn of the century until 1828, Afghanistan was more a series of
loosely allied khanates (Kabul, Kandahar, and Herat).142 British officers on the
ground during this period posited that because Afghanistan seemed to Persia as a
government ‘without a head’ and appeared to the Persians to be ‘unoccupied,’ they
saw it as an advantageous condition under which to attack Afghanistan, and they
were counselled by others to do so.143 In line with the theoretical framework of this
work, it has been noted that Persia’s approach toward Afghanistan was as if they
were masters to Afghan subjects.144 As such, the British would take a policy of
intervention in regard to Persian designs on Afghanistan, and it was because of this
that Persia was unsuccessful in its attempts to regain the city of Herat in 1805, 1816,
1833, 1837, and 1856-7.
By 1837, Persian incursions into Afghanistan were a risk that the British
could no longer ignore, and the worst of British fears were realized when Persia’s
attempt on Herat that year had Russian backing.145 When the British issued stern
threats to the Persians and Russians to surrender or prepare for war, the Persians and
Russians ultimately abandoned their effort.146 After the British were sure of Russian
collaboration on the 1837 attempt, the British broke off Anglo-Persian diplomatic
relations in 1839. British officials in Tehran were exasperated by Persia’s
unreliability and disinterest in improving relations.147 Officials on the inside
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suggested that the British handling of the Russian and Persian threat was to use the
Afghans to balance their influence regionally and to protect India.148
Afghanistan’s handling of great-power interference was somewhat different
and more successful than Persia’s. British intentions in the region regarding
Afghanistan were not lost of the Afghans. During the several Persian incursions into
Afghan territory, the Afghan leader Dost Mohammad Khan refused to acquiesce to
Britain’s demand to sever all ties with the Persians and Russians, instead rebelling
and initiating a series of diplomatic negotiations with the Russians.149 In a clear
display of panic by the British because of the priority it placed on Afghanistan for the
protection of India, Britain invaded Afghan territory in 1838. This marked the
beginning of the First Anglo-Afghan War, effectively caused by Russo-Persian
competition with the British over Afghanistan. This compelled Britain to install a
pro-British ruler to combat the threat from Persia and Russia.150 The British initially
succeeded in reinstalling Shah Shuja, who had been deposed by the Afghans nearly
thirty years prior, and under whom the 1809 Anglo-Afghan Treaty was signed. They
condemned the unreliable Dost Mohammad Khan to exile in British India in order to
keep watch on him and prevent Shuja’s overthrow, but uprisings amongst the tribes
in Afghanistan made it apparent that after the exit of British troops, Shah Shuja
would not remain on the throne for long.151 The tribes rallied together, assassinating
Shah Shuja in 1842 and delivering a massive blow to the British troops attempting to
retake control. A clear British defeat, Dost Mohammad Khan came back from exile in
British India to rule Afghanistan, and for obvious reasons, this began a chill in
Anglo-Afghan relations for some time. As they were to admit later, the British had
begun to realize that they could not so easily handle the threat of Persia and Russia by
attempting to control the internal or external affairs of Afghanistan.
During the lulls in Anglo-Afghan relations, Persia tried its hand at utilizing
political tactics in order to mitigate the influence the British had gained over
Afghanistan, revealing that despite many setbacks, their irredentism had not abated.
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This began in a period preceding direct Persian and British confrontation during the
Anglo-Persian War. The Persian schemes involved sending Afghans loyal to the
Persian court to Herat in order to stage political coups to take control of Khorasan for
Persia.152 This is echoed in the autobiography of the Afghan ruler Abdur Rahman
Khan, when he recalls that his grandfather, Dost Mohammad Khan, had to constantly
deal with Persia sending political agents to control Herat.153 Nonetheless, when
Persia’s efforts did not succeed, they looked to other ways to influence Afghanistan.
Following the First Anglo-Afghan War, the Persians attempted to bribe Yar
Mohammad of Herat to compete for influence with the lavish amount of money the
British were providing him.154 Then in the early 1850s, Persia sought to sign a
quadripartite treaty between itself and the three major Afghan khanates of Kabul,
Kandahar, and Herat as a defensive alliance against the political and military
encroachments of the great powers in the region.155 This revealing political
manoeuvre illustrates the extent of how desperate Persia was to use its influence over
and relationship with Afghanistan as a way to compete against the Russians and the
British. Discussed in all the forthcoming chapters, these tactic have many
contemporary parallels to the Iranian-Afghan relationship in the twentieth century,
especially the example of Iran’s creation of Iranian-led ‘non-allied’ regional
collectives involving its neighbouring states to mitigate Western and Russian
influence in the region.156
However, Persian entreaties at this time were particularly unappealing to the
Afghans, who could not ignore the increasing aggressiveness of Persian designs on
the Afghan people and its territories.157 A British official serving in an advisory
capacity to the government in Kabul, noted that the Afghans knew that the Persians
wanted to conquer them and that they could easily do so.158 The British took the
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opportunity to formally warn the Persians to discontinue their threats of military
advances on Afghanistan by making them sign an agreement to not interfere in
Afghan affairs in 1853.159 Sir Henry Rawlinson points out that this was a main reason
for a thaw in Anglo-Afghan relations that led to the signing of the 1855 Treaty of
Peshawar between Britain, British India, and Afghanistan.160 The treaty successfully
brought Afghanistan back into the British fold, restating their diplomatic alliance,
with Britain reaffirming her pledge to protect Afghanistan from any additional
Persian and Russian attempts to take Herat.161 Persia’s paranoia and jealousy of the
British-Afghan relationship was only exacerbated by this new alliance.162 The British
were soon forced to fulfil the promises in their recent treaty with the Afghans, as
Persia and Russia waged their most successful attempt to date to take Herat,
occupying the city for several months in 1856. The Anglo-Persian War ensued,
during which the British confronted the Persians directly, and knowing they would be
unable to defeat the British by being well outnumbered, the Persians had no choice
but to withdrawal their troops from Herat.163
The important outcome of this final Persian irredentist attempt on Herat was
the signing of the Treaty of Paris in 1857, another humiliating treaty with a great
power in which Britain forced Persia to renounce all claims to Herat and Afghan
territory, with the only exception being if Afghanistan violated Persia’s borders.164 In
Article VI, it is stipulated that the Shah must abstain from interfering in the internal
affairs of Afghanistan, and that from thence onwards, the Persians agreed that all
future disputes between Persia and Afghanistan would have to be raised with the
British.165 Britain was also sure to specify that should Afghanistan violate Persian
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territory, Persia could take up arms against them, but they must not remain in
Afghanistan after accomplishing the conclusion of that conflict.166
The British decision to directly attack Persia to protect Afghanistan had now
set a precedent for the British to continue to do so, as a buffer for India, in the
decades to come.167 Upon the ratification of this treaty, there remained Persians who
hoped to maintain a presence in western Afghan territories, as they continued to feel
that they historically constituted part of Iran.168 In attempting to reassert itself against
the British in the aftermath of the war, the Persians continued to threaten military
advances against the Afghans, in direct violation of Article VI of the Treaty of
Paris.169 In response, the British signed an addendum to their 1855 treaty with the
Afghans expressly stating that the British would provide subsidies for any future
confrontation with the Persians and made provisions for a British military unit to go
to Kandahar, with the permission of the Afghans, to protect it from any future Persian
or Russian threat.170 By 1863, the Anglo-Afghan relationship was in such good
standing that Dost Mohammad Khan was able to retake complete control of Herat
with the blessing of the British.171
Given these wars and contests for territory in the Persian-Afghan relationship,
it is clear that the British and Russians had chosen their sides and controlled the
framework by which Persia and Afghanistan could interact with one another. British
control of the Perso-Afghan relationship and its favouring Afghanistan continued to
affect both countries into the 20th century. Notably, the Mohammad Reza Shah
recounts the British taking Herat from Persia twice in three pages of his version of
Persia’s history in his book The Shah’s Story, published first in 1979. His retelling of
this period in Iran’s history is revealing of the persistence in the power of the Myth of
the Great Civilisation and the Myth of Foreign Domination in informing his
worldview. The Shah said,
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Although at the outset of Mohammad Shah’s reign in 1838 we
were still fighting for the province of Herat, WHICH
BELONGS TO US, we were destined to abandon it finally and
to recognize the kingdom of Afghanistan merely as the result
of a British threat.172

The extent of Persia’s powerlessness to regain control of the relationship over
which it formerly had complete control had strong implications for Persia’s latenineteenth century strategy to influence Afghanistan politically rather than militarily.
With the Persian court still expressing disfavour with the British, Persia began to
cleverly use the political arbitration framework stipulated by the British in the Treaty
of Paris to their advantage by embroiling the British in a slew of territorial disputes
between the Persians and Afghans.173 This mainly took form in the British arbitration
of the division of resource-rich Sistan (Baluchistan) in the 1860s and 1870s, as both
Afghanistan and Persia had historical claims to the land. The Persians used Britain’s
initial refusal to arbitrate the Sistan issue, referencing the Treaty of Paris, to enable
them to ‘protect’ their boundaries from the Afghans by displaying a force of Persian
troops and taking an aggressive stance in the province.174 Thus politically, Persia was
still using Afghanistan as regional leverage to stage shows of power against the great
powers.
The late 1800s also marked a shift in British policy that had a direct impact on
Iran and Afghanistan. Beginning in the 1860s, the British stance toward Iran and
Afghanistan had less to do with Russia’s political influence on these places than it did
with Russia’s encroaching physical presence on both Persia and Afghanistan’s
borders and what this meant for India.175 By 1868, Russia had annexed Tashkent and
brokered a deal with its leader that effectively usurped his independence. Russia was
now directly on Afghanistan’s northern border. This made Afghanistan a less reliable
barrier for Russian access to India, making it more urgent for the British to solve the
Sistan issue so that Sistan could not be used by the Russians or Persians as a base
from which to attack India.176 Considering that Sistan had refused to pay tribute to
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Persia since the death of Nadir Shah, the British verdict on authority over the Sistan
region was disproportionately advantageous to Persia, seen as a small concession to
encourage the Persians not to allow Russian access to the Sistan.177 It also led to the
formal delineation of a Persian-Afghan border by the British in 1872. Hedging its
bets again, the British also successfully reached an agreement with Russia in 1873 in
order to formalize Afghanistan’s northern boundary and push Russia to acknowledge
that Afghanistan was strictly outside of its sphere of influence.178
Afghanistan made the British pay for their convenient solution to the
arbitration. By 1873, Sher Ali, the current leader of Afghanistan, complaining that the
Sistan arbitration favoured Persia, while the British insisted that Sistan was originally
Persian land.179 Sher Ali spited the British for the Sistan arrangement, allowing a
Russian diplomatic mission to come to Kabul.180 When the British responded by
insisting on sending a diplomatic mission of their own, a demand Sher Ali rejected,
the British sent forces to invade Afghanistan in 1878. This triggered the Second
Anglo-Afghan War, as the British broke their 1855 treaty promising not to send
troops into Afghanistan. Yet again, a territorial contest between Persia and
Afghanistan had catalysed a war between the British and Afghans over concerns
about Russia. Because the Afghans could now no longer be trusted to deter the
Russians, the British insisted on placing British officers in Herat, Kandahar, and
Kabul as well as having British soldiers guarding the Afghan passageways into India.
Soon after sending their diplomatic mission to Kabul, the mission was massacred by
the Afghans, continuing the war.181
Thus by 1879, the British were contemplating a full change in their regional
strategy based on recent events in Afghanistan. British foreign minister Lord
Salisbury proposed a drastic policy shift of supporting Persia over Afghanistan in
order to protect India because it did not foresee Afghanistan being a sustainable ally
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in the near future.182 Britain again started negotiations with Persia, dangling the
prospect of allowing the Shah to take Herat so that the British could more easily
establish diplomatic missions and a railroad to facilitate the trade route between Herat
and Kandahar.183 Suddenly in 1880, the Shah suspended the negotiations on Herat,
and while the histories are unclear on their exact reasons, it is suggested that secret
communication and pressure from the Russians was likely the cause.184 The
opportunity to extend the Anglo-Persian relationship ended with the failure of these
negotiations, and Russo-Persian relationship intensified. However, not long
thereafter, the British were in the ascendant in their war with Afghanistan. They
eventually subdued the Afghans and using the subsequent peace treaty to force
Afghanistan into submission. Like Persia had in similar treaties, Afghanistan lost
much of its power in signing the Treaty of Gandamak, in which the British formally
usurped control of all of Afghanistan’s foreign affairs. To ensure Afghan compliance,
the British proceeded to install Abdur Rahman Khan in 1880 to ensure a pro-British
government.185 This would set the tone for the Anglo-Afghan and Anglo-Persian
relationships until the early twentieth century.
These developments had perhaps the largest impact on Persian-Afghan
relations. Still wary of Persia, in his autobiography, Abdur Rahman recalls that a key
point in the treaty that brought him to the throne was that the British promised to
protect Afghanistan from Persia and Russia, and those states had ‘pledged’ to stay out
of Afghan affairs.186 It is particularly illustrative of this period that the only mention
of Abdur Rahman’s contact with Persia was one instance: when he refused to see the
Shah in Tehran, the Shah sent a condescending note saying that he ‘looked upon
[Abdur Rahman] as a son’ and that he should always ‘look up on Persia as [his]
home.’187 Abdur Rahman Khan ruled from 1880 to 1901, a period in which he
acquiesced to British demands to conduct Afghanistan’s foreign policy while,
understandably, he advanced internal policies that made it difficult for foreigners to
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conduct any sort of business in Afghanistan.188 Notably, Perso-Afghan trade was
affected and dropped to a lower level than any of either countries’ other trade
relationships, with Persia and Afghanistan only exchanging a small and equal amount
of low-value goods.189 By 1884 Abdur Rahman had also ordered a sizeable garrison
on Afghan troops to Herat in order to protect it from any further interference from
Persia.190
Due to this and other factors, the Anglo-Persian relationship experienced
some level of rapprochement over trade and commerce in the late nineteenth century.
An official from the British Telegraph Office made the point that the only reason the
King of England tolerated the Persians during this period was the fear of Russia, to
make revenues from its telegraph lines there, and the concern of the fall of Herat and
the consequences it would have on India.191 While British interests did not inspire a
significant relationship with Persia until the discovery of oil in 1908, the AngloAfghan and Persian-Afghan relationship was mostly inactive before this period.192
However, having spent most of the century paranoid about the British influence with
Afghanistan and attempting to assert itself against the British through Afghanistan,
the Persians used this opportunity to get closer to the British in the late 1800s. One
way in which Persia accomplished this was in the handing out of major concessions
to the British.193 This was to culminate when industrialization became more
important for the British, with the Tobacco Regie of 1890 and eventually in the
D’Arcy oil concession of 1901.194
In sum, Lord Salisbury made the apt observation toward the end of the 1800s
that throughout that century:
Central Asian politics have been a game…in which it has been
necessary to sacrifice either Persia or Afghanistan in order to leave
room for the other to move. But the two being under two coordinate authorities instead of under one, our policy has never
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represented the distinct choice of a single mind, but a compromise
between two conflicting claims…[Afghanistan] learned to distrust
us–and Persia has never ever been disposed to like us.195

The quandary represented in this statement reflects the framework in which PersianAfghan relations were situated within the nineteenth century in that they were heavily
restricted by the strategies of the British and Russians in their competition with one
another. However, the situation began to change in the early twentieth century with
an unexpected Anglo-Russian détente and the increasing independence of
Afghanistan and, to a lesser extent, of Persia.

Persia, Afghanistan, and the Great Powers at the Turn of the Century
At the turn of the century, Persia and Afghanistan continued to lack direct relations
due to great-power control over important aspects of both countries’ internal and
external affairs, which did not change until key events impacting Russia and Britain
(namely World War I and the Russian Revolution) catalysed a turning point in their
respective approaches toward Persia and Afghanistan.196 The development most
indicative of this period that had lasting consequences for both countries for years
afterward was the signing of the 1907 Anglo-Russian Convention.
The 19th century had ended with Russia in control of most of Central Asia,
which made Britain very anxious about the power balance in the region. As such,
Britain had tried for years to entice Russia into signing a treaty on Persia and
Afghanistan, the two most sensitive areas of their rivalry. They had not been
successful because Russia saw no incentive in it and had the benefit of time on their
side. However, the 1905 Russian Revolution and some military adventures in Asia
that had gone wrong led the Russians to re-evaluate this stance and to favour
improving relations with Britain. The 1907 Convention was designed to stipulate how
Persia, Afghanistan, and Tibet would function within an international system
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structured for over a century around the Anglo-Russian rivalry that would now
become an Anglo-Russian entente. Persia was split into British and Russian areas of
influence, and Afghanistan was determined to be in Britain’s sphere of influence.197
The Anglo-Russian collusion the convention represented infuriated the
Persians and Afghans because it reignited now mythologized sentiments around
foreign domination. As was customary in colonial conventions, Persia and
Afghanistan had not been informed that either power had been negotiating an
agreement directly consequential to their fates.198 This status quo continued during
World War I, when Britain and Russia were allied against Germany and the Ottoman
Empire, to prevent from Central-power incursions into Persian territory for oil. As
such, Persia’s constitutionalist politicians were unable to assert the neutral wartime
policy they had hoped to.199 Meanwhile, Afghanistan struggled with continued
British control of her foreign affairs. Afghanistan did not have any direct political
relations of note with Russia, as Russia had acknowledged Afghanistan was firmly
under British influence as the buffer state to protect India.200 Though bourgeoning
nationalists in Afghanistan wanted to use World War I as an opportunity to resist the
British and engage Central powers like Germany in the lead-up to World War I,
great-power pressures forced Afghan Amir Habibullah into a domestically unpopular
policy of “neutrality” until the conclusion of the war.201
Persia and Afghanistan finally began to assert themselves in their foreign
affairs due mainly to shifts in the foreign-policy calculous of Russia and Britain
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following the Russian Revolution in 1917 and the conclusion of World War I, as well
as, to a lesser extent, the efforts of a few strong, nationalist leaders in Persia and
Afghanistan seeking to gain independence from the great powers. The first sea
change Persian and Afghan nationalists were able to seize on was the Russian
Revolution in 1917, which resulted in the abolishment of the Russian monarchy and
establishment of a Bolshevik-led republic. The Bolsheviks initially articulated a
drastically different foreign policy approach than that of Imperial Russia to the
region’s states. They insisted on respecting smaller states’ independence and wanted
to cancel Tsarist agreements that had infringed upon that independence.202 This was
first evidenced in the treaty the Bolsheviks signed with the Central powers to end
World War I, a key provision of which was that all the treaty parties would respect
Persia and Afghanistan’s sovereignty as “independent nations.” This approach,
immensely appealing to the region’s nations, constituted a significant threat to
Britain’s way of managing relations with these nations and incited the region’s
nationalist leaders to seek more freedom from control by the only imperial power left.
As a result, the Bolshevik Revolution and the Russian reset of its foreign affairs
ended the Anglo-Russo détente and caused both nations to revert to their old regional
rivalry.203
Britain attempted to take the opportunity of Russia’s “kinder” approach to the
region to establish a more dominant position in Persia, moving British forces from
their stronghold in the south into the traditionally Russian-dominated areas of
northern Persia in 1918. Britain began influencing successive Persian prime ministers
to memorialize the capitulations granted to her at the turn of the century in the highly
controversial 1919 Anglo-Persian Agreement. This agreement and Britain’s military
actions in Persia angered the Russians, who felt Persia had sold out her sovereignty to
Britain. As a result, the Russians waged low-key military operations into Persia,
hoping to pressure Persia for political concessions.204 This interference had a positive
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impact for Persia: by May 1920 Persia was able to denounce the Anglo-Persian
Agreement because a Russian military expedition had pressured Britain to remove its
troops from northern Persia.205 Then Persian constitutionalist politicians were able to
work with the Bolsheviks to cement the latter’s promises to Persia in mid-1918 to
abrogate the 1907 Anglo-Russian convention and other Tsarist conventions harmful
to Persian sovereignty, and to withdrawal Russian troops from northern Iran.206
Despite renewed Russian-British competition in Persia from 1918-1920, and
both countries’ maintenance of influence in Persia, this period also saw Britain give
Afghanistan its independence, which in turn, almost immediately led to an expansion
of Russian influence there. The change in Russia’s policy toward Afghanistan after
its 1917 revolution gave Afghanistan a freedom of action that she quickly used in
1919 to attack British India, which precipitated the Third Anglo-Afghan War.207
Though Britain quickly defeated Afghan forces by air bombing Afghan territory, the
Afghans were still inciting tribal rebellions on the Indian border, and the British were
weary from the Great War. When the parties decided mutually to end hostilities, they
signed the Treaty of Rawalpindi in August 1919, the main outcome of which was
giving Afghanistan independence from Britain and control of her foreign affairs.208
Shortly thereafter, King Amanullah Khan embarked upon a series of diplomatic
charm offensives to build bilateral relations with countries other than Britain. This
included establishing relations with Russia, the first country to recognize
Afghanistan's independence in 1919, and sending Afghan envoys to Persia (March
1920), Turkey (May 1920), the United States (July 1921), and elsewhere.209
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Persia and Afghanistan Begin a Bilateral Relationship
While Afghanistan was navigating its recently won control of its foreign affairs from
the British, Persia was still under the thumb of Britain when Afghanistan approached
Persia to begin diplomatic relations in January 1920. Britain’s influence over Persian
decision-making played a key role in the establishment of Persian-Afghan diplomatic
relations and influenced the course of their early bilateral relationship. According to
Anglo-Persian Oil Company records, King Amanullah initiated formal diplomatic
relations with Persia by sending two Afghan diplomats to Herat to await permission
from Persia to proceed into her territory in January 1920. The first was an Afghan
official named Abdul Baki Beg, chosen to lead a possible Afghan consulate in
Mashhad. The second was an official named Abdul Aziz Khan, whom Amanullah
intended to be the Afghan ambassador to Tehran.210
Immediately British officials protested Abdul Baki’s presence, and
commented in their records that “the Persian Government ha[d] been warned” of the
British protest and “ha[d] given a satisfactory assurance” regarding not allowing Baki
to enter Persia.211 British officials had received reports about the Afghan envoys,
including that they had travelled with “spies,” that made the British suspicious of
them and of Amanullah’s intentions in sending them.212 Indicative of the time, British
officials lamented that by sending these envoys, Amanullah was “probably seek[ing]
to sow suspicion between Persians and ourselves and may also represent that the
salvation of Persia lies in alliance with Bolsheviks as liberators of the East from
Western Imperialism and capitalism.”213
The issue got the attention of London, and the Foreign Office ordered British
officials in Persia to tell the Persian government that since there was no treaty signed
between Persia and Afghanistan, there was no justification for a consulate general in
Mashhad, and to not allow Abdul Baki into Persia. They proposed instead that Abdul
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Aziz be allowed to travel to Tehran to negotiate a treaty between the two
governments. The Foreign Office admitted to suggesting the latter only because they
were more inclined, in what they felt were existing critical circumstances, for the
envoy to come so that they could determine “what [was] in mind of Afghan
government.” The Persian government informed British officials they would heed
their suggestion, and invited Abdul Aziz to proceed to Tehran.214
Once Abdul Aziz arrived in Tehran in April or May 1920, then-British
Minister to Tehran Sir Percy Cox used the close rapport he had developed with
Persian Prime Minister Vusuq al Dowleh, to implore Dowleh to tell him
confidentially what the Afghan envoy was saying in his meetings with Persian
officials. He asked for a comprehensive report, including a copy of the letter Sir
Percy learned that the envoy was carrying from Amanullah to the Persian
government. Sir Percy also said he had heard that the Afghans wanted to establish
relations with Persia but that “allusions to great Britain were made, which were
offensive in tone” and that the envoy was “openly canvassing for Bolshevism.” Sir
Percy made it clear that he was expecting Dowleh to report back on these matters.215
Dowleh complied shortly thereafter and provided Sir Percy with a full reporting of
the new Afghan envoy’s conversations with Persian officials. Dowleh said the envoy
was sent with the purpose of establishing relations with Persia. He also provided a
copy of the confidential letter the envoy had carried from King Amanullah to Sultan
Ahmad Shah.216 The letter, dated November 8, 1919, clearly encourages the
establishment of friendly relations with Persia and lays out Amanullah’s reasons for
seeking them. British officials later translated and reproduced it for the Foreign
Office:
My well respected friend and brother, H.M. Sultan Ahmad Shah,
sovereign of the independent kingdom of Persia. After presentation of
friendly greeting and the expression of respect, let it be known to
H.M’s mind that, despite the moral and material unity which existed
between the two states, the governments of Persia and Afghanistan
have, for a great many years, remained totally unfamiliar with each
other. They have not had free communication between themselves by
the means of friendly correspondence, or political and commercial
214
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relations. The reason of this, as must be clear to the Persian
parliament, has been nothing but the misrepresentations of the worldconquerors, i.e. the despotic states whose minds are occupied with
avaricious ideas of the conquest of the world, on this chessboard of
misery and misfortune. It cannot be denied moreover, that the said
avaricious world-conquerors have never regarded pan-Islamism as a
channel by which the Islamic world could progress. They have not
properly understood the meaning of pan-Islamism and have thought it
to be directed against other religions, whilst the enlightened Muslims
want the pan-Islamism for their own progress and civilization and not
for the purpose of overthrowing or using it against other nations.
Predestination does not allow everything to be in accordance with the
wishes of the helpless human being. The terrible effect of the war in
Europe has upset the world and consequently this friendly state,
Afghanistan, has taken steps to declare its full independence and this
has been now obtained. It is on this account that Afghanistan, with full
liberty, wishes to establish and consolidate relations with its friendly
and brotherly state of Persia by sending a temporary and if accepted, a
permanent envoy. . . .It is hoped that the [Imperial Persian
Government] will receive the envoy of friendly Afghanistan and will
hasten to send a high representative to Kabul so that, by the will of the
almighty, relations between the two imperial governments may be
consolidated and improved. Sardar Abdul Aziz Khan should be
regarded as a trustworthy envoy and in matters connected with the
mutual interests of the two countries he may be communicated with. In
conclusion, we pray for the Almighty’s help and the moral assistance
of the “Sacred Family” (of Mohamed) in regard to the Islamic states
and the consolidation of their unity.217

British officials did not react positively to Amanullah’s propositions. The
suggested British response for the Persian government to send Amanullah—one that
was provided to Persian officials—appeared to send just as strong a message to Persia
as it did to Afghanistan. British officials wrote, as the Shah:
It would in the opinion of my government be inconvenient and
mistaken policy to confuse question of political relations between our
two states by reference to religious considerations upon which owing
to their past history it is unlikely that views of Persia and Afghanistan
would coincide. Apart from this however, I welcome the desire of
neighboring state of Afghanistan to establish closer relations between
my government and for that purpose I am willing to accept Sardar
Abul Aziz as Afghan envoy. This acceptance should not be taken as
indication of any desire on the part of Persia to forfeit advantage
accruing to her under Treaty of 1857 between Persia and Great Britain
under which the latter is bound to undertake mediation between Persia
and Afghanistan in the event of a conflict of views between them. As
to suggestion that Persian representative should be sent to Kabul I
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should prefer to wait for some time until present confused situation in
Central Asia is clearer and until the trend of policy of Afghanistan
towards her powerful neighbors Great Britain and Russia has become
more plain.218

Considering the sensitivity of the subject to Britain, in late July Dowleh
sought British counsel on whether the Persian government should reciprocate the
Afghan diplomatic gesture by sending a Persian envoy to Kabul as King Amanullah
requested. A British Embassy official said he told Dowleh that the Persian
government “had at present more important things to think about” and that “[Dowleh]
agreed and said that, anyhow, he would consult H.M. Minister [in Tehran] before
taking any decisive step in the matter.” The official continued, “I believe hardly any
Persians contemplate an alliance with Afghanistan. They don’t take the Afghans
seriously.”219
While Amanullah’s letter had not expressed the friendliest of sentiments
toward the great powers, nothing overtly indicated Afghan sympathies for
Bolshevism or intentions for Persia regarding closer relations the Bolsheviks, as
Britain feared. However, British paranoia in this regard appeared to turn in
September 1920. The British Ambassador in Tehran wrote to the Foreign Office that
he had shared with the Persian Prime Minister that they had incriminating reports that
the Abdul Aziz and his brother were “intriguing with local Bolsheviks with a view of
concluding an alliance between Persia and the Russians through the intermediary of
Afghanistan.”220 The Prime Minister told this official that he had received similar
reports. The official noted that as a matter of protocol, the Shah would likely need to
respond in kind to Amanullah’s gesture and send a special mission to Kabul, though
it was unclear whether the Persians would ask for the recall of Abdul Aziz due to his
alleged transgressions. The Prime Minister also said that one repeated request Aziz
had made was the establishment of an Afghan consular office at Mashhad to protect
the interests of the numerous Afghans living there, and he asked whether the British
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government would have any objection to the presence of a low-level consular official
there.221 The reaction of British officials in India was strong: “As we have already
represented…there would be grave danger from Afghan Consular Officer at Meshed
[sic]. Fact that Afghan representative at Tehran has been intriguing with the local
Bolsheviks would perhaps give Persian Government valid excuse for refusing to
receive at present juncture Afghan Consular Officer at Meshed which is more
dangerous focus for Bolshevik activity than Tehran.”222
As may be expected, Britain took control over how the Persian government
responded to Amanullah’s appeal for relations. British officials reported that after
further discussions with the British Ambassador in Tehran, the Persian government
had decided that they would recognize an Afghan consul at Mashhad for the time
being until a Persian envoy could establish themselves in Afghanistan. Apparently
the British Ambassador had pushed this course of action when realizing that its
benefit would be to give the Persian envoy enough time in Afghanistan to determine
“the condition of the country and the nature and extent of her relations with the
Bolsheviks.”223 Additionally, when the Persian government was unable to
successfully send their special envoy to Kabul by way of Khorasan (through Persian
territory) in November 1920 due to poor transportation routes, the Persian
government had to request Britain’s permission for their envoy to travel to Kabul
through Indian territory. In exchange for the British making the necessary
arrangements, the Persians assured British officials that their Kabul mission was
purely complimentary in nature, and that the special envoy would of course report
what he saw back to the British.224
Therefore, 1920 was the first time diplomatic relations could be established
between Persia and Afghanistan because for more than a century the great powers
had made this hitherto impossible. It is ironic that while the Afghans sought to begin
the new bilateral relationship as a way to become more independent from the great
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powers, its establishment was actually only made possible by the political assent and
logistical support of the British.

Reza Shah and the Formalization of Iranian‐Afghan Relations (1921‐41)
As Afghanistan was already an independent state, what contributed most to Iran’s225
and Afghanistan’s ability develop formal bilateral relations was the Coup of 1921, the
subsequent change in leadership in Iran, and the priority of Iran’s leaders to assert
independence by formalizing bilateral relations with other states without great-power
interference. On February 21, 1921, Reza Khan and Seyyed Zia Tabatabai took
power in Iran and made their primary policy achieving a more independent status and
foreign policy for their country. In a few short years, Reza Khan consolidated power
and crowned himself Shah of Iran in April 1925, a position he held until September
1941.226 This period not only saw Iran formalize its bilateral diplomatic relationship
with Afghanistan—which by all accounts was in its foundational stage and generally
good— but it offers the first hints of what perpetually motivates Iranian intentions
and shapes its policy towards Afghanistan. As discussed earlier, these continued to
include: a primary focus on Iranian concern about great power influence and/or
penetration, Iran’s desire to take a dominant leadership position in regional initiatives
and perspective that Afghan participation is crucial, and the consequential elevation
of Iran to a low level of competition with the great powers for involvement in the
region’s affairs. These issues will be discussed as pertinent to the key moments of the
Iranian-Afghan relationship from 1921-1941, namely the signing of three treaties: the
bilateral 1921 Treaty of Friendship, the bilateral 1927 Treaty of Friendship and
Security, and the Iran-led, multilateral 1937 Saadabad Pact.
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Reza Khan and Seyyid Zia’s policy of making Persia more independent from
the great powers initially took form in Iran’s renegotiation of its formal treaties and
provisional agreements with the ex-capitulatory powers in order to replace the old
capitulations regime. Their policy was also advanced by Tehran seeking to formalize
its bilateral relations, separate from great-power interference, and with nations other
than Britain and Russia.227 One of the first nations Iran chose was Afghanistan.
Iran and Afghanistan signed their Treaty of Friendship on June 22, 1921, which
served to memorialize the basic principles of Iranian-Afghan bilateral relations,
stemming from “unity of religion and race, as well as from ties of neighbourliness.”
The treaty is reciprocal and reveals some elements underlying the foreign policy
priorities of both states. The key articles of the agreement were:









citizens of one country in the territory of another are subject to the laws of the
country they are in, and if those citizens commit a crime in the other’s
country, representatives from that citizen’s country cannot intervene in the
other country’s legal actions against the citizen
all diplomatic officials from ambassadors to consular agents would be
approved by the country in which they would serve their duties, and that the
parties should immediately draw up trade and commercial treaties
nationals of one country in the territory of another should not have to
complete any military or other service required for the citizens of that country
extradition rights are guaranteed for citizens that commit grave offenses
against the other country, but this does not extend to persons guilty of
“political offenses”
relations between Persia and Afghanistan should not be affected in the event
one of parties becomes involved in a war with a third Power, and if this does
happen, the other party should be neutral and not favour the third power in
any respect
if the parties have a dispute that cannot be solved by diplomatic negotiations,
they will submit the dispute to arbitration and “undertake loyally to carry out
the decision of the arbitrators” (does not specify the type of arbitrator)228

While diplomatic historian J.C. Hurewitz asserts that this treaty “exemplified Islamic
solidarity in face of imperialism,” this sentiment is more contextual than textual,
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except for its article on neutrality, which was certainly a reaction to the AngloRussian competition that reignited after the end of World War I.229
What is more important about this treaty is how it came to be signed. According
to British historian Arnold J. Toynbee, who wrote prolifically on 20th century
diplomatic history, in the period leading up to the Iranian-Afghan Treaty of
Friendship, the Russians began an initiative creating a system of treaties linking
Turkey, Iran, and Afghanistan with Soviet Russia and with one another. The
Bolshevik government had suggested the rapprochement of these three Middle
Eastern states to each other as part of the states’ rapprochement with the Bolsheviks.
The first of this system was the Russo-Persian Treaty of February 26, 1921 (signed in
Moscow), followed by the Russo-Afghan Treaty of February 28, 1921 (also signed in
Moscow), the Turco-Afghan Treaty signed March 1, 1921 in Moscow, the RussoTurkish Treaty signed March 16, 1921 in Moscow, and lastly the Perso-Afghan
Treaty of June 22, 1921, signed in Tehran. Toynbee points to the fact all but one of
these treaties were signed in Moscow meant they were done so “under Soviet
auspices,” the one outlier being the Iranian-Afghan Treaty, signed in Tehran.230
Thus, the fact that the Iranian-Afghan agreement was signed in Tehran suggests a
more independent Iranian initiative in formalizing its relationship with Afghanistan.
Iran’s independent streak continued, and by 1927, Iran had further rejected greatpower entitlements and expanded its bilateral ties with regional nations. In May 1927,
Reza Shah unilaterally announced the abolishment of all Iranian treaties with foreign
powers that provided for consular jurisdiction and extra-territorial privileges for
foreign nationals in Iran, surprising all the powers involved in the country.
Interestingly, the Iranians cited Afghanistan, where similar capitulations had been
revoked, as one of the examples behind their inspiration.231 It was also around this
time that Tehran signed another series of treaties with Turkey, Afghanistan, and
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Egypt between 1925 and 1928. Toynbee recalls that these treaties were among a
series of “component” treaties to the 1921 treaties, but that Russian diplomacy had
played far less a role in the signing of the latter treaties. Only one of the regional
treaties during this period was signed in Moscow, the Russo-Persian Treaty of
October 1, 1927, with all the rest signed in Middle Eastern countries (and one in
Paris).232 This indicated a trend in which Iran, Afghanistan, and Turkey advanced
their direct relationships beyond the states’ respective relations with the Soviet
Union.233
It was within this context that Iran and Afghanistan further expanded their
relations with the signing of the Iranian-Afghan Treaty of Friendship and Security on
November 28, 1927 in Tehran. This treaty offers a good deal of insight into the early
bilateral Iranian-Afghan relationship dynamic. Much different from the Treaty of
Friendship in 1921, the 1927 treaty is very clearly a nonaggression and noninterference treaty that sought to address the issues that had arisen between the states.
The treaty was negotiated at a time when border disputes had escalated between Iran
and Afghanistan over the perennial issue of the distribution of the Helmand River
waters.234 These tensions were described as “even more strained than those on the
frontier with Turkey” where there had been some pretty significant Kurdish tribal
agitation problems.235 The key articles of the treaty were:


The parties commit to refraining from any attack or aggression against the
other party and from encroachment by armed force upon each other’s
territories. In the event one party is the object of aggression from one or more
third powers, the other party must be neutral throughout the duration of the
hostilities, and so must the party being aggressed upon.
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Each party agrees not to participate in hostile action of any kind directed
against the other party by one or more third powers, or to take part in name or
in fact in political or military alliances or agreements directed against the
independence, security, or authority of the other party or become involved in
activities that result in the political or military disadvantage to the other. Each
of the two parties will also refrain from participation in blockades or
economic boycotts directed at the other party.
In the event one or more third powers, at war with one of the two parties,
violate the neutrality of the other party by moving troops, arms, or war
materiel through latter’s territory, seeking recruits or supplies in the latter’s
territory, trying to transit troops through the latter’s territory, or inciting for
their own benefit the latter’s population to rebel, the latter party is obligated to
prevent such actions by armed force and safeguard its neutrality.
The parties agree to settle the differences that arise between them that may not
have thus far been not possible through diplomatic channels.236

This is the first formal diplomatic agreement between Iran and Afghanistan that
defines the two fundamental issues that would influence Iran’s and Afghanistan’s
policies toward one another in the decades to come. Both countries, informed by a
long history of great-power interference in the region, were concerned about the use
of the other country by a third power in acts of political, military, or economic
aggression against them, and both countries were suspicious of the other’s intentions
and had fears about the other country’s interference in their affairs.
The treaty appeared to improve bilateral relations considerably. While King
Amanullah conducted a widely publicized tour of Europe in 1928 to expand
Afghanistan’s diplomatic relations and observe Western-style development reforms,
he made sure to visit his regional partners. On his return to Afghanistan, Reza Shah
invited him to visit Tehran on June 5, 1928, Amanullah’s first official state visit to
Iran. The trip resulted in the expansion of the 1927 treaty with the signing of three
supplementary protocols that laid the groundwork for mutual economic assistance,
postal and telegraphic relations, and extradition.237 However, Amanullah’s efforts to
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expand Afghanistan’s external relations had some unforeseen consequences that
ended Amanullah’s grand experiment to bring his country into the community of
nations: while he was in Europe, a civil war had been started by a Tajik warlord, who
by January 1929 took Kabul and forced Amanullah to abdicate his throne. This
warlord’s reign lasted nine months before the Afghan crown was returned to the
hands of another Pashtun member of the royal family, Mohammad Nadir Khan.238
Leading into the 1930s, Nadir Khan undid most of Amanullah’s modernizing
reforms, but still faced a number of tribal uprisings in his short four-year reign, which
ended in his assassination in 1933. This left his son Mohammad Zahir Khan to take
the Afghan throne at the young age of 19. By many accounts, Zahir Shah did very
little ruling for the first three decades of his reign, and Afghanistan was governed by
his male relatives, Prime Ministers Mohammed Hashem Khan (1933-1946), Shah
Mahmoud Khan (1946-1953), and Mohammed Daoud Khan (1953-1963).239 As such,
with much turbulence domestically in Afghanistan, it was many years before another
major event in the Iranian-Afghan relationship.
Reza Shah’s response to changes in the international political atmosphere in
the 1930s brought about the next important development in Iran’s foreign policy
toward Afghanistan, the signing of the Saadabad Pact in 1937. This pact is the first
example Iran’s strategic use of its relationship with Afghanistan for obtaining Iran’s
goal of its historical position of regional leadership. Reza Shah had done much during
this period to establish Iran as a modern nation-state by this time, not only had he
embarking on a successful, fast-paced industrialization of the country but
renegotiating or cancelling the last major great-power concessions.240 However, as
Iran was in the ascendant, Western nations were abandoning the pacifism of the
earlier interwar years and were beginning a period of rearmament. This began with
Nazi Germany’s withdrawal from the international Disarmament Conference in
October 1933 and Britain, France, and other European countries consequent decision
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to rebuild their military arsenals, triggering an arms race that helped catalyse World
War II.241
In response to this, Iran and Afghanistan sought security by joining
multilateral peace initiatives. Still concerned about aggression from their northern
neighbour, both countries became signatories to a Soviet-led multilateral
nonaggression convention in 1933 along with the Soviet Union, Romania, Estonia,
Poland, and Turkey. This convention was a follow-on agreement to the Treaty for
Renunciation of War of August 1928, of which all the parties were signatories. The
latter treaty was one of several interwar pacifist pacts that condemned recourse to war
as a solution of international disputes or as an instrument of a nation’s foreign
policy.242
There is little doubt that these earlier international nonaggression agreements
had inspired the Shah to create his own multilateral nonaggression agreement, the
Saadabad Pact, as the pact’s preamble actually references the Treaty for Renunciation
of War. The Saadabad Pact was signed by Iran, Iraq, Turkey, and Afghanistan on
July 8, 1937. The preamble states that the signatories were “desirous of contributing
by every means in their power to the maintenance of friendly and harmonious
relations between them” with the “common purpose of ensuring peace and security in
the Near East by means of additional guarantees within the framework of the
Covenant of the League of Nations, and of thus contributing to general peace.” It
concludes by saying the parties are “deeply conscious of their obligations under the
Treaty 3 for Renunciation of War, signed at Paris on August 27th, 1928, and of the
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other treaties to which they are parties, all of which are in harmony with the
Covenant of the League of Nations and the Treaty for Renunciation of War.”243
The Saadabad Pact committed the parties to:










completely abstaining from any interference in each other's internal
affairs
respecting the inviolability of their common frontiers
consulting together in all international disputes affecting their
common interests
agreeing not to resort, whether singly or jointly with one or more third
powers, to any act of aggression directed against any other party of the
pact
bringing an impending or actual acts of aggression before the Council
of the League of Nations or take any other steps they may deem
necessary
the ability to denounce the pact, without notice, if aggression occurs
towards them
preventing, within their respective borders, the formation or activities
of armed bands, associations, or organisations to subvert the
established institutions, or disturb the order or security, whether
situated on the frontier or elsewhere, of the territory of another party,
or to change the constitutional system of such other party
recognising, as all parties had also signed the Treaty for Renunciation
of War of 1928, that the settlement or solution of all disputes or
conflicts, whatever their nature or origin, that arise among them will
only achieved by pacific means244

In addition to ensuring that Iran was safe from any type of aggression against
Iran, or interference in Iran’s affairs, by her neighbours, the pact served a distinctly
political purpose. Reza Shah clearly intended in creating the Saadabad Pact to restore
Iran’s position as a regional, if not global, leader separate from the great powers. That
is evidenced by two overt Iranian actions. First, it is no coincidence that in the
treaty’s official title, Iran is the only country to attach the term “Empire” to its name,
and in the list the leaders in its preamble, the term “Imperial” is attached to Reza
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Shah’s title.245 Second, an Iranian Ministry of Foreign Affairs statement released
shortly after the pact, signals the same type of:
Being convinced that in view of the present political situation
of the world it would appear [a war will localize] if it should
break out in any part of the globe, the Government of His
Imperial Majesty has aligned itself with the most ardent
partisans of universal peace. It has always maintained absolute
identity between this principle and its policy in general.
Moreover, it has never failed to have recourse to pacific means
to settle its differences with other states, and by following this
line of conduct it has in a friendly way resolved its frontier
disputes with Afghanistan, Turkey and Iraq. The signing of the
Saadabad Pact, for which the initiative came from the
Imperial Government, is one of the most striking proofs of its
unshakable desire to keep the peace, and it has the firm hope
not only of safeguarding peace in Western Asia but also of
becoming a[n]…important factor in the maintenance of peace
in general.246

Thus, as the architect of the Saadabad Pact, Reza Shah brought to fruition the
first successful example of a multilateral pact between regional states with no great
powers as signatories, elevating Iran’s status as a regional power broker. Afghanistan
was key to the initiative because by this time it was the weakest of the treaty parties
bordering the Soviet Union, and therefore the most vulnerable to great-power
interference that could affect the other parties. It was indicative of the level of trust in
the Iranian-Afghan relationship that the Shah was able attract Afghanistan into
participation in the treaty. Afghan leaders had always been unwaveringly neutral in
their approach toward foreign affairs, and had recently even been wary of joining
broadly popular international organizations without the participation of the Soviet
Union.247 This made Reza Shah’s success in bringing Afghanistan into a regional pact
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a major feat; the only other state to do this since Afghanistan’s independence in 1919
was the Soviet Union.248

Conclusion
Discussed in the forthcoming chapters in this dissertation, the consequence of the
Great Game competition for Iran and Afghanistan was that the experience informed
Iran’s own strategy toward Afghanistan in the twentieth century when Iran and
Afghanistan obtained more independence from those powers. This chapter has
detailed how, since the creation of the Afghan state to the outbreak of World War II,
Iranian-Afghan relations were developed from non-existent, due to great-power
intrusion, to somewhat independent from it. However, the relationship and Iran’s
motivations behind it, were deeply informed by Iran’s 18th and 19th century
experiences with great-power domination and a resultant desire to use Afghanistan as
part of an effort to restore her to a position of regional power. The examples of this
laid out in this chapter culminated in Reza Shah’s spearheading of the Saadabad Pact,
a spin-off nonaggression treaty of one the Russians had pulled Iran and Afghanistan
into years earlier. The pact was an act of Iranian political irredentism, for it was
Iran’s initiative, did not include a great power, and the territories of all the
participating countries were at different stages under the control of the Persian
Empire. These motivations and political manoeuvres continue in Iran’s policy toward
Afghanistan throughout the rest of the 20th century.
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Chapter Three: Iran’s Afghanistan Policy and
Regional Leadership under Mohammad Reza
Shah (1941‐1979)
Introduction
Throughout the latter part of the twentieth century, Afghanistan persisted in being
important to the wider regional stability of the Middle East and South Asia as well as
a battleground for influence amongst the great powers. As it still struggled to support
itself financially and govern itself centrally, the major stakeholders in the region,
including Iran, Pakistan, the United States, the Soviet Union and the United Kingdom
all developed a vested strategic interest in influencing a weak Afghan government in
their favour. As such, when Mohammad Daoud Khan conducted a coup in
Afghanistan in July 1973—creating a ‘republic’ and unseating his family’s
monarchies that had ruled the country for over 150 years249—Afghanistan’s
neighbouring states and great-power patrons were forced to realign their policies
toward a government that presented many new concerns for the region. In particular,
Iran worried, in line with its historical preoccupation of foreign domination, that the
Soviets had either orchestrated the coup or intended to use it to gain a significant
foothold in the region to dominate and encircle them. Thus, this chapter is the second
of three illustrative historical examples that demonstrate the way in which modern
Iran has prioritised increasing its influence in Afghanistan, and leveraging that
influence against the great powers competing in the region, in order to ultimately
advance its regional position to the latter’s detriment. The period surrounding the
coup shows how the Shah of Iran came to see the ‘Afghanistan problem’ and growing
Soviet influence there, as a major impediment to Iran’s realization of regional
dominance as well as to Iran’s internal and external security. It will be argued here
that by leveraging his concerns that Soviet expansionism in Afghanistan was a threat
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to regional security, the Shah secured crucial American political and material support
to advance a policy toward Afghanistan in the 1970s in which the Shah manipulated
Daoud’s new regime into a position of greater dependence on Iran and less on the
Soviet Union. This enabled Iran, on its own terms, to successfully use Afghanistan to
advance its regional position in competition with American and Soviet presence.

Background
The Regional Dynamic: Great Power Competition for Influence
The late 1960s and early 1970s saw several key transitions for the nations involved in
Middle Eastern and South Asian affairs that largely resulted in the establishment of a
bipolar system, where the United States and the Soviet Union, still embroiled in the
Cold War, actively competed for an advantage by aligning with or asserting influence
in each regional state. While the British had held a dominant role in the region for
well over a century, their announcement to withdrawal from their role in 1968 and
their decision to do so in 1971 left a power vacuum that the remaining world powers
began to fill, whether out of ambition or obligation. While the U.S. stepped in and
developed a strong alliance with Iran and Pakistan, the Soviets allied with Iraq,
Afghanistan, and India. Of these states, Afghanistan became an important frontline in
the competition between the U.S. and Soviets for regional influence for two key
reasons: the country remained dedicated to projecting a non-aligned stance unlike its
neighbours, and it also sat landlocked in the geographical crosshairs of Soviet and
American proxies. As stated in 1971 in an American policy review from its Afghan
embassy, ‘a modified Great Game [was] still being played and, thus, a U.S. strategy
for the Indian subcontinent…to counter the Soviet and Chinese efforts [had to] take
Afghanistan into account.’250
For regional states like Iran and Afghanistan, the depth of their relationships
with either the U.S. or the Soviet Union was integral to their level of power and their
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security. But securing this support had been difficult, particularly from the
Americans, as their strategy in the Middle East and South Asia had not been a
priority until after the Johnson administration due to America being bogged down in
the Vietnam War. Due to American inexperience in a region that had historically
been under the British sphere of influence, President Johnson had favoured a policy
of balancing Iranian and Saudi Arabian power—which the British had long
practiced—to avoid either country gaining too much power or primacy.251 This was
much to the chagrin of the Shah of Iran, who had lobbied Washington since the early
1960s to become its ‘chosen instrument’ in the Middle East by attempting to show
that Iran was fulfilling several U.S. objectives in the region, including the
establishment of friendly and productive relations with its neighbours.252 Frustrated
with the Johnson administration’s inability to get Congress behind massive arms sales
to Iran, the Shah adeptly played the United States and the Soviet Union off one
another to pad the military arsenal he sought. While this included an Iranian-Soviet
arms deal in early 1967, the Shah make assurances to the Americans that he would
not buy sophisticated military equipment from the Soviets and thus did not derail
American-Iranian arms agreements.253
However, in the year leading up to the Nixon administration (1969), the
political atmosphere was heating up in the Middle East and South Asia, and the U.S.Iranian relationship was changing. The Americans started looking to Iran for greater
assistance in the region, which included tactical needs such as intelligence,
communications, and overflight-facilities cooperation. They began saying in
overtures that the U.S.-Iran relationship should be between ‘equals’, and that they
found the Shah’s self-reliant, ‘vigorous asser[tion]’ of Iran’s regional interests as
synonymous with U.S. interests.254 Just days before Richard Nixon took office, the
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1969 National Intelligence Estimate reported that the ‘Shah [was] seeking for Iran the
position in regional affairs that he deem[ed] to be rightfully his’ and yet warned that
the United States was at risk of losing Iran to Soviet influence: ‘The Shah now feels
that Iran can and should be less dependent on the U.S. than in the past…his desire for
a position of primacy in the Persian Gulf will pose problems for the U.S. and provide
the USSR with opportunities for some expansion of its influence in Tehran.’255
Indeed, the Soviets had been busy at work building on their longstanding
regional policy of courting and influencing Gulf Arab and South Asian states,
including Afghanistan, well before the Afghan Coup of 1973. This started with the
rise of Nikita Khrushchev in 1953, with the USSR pursuing vast financial and
political influence in Iraq, Afghanistan, and India, countries that surrounded Iran and
had a significant stake in regional politics.256 In India, the Soviets had successfully
cultivated significant political, economic, and military cooperation, most readily seen
in the Soviet mediation (for India) during the Indo-Pakistani conflict in 1965, as well
as a May 1968 arms treaty to sell the Indians 100 SU-7 fighter-bombers (after having
already provided them sophisticated MIG 21 fighter jets and 500 tanks). This
culminated in a 20-year Indo-Soviet treaty of friendship signed in May 1971,
considered ‘low obligation’ for the Soviets, that served the purpose of formalizing
and extending Soviet influence in the region while containing Chinese and American
influence.257 Similarly in Iraq, the Soviets increased political and military links with
Iraq from the late 1950s, with relations hitting their peak from 1969 to 1973. This
also led to a 15-year treaty of friendship and cooperation with Iraq in April 1972.
Soviet relations with Afghanistan were largely consistent from the 1940s. The
Soviets pursued a major economic assistance program in the 1950s, giving favourable
aid terms for development projects to help cement its influence in Afghanistan.258
The drive of this policy was a greater Soviet regional policy of ‘Good
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Neighbourliness,’ extending aid to neighbouring states as a way of influencing their
behaviour.259
Foreign priorities shifted for the Americans as this picture became clearer and
they realized the region could quickly become a national security threat for America
and its allies as confrontation with the USSR would now most likely occur in the
Gulf and South Asia.260 This became an opportunity for regional powers to cement
their relations with the great powers and serve as their proxies, a development of
which the Shah of Iran would take full advantage. This was at first evident in the case
of the major regional crisis prior to the Afghan Coup of 1973, the Indo-Pakistani War
of 1971. During this crisis, U.S.-backed West Pakistan violently repressed an uprising
for independence by Soviet-backed East Pakistan, or modern-day Bangladesh, which
turned into a war between Pakistan and India (which supported East Pakistan). As
India had just signed its Treaty of Friendship with the USSR, West Pakistan,
concerned that India and the Soviets would come to East Pakistan’s aid, preemptively struck Indian military structures. However, this move backfired and
actually drew India into the conflict. While the U.S. supported West Pakistan against
a Soviet-allied India, Congress refused to allow the transfer of American arms to
West Pakistan in order to commit what was effectively genocide. In order to prevent
its ally from disintegrating and causing a regional crisis, Nixon secretly made a deal
with the Shah to transfer Iranian weapons, some of which they had bought from the
Americans, from Iran to West Pakistan.261 West Pakistan inevitably failed to defeat
the Indians and Bengalis, but the crisis became the first of many examples in which
Nixon relied heavily on the Shah, trusting him to carry out some of the most sensitive
U.S. policy objectives in the region. As discussed below, the Nixon Doctrine was the
prerequisite for Iran to be chosen as a U.S. proxy to maintain stability in the region,
which had a profound and lasting effect on the Shah’s ability to assert his own
regional influence and attain his long-desired goal of regional primacy.
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The Nixon Doctrine, Iran’s Western Alignment, and Iran’s Regional
Primacy
Iran’s regional role shifted drastically during the years of the Nixon administration
(1969-1974) during which the Shah’s decidedly Western alignment and Nixon’s
regional policy cleared the way for greater Iranian political and military dominance in
the region and for the Shah to assert his foreign policy nearly autonomously. The
Americans saw a great role for Iran in countering Soviet regional expansionism,
which the Shah was eager to fulfil due to ambition and his extreme paranoia about
soviet encirclement.262
By the beginning of the Nixon administration in 1969, a way had been paved
for what became the divergent regional policies of Nixon’s White House when
compared to previous American administrations. This is most exemplified in the
creation of the Nixon Doctrine as the principle on which Nixon’s foreign policy was
based. The premise as applied to the Middle East and South Asia (or the ‘Third
World’ in general, as his administration referred to it) was to limit direct U.S.
involvement in regional affairs, and allow allied regional actors to look after U.S.
interests, while encouraging individual states to handle their affairs themselves.263
Scholar Roham Alvandi, an expert on the Nixon administration’s relations with the
Shah, notes that this idea became hugely popular in the wake of deep U.S.
involvement in Vietnam and the need for the administration to focus on its more
‘pressing’ international agenda, including the achievement of secret détente with
China and the containment of Soviet power.264 As the official policy strategy of the
executive branch, the increased reliance of the U.S. government on regional allies
meant that Iran could finally capitalize on this opportunity to become the major client
of the United States for the greater Middle East. However, when Nixon decided he
would at first pursue a ‘dual-pillar’ strategy, encouraging the strength of both the
Saudis and the Iranians while crafting his regional policy, the Shah had to leverage
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whatever he could to find a way to be chosen as America’s sole pillar, something that
he felt guaranteed Iran’s regional primacy.265 Therefore, the Nixon Doctrine was an
important determinant in Iran’s pursuance of a position of regional leadership in the
1970s, the Shah’s main goal for Iran’s international standing.
It did not take long for the Shah to convince President Nixon to support
Iranian regional primacy by choosing Iran as the main vehicle through which
American regional policy would be represented and pursued. Unlike the policies of
President Johnson and the British, who held many concerns about the political and
economic consequences of Iran’s regional ambitions, President Nixon was the first to
view this as a positive, not negative, thing for American and Iranian interests.266 In
addition to Nixon’s close personal relationship with the Shah, which began nearly
two decades before Nixon took office, Nixon’s stance on Iran can be largely
attributed to the Shah’s active lobbying campaign as he began asserting Iran as the
prime candidate to be an American proxy and regional leader early in the Nixon
administration.267
Stateside, the debate around the question of Iran’s relationship with the U.S.
shifted to the extent that by 1970, even those in the upper echelons of Nixon’s
national security apparatus were calling attention to the Shah’s efforts. In a
memorandum to Henry Kissinger, Director of the CIA Richard Helms emphasized
that the president should ‘further utilize’ the relationship with Iran in making his
regional policy, giving the Shah the type of ‘special relationship’ that he had been
asking for and prioritizing the Shah’s aid and assistance requests. Helms noted that
this was pertinent given the high-value intelligence that the CIA had been getting
from Iran on Soviet movements in the region and that lately some collection efforts
on the ground in Iran had been denied by the Shah.268 Not only were the Americans
so unestablished in the region in 1970 that they needed Iran as a base for collecting
crucial regional intelligence, but the Shah’s attempts to leverage this with the
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Americans to get what he wanted was working. As time progressed and Iran became
closer to the United States, these points of Iranian leverage over the Americans
became even more commonplace.
The year 1972 was pivotal for Iran in securing its role as the ‘main pillar’ of
Nixon’s foreign policy in the region, and while this time marked the apex of the U.S.Iranian relationship, it also saw the further development of Iranian regional primacy.
There is a clear shift in roles in the documentary record as Iran cemented its
relationship with the Nixon administration while it also asserted itself as a regional
power separate from the United States. Following the Indo-Pakistani War of 1971
and the increased concern over the possibility of confrontation with the USSR in the
Middle East and South Asia, the Nixon administration was indebted to Iran and has
also planned to make a strong American showing at the Moscow Summit in May
1972.269 Prior to this summit, an official in Nixon’s senior foreign policy team made
his case to Nixon that America should cement its special relationship with Iran,
regardless of what it meant for relations with other regional countries. In a meeting in
January 1972, Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs
Joseph Sisco suggested that President Nixon make his first stop to Iran after the
Moscow Summit in order to send a message to the Shah that he would continue to
have American support at a time when the Shah’s concerns were fixated on the
increasing Soviet influence in his immediate neighbourhood.270 This was a vote of
confidence made by the same official that Nixon had tasked in 1970 with conducting
an enquiry into whether Iran would be fit to act as the primary power in the region.
Prioritizing Iran in this unprecedented way showed the beginnings of a tilt by the
Nixon administration toward Iranian primacy and away from its inherited dual-pillar
strategy, especially considering that an American president had not visited Iran since
President Eisenhower over 13 years prior.271
Nixon’s decision to make his first stop after the Moscow Summit to Iran to
see the Shah indicated his personal approval of growing Iranian primacy and the
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selection of Iran over others to help carry out American foreign policy in the region.
In a top-secret memorandum of the conversation between Nixon and the Shah in
Tehran, the Shah immediately pressed Nixon about his concerns over Soviets
involvement in his region, to which Nixon responded that while the Soviets were
focused on security concerns rather than spreading communism, they were indeed
trying to dominate the Middle East. To assuage his worries, Nixon told the Shah that
he appreciated the ‘active role’ Iran had been taking in South Asia and confirmed that
his visit to Iran on this important occasion was to show ‘the United States’ strong
support for their regional allies’, who he would not let down. The Shah’s response to
this was to emphasize that key areas of the region could not be neglected and allowed
exposure to Soviet influence, enabling the USSR to get to Iran through a client such
as India or through a coalition of communist groups in Iran’s surrounding area. In
keeping with previous concerns that Iran might not be up for the task of unilaterally
handling regional problems, Nixon suggested that perhaps the U.S. Navy should be in
the Persian Gulf. The Shah immediately rebuffed this idea, putting forth that Iran
wanted to exclude all other major powers now that the British had withdrawn from
the region, and asserted that Iran was the only country capable of dealing with any
regional situation without outside assistance from any other nation.272 It is here that
the Shah fully makes it clear to Nixon that Iran intended to be the primary regional
power, and despite this being the point at which Iran and the U.S. were the closest in
their relationship, he asserts his regional power as something that must be separate
from that of the United States. Showing his acceptance of this change of status quo,
in their meetings the next day, Nixon said to the Shah, ‘Don’t look at [our
relationship] as something that weakens you’ and goes as far as saying, ‘Protect
me’.273
Therefore, just over a year before a coup d’état struck Afghanistan, creating
an even weaker neighbouring state vulnerable to Soviet influence, Iran had
successfully become America’s chosen instrument in a region where managing these
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risks became essential for fending off Soviet expansionism and ensuring regional
stability.

The Afghanistan Problem
In the lead up to and following the Coup of 1973, Afghanistan’s weak governance
and the infighting of regional powers for influence there became a central challenge
to the stability of South Asia and the greater Middle East. As such, Iran came to
increasingly push (for itself and the United States) an agenda of strong relations with
a sustainable government in Afghanistan as crucial for containing Soviet regional
expansionism.
Since the establishment of the Afghan state, Afghanistan had been run with
varied degrees of success by a series of autocratic monarchs with distinctly Pashtun
tribal lineages. Prior to the coup in 1973, the King of Afghanistan Zahir Shah had
found it increasingly difficult to manage his government’s bureaucracy, classed by
the Shah of Iran as ‘lazy’ in handling affairs of state.274 Afghan society until this
point had been described by the U.S. and Iran as being distinctly insular, even
xenophobic275: while the Afghan King hoped to attain economic aid and build
relationships with foreign nations, the more conservative elements of the Afghan
parliament did what they could to obstruct him by expressing concern about
Afghanistan’s internal affairs being run by neighbours, let alone foreign powers.276 In
addition to political instability and societal grievances, which only worsened prior to
the coup, there was a major threat of Afghan disintegration due to continued
economic instability. In 1970, Afghanistan could not support itself financially
without economic aid from major foreign donors.277 Given Afghanistan’s internal
struggles and land-locked geographical location bordering Western-allied Iran and
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Pakistan as well as Soviet Russia, the United States and Iran became increasingly
concerned that Afghanistan was very vulnerable to massive Soviet influence and
possible (but unlikely) Soviet military intervention.278
Afghanistan’s history of obtaining Soviet economic and military aid and the
longstanding nature of Soviet-Afghan relations made this an even more potent threat.
The United States and Iran put much effort into analysing possible Soviet intentions
and policy for Afghanistan in the early 1970s in order to determine if the Soviets
intended to utilize Afghanistan to exercise expansionism in South Asia as either a
part of their communist ideology or their security strategy.279 As these allies had
recently seen growing Soviet influence in Iraq as a major threat to Iran and Gulf
security, they feared that Afghanistan had become the next area of Soviet incursion in
the region.280 Both of these scenarios would impact Iran and the United States, as the
location and reach of Iran bridged the two regions of Western and Soviet influence.
As mentioned, unlike Iraq, which did not have strong relations with Russia until the
late 1950s, Afghanistan had a longer history of deep involvement with Russia.
Soviet relations with its southern Afghan neighbour were largely consistent
from the 1940s; however, with the rise of Soviet premier Nikita Khrushchev in 1953,
which coincided with Daoud Khan’s first premiership, their relations saw
unprecedented heights.281 By January 1954, Daoud signed an agreement with the
USSR to expand trade and transit facilities, and had received a Soviet loan of $3.5
million to build grain silos and bakeries. From an Afghan perspective, most Soviet
technical aid and loans were for projects that had an immediate impact on the local
population, unlike contemporaneous American aid. Showing Afghanistan’s
importance to Khrushchev, he made a trip to Afghanistan in 1955 and agreed to
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provide a large $100 million loan to fund many major infrastructure projects as part
of Afghanistan's first Five-Year Plan for national development. This Soviet-financed
plan included two hydroelectric plants, a road from Kabul to the USSR border, a new
airport in Bagram, and port facilities at the Oxus River.282 Soviet influence also
extended into military supplies, when similar Afghan requests to the Americans had
been repeatedly met with refusals. This prompted the Soviet Union to fill the need,
becoming the main supplier to the Afghan armed forces. The USSR’s first arms deal
with Afghanistan, worth $25 million, was signed in 1956. The Soviets continued
extending its influence in the military arena despite getting little return on
investment: from 1960-1968 the Soviet provided Afghanistan with $120 million
worth of arms in exchange for just $70 million in Afghan raw materials.283
Additionally, beginning in 1961, the USSR and Czechoslovakia (then part of the
Soviet bloc) began training programmes for Afghan soldiers. By 1970, around 7000
junior Afghan officers were trained in the USSR and Czechoslovakia, compared to
only 600 in America and far fewer in Turkey, India, and Britain. In this way, Russian
special interest and investment in Afghanistan was clearly separate from and superior
to American and other international interest in Afghanistan during this period.
Afghanistan was one of the five favoured nations (including Egypt, India, Indonesia
and Iraq) that received over two-thirds of total Soviet aid up to 1968. The Soviet
Union was the largest Afghan investor, committing $900 million (60 per cent of all
Afghan aid funding) between 1957 and 1972, not including an additional $300
million in military loans.284
The Shah consistently prodded the Americans in 1971 about this growing
Soviet involvement in Afghanistan, with the Americans finally coming to the
conclusion that it was too significant to ignore. Both parties were aware of the
massive amounts of financial and military assistance the Soviets were giving to the
Afghans as well as the extensive Afghan-Soviet trading and military training
partnerships. However, it also concerned them that the Afghan government had been
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allowing Soviet-backed Afghan agents to be places in key Afghan ministries to
ensure that Soviet intelligence could operate in the country without limitations.285
The Soviets had also employed successful propaganda on a cultural and civilian level,
as they had for years infiltrated the institutions of education in Afghanistan by
opening polytechnic universities, initiating educational exchanges for Afghans to
study in Moscow and providing scholarships to enable them to do so.286 In a policy
review to draft a U.S. strategy for Afghanistan in the 1970s, the State Department
concluded that the USSR was the world power most influencing Afghanistan, and
while the Afghan government was not constantly acting on Soviet orders, it was
‘rare’ for them to act in a way the Soviets did not want. The document also made the
salient point that due to this influence, the Afghan communist movement was
growing in power, ‘especially amongst students and urban lower-level
professionals.’287
These realities brought two key threats to the Iranians into sharp relief, both
of which centred on the regional ramifications if a left-leaning or Soviet-backed
government was established in Afghanistan: the creation of an independent
Pashtun/Baluchi state (or its absorption into Afghanistan) through which the Soviets
could access the Indian Ocean, and the disruption of the Shah’s quest for an Iranianled regional cooperative based upon strong Iranian relations with neighbouring states.
Discussed previously, and seen throughout the British and American documentary
record, the Shah had been obsessed by, and warning his allies for years about, Soviet
encirclement of Iran and Pakistan. In the scenario he imagined, the Soviets would use
their influence in Afghanistan as part of a Soviet ‘grand design’ to develop a
stronghold in the Indian Ocean, which represented a major threat to Iranian and
American regional power.288 An American policy review from 1971 recalls that the
Shah most feared a situation in which the Soviets influenced Afghanistan to the point
where they could use her territory to gain access to the Indian Ocean by going
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through the large and unstable Pashtun and Baluchi tribal areas surrounding
Afghanistan’s borders with Pakistan and Iran. These tribal areas, if bolstered into
independence by Afghanistan or Russia (a ‘state’ often referred to as Pashtunistan or
Baluchistan), would be problematic. This was not only because it could lead to the
territorial disintegration of Pakistan and Iran (both Western allies), but it would give
the Soviets a regional advantage by ensuring their control of previously non-aligned
Afghanistan, the build-up of the Russian navy in the Indian Ocean, and Soviet access
to or control of major trade routes that had to this point been regulated by the
Iranians.289
Relatedly, Iran had viewed expanding bilateral relations with a Zahir Shah’s
government as part of its wider objective of creating an Iranian-led economic and
security cooperative with countries surrounding the Indian Ocean. In the Shah’s own
words, he had spent much of the late 1960s and early 1970s pursuing ‘a neighbourly
foreign policy’ with these countries with the objective of establishing an Iranian-led
‘peaceful and stable zone from whence American and Soviet intervention were
excluded.’290 Afghanistan, as a landlocked nation through which major trade routes to
Pakistan and Central Asia ran, was a key piece in the puzzle. The Shah had succeeded
in forming solid alliances with Turkey and Pakistan, both of which had already joined
CENTO, a different, pro-Western regional alliance, in 1955. However, Afghanistan
had pointedly avoiding doing so, seeing it as a threat to her nonaligned status and a
potential irritant to increasing relations with the USSR.291 Indeed, the Shah later
recalled Soviet irritation about Iran’s involvement in CENTO, which Khrushchev
said was ‘an aggressive pact directed against ourselves.’292 The Shah’s solution was
to attempt to make Afghanistan less dependent on the Soviets and part of his sphere
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of influence by linking Afghanistan to his planned Indian Ocean trade collective,
centred at Iran’s port facility at Bandar Abbas.293 The Iranian-promoted benefits to
the Afghans included reduced dependence on Pakistani and Soviet trade facilities,
access to European markets through Iran’s border with Turkey as well as the Persian
Gulf, decreased cost of exports (especially meat) and the building of roads and
possibly railroads in Afghan territory to better link it to Iran and facilitate the plan.294
However, essential to building the necessary infrastructure between Iran and
Afghanistan was the settling of the centuries-long dispute over the Helmand River
waters. Flooded Helmand River banks made such trade transit impossible on roads in
the border areas. In late 1972 and early 1973, there was considerable American and
Asian Development Bank interest in financing the building of these roads, but their
funding was contingent on Iran and Afghanistan solving their complex water
dispute.295 According to the Shah’s Foreign Minister Abbas Ali Khalatbari, the
Iranians had been carefully lobbying Zahir Shah into such cooperation in the years
prior to his ouster. When Iran and Afghanistan finally succeeded, in March 1973, in
signing their agreement over the Helmand waters, Khalatbari told British officials
that it had ‘[put] in place one of the final pieces in the [Iranian] government’s policy,
over the past two or three years, of seeking friendly relations with her neighbours and
near neighbours,’ clearly a reference to Iran’s wider regional goals.296 Unfortunately
for Iran, the agreement had yet to be fully ratified by the Afghan parliament before
the Afghan coup unseated Zahir Shah’s government in July 1973, leading Iranian
officials to fear that years of their efforts had potentially been wasted, should Daoud
Khan’s new government refuse to honour the recently struck agreement between Iran
and Afghanistan.297
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Therefore, a country that had in recent decades been of little or no direct
interest to the West (and even the Iranians) suddenly became a potential roadblock to
the Iranian and American regional strategy for countering Soviet dominance.298 And
Afghanistan, unlike Pakistan or any of the surrounding regional states, was more of a
liability because of its already considerable Soviet influence and lack of U.S.
influence, its internal political instability, and its border issues with Pakistan and Iran
that presented a vulnerable entryway for the Soviets to access the Indian Ocean.
While the U.S. had favoured Iran to represent its regional interests by 1972, it was
still concerned that Iran’s resources to handle such severe foreign problems remained
limited, and it pointed out that Iran’s potential to serve as a strong, stabilizing
regional power against the Soviets could be damaged by a ‘suddenly erratic or
internally distraught Afghanistan’.299
Seeing that Afghanistan was set to become the lynchpin in a very delicate
regional security system, the Shah became determined to address the Afghanistan
issue in a way that ensured the realization of Iran’s foreign policy interests. This
manifested partially in the Shah offering his help to the Americans in dealing with
Afghanistan in order to prove Iran’s ability to fulfil its role as the sole pillar of
Nixon’s Middle East policy and as a regional leader in competition with an
increasingly aggressive Soviet Union. This is evident when in May 1972 the Shah
asked Nixon outright to be his proxy for Pakistan and Afghanistan. The President
accepted the Shah’s proposal and said that he felt it was a ‘good idea’.300 Moving
forward in this capacity, the Shah increasingly reported about Afghanistan in an
alarmist way to elicit a specific policy response from the Nixon administration. In a
memorandum from the Director of the CIA to Kissinger over a year before the coup,
the Shah is described as ‘disturbed’ over events in the subcontinent that could lead to
the possible fragmentation of Pakistan, namely ‘Soviet capabilities in
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Afghanistan’.301 Recalling the Indo-Pakistani War that had occurred just months
earlier, the Shah urged President Nixon to do everything in his power to make
Pakistan and Afghanistan viable considering that any further disintegration of these
vulnerable states could directly impact areas in south and eastern Iran.302 This was an
obvious reference to the border areas of Afghanistan with Pakistan and Iran
(Baluchistan and Pashtunistan), which the Shah saying, ‘the main problem now [was]
getting West Pakistan in order’. Nixon agreed.303 Just two months before the Afghan
coup, the Shah had continued to make a pressing case about Afghanistan. He asserted
that any more trouble in Pakistan could incite the Soviets into making a deal with
Afghanistan that would provide the USSR with a direct route to the Indian Ocean by
inciting Baluchi and Pashtun separatism.304 Despite whether the Soviets did or did not
intend to carry out such a policy, the Shah’s perception of its inevitability, his
consequent warnings to Nixon, and the eventual coup of the pro-Soviet Daoud Khan
in 1973, steered the Shah’s policy in a way that established Iran as the authority on
issues pertaining to Soviet penetration in South Asia.
As the following section will show, Nixon’s support for the Shah’s
Afghanistan agenda showed in his willingness to politically and materially support
Iran against the threats the Shah had so successfully convinced him were coming
from Afghanistan.

Iran, the United States, and Soviet Encroachment in Afghanistan
Much like the Indo-Pakistani War of 1971, the Afghan Coup of 1973 was a crisis that
had the potential to present significant challenges to regional security. As discussed,
this problem resonated most with the Shah, who had long been aware of the
developments in Afghanistan that could lead to Soviet expansionism. Seeking the
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support of the U.S. and Pakistan, the events that followed the 1973 coup show the
Shah’s decision to take the lead in managing the Afghanistan situation in order to
mitigate any possible threat to Iran’s regional dominance and Iran’s and Pakistan’s
territorial integrity. Discussed here is the general outline of the events of the coup and
why they correlated with concerns of Soviet involvement, the regional and greatpower reactions to the coup, the actions of the Shah immediately following the coup,
and lastly, how Iranian policy toward Afghanistan became even more important for
Iran’s pursuit of a regional leadership role in the Middle East and South Asia.

The Afghan Coup of 1973
A black day: there has been a coup d’etat in Afghanistan. Sardar Davoud
Khan, ex-Prime Minister, cousin of the [Afghan] King and husband of
the King’s own sister, has masterminded a plot against his royal brotherin-law. What a filthy world we live in….The news has come as a
dreadful shock to [the Shah], especially since Davoud, though a wealthy
landowner, is markedly pro-Soviet…Nevertheless we could cope with
all this, were it not for the position of the Afghan military. Every officer
in her army has undergone training in the Soviet Union and no doubt
been brainwashed into Marxism….It will not be long before Davoud
himself falls victim to a military coup, and we shall be faced with a
situation no less calamitous than that which plagues us in Iraq.
-Assadollah Alam, 17 July 1973305

The Afghan Coup of 1973 was an important turning point for Iranian foreign policy
toward Afghanistan: convinced that it had taken place under Soviet encouragement
and that it had resulted in the ascendency of a proven pro-Soviet leader, the event
spurred the Shah into taking a more aggressive stance on Afghanistan to protect
Iran’s regional position. As this section will show, part of this was leveraging the
importance of the Soviet threat through Afghanistan to obtain further American
political and material support for Iran.
Mentioned previously, the military coup that took place on July 17, 1973,
establishing the Republic of Afghanistan, was conducted by Mohammad Daoud
305
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Khan, who placed himself as president while ousting his cousin, King of Afghanistan
Mohammad Zahir Shah, during the latter’s trip to Italy for medical treatment. This
transition of power ended over 150 years of continuous monarchic rule by a member
of the Barakzai family. However dramatic this shift in Afghanistan’s political
structure may have seemed, little changed as Zahir Shah had spent much of his later
reigning years effectively taking orders from Daoud and his other family members
before finally being overthrown.306 The coup was considered to be relatively
bloodless, and Zahir Shah decided to abdicate the throne remotely rather than risk
internal conflict that could result in a devastating civil war.307
The main issue of controversy surrounding the coup was to what extent the
Soviets had known about or been involved in the planning or execution of the coup.
One early indicator was the issue of international recognition for Afghanistan’s new
government. Each player on the regional chessboard watched closely as states came
forward to recognize, and therefore internationally legitimize, the new Afghan
republic. Within just a few days after the coup, the first states to recognize the
Daoud’s regime were Czechoslovakia, a communist state within the Eastern Bloc,
and India, a close ally of the Soviets, something that the Shah found very revealing
and wanted to consider before Iran recognized the new republic.308 The USSR itself
recognized Afghanistan shortly thereafter, quick to establish relations with the new
state. While this made their interests quite clear, the record shows that despite Iranian
assertions, the British and Americans were not entirely convinced of direct Soviet
involvement in the coup, though they suspected Soviet foreknowledge. However,
both the Americans and British were as convinced as the Shah that there was Soviet
grand design for the region and that Afghanistan played a role in that.309 The
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Americans even approached the Soviets on the Shah’s claims regardless of their
doubts. When pressed by U.S. officials, Moscow denied direct involvement in the
Afghan coup, saying that their early recognition did not mean complicity in or
foreknowledge of the coup.310
Part of what convinced Iran and Pakistan of direct Soviet involvement in the
coup were their suspicions surrounding Daoud Khan. As mentioned, it was under
Daoud’s premiership of Afghanistan from 1953-1963 that the country saw a great
expansion in relations with the Soviet Union. During that period, Daoud had been the
champion of the Pashtunistan issue, which the Shah and others suspected he had been
pressured to pursue by the Soviets (for Soviet access the Indian Ocean). In fact,
Daoud’s antagonistic position on the issue resulted in the disastrous cessation of
diplomatic relations between Afghanistan and Pakistan for a fourteen-month period
until his termination from government.311 It did not help ease regional concerns that
Daoud was well known for his close personal and political associations with the
Soviet Union and that he visited his son, who was studying there, frequently.312
Additionally, when Daoud wrested power in July 1973, it came as no surprise
that he did so with a support base comprised mainly of communist sympathizers
including young, left-leaning students and army officers, many of whom had been
trained or educated in the Soviet Union or in Soviet-run facilities in Afghanistan.313
Mahmud Foroughi, one of the Shah’s closest advisors on Afghanistan, told British
officials that the coup was initiated by young military officers who asked Daoud to
lead it, but he at first refused. Foroughi claimed that only when the coup was
imminent and the officers asked Daoud again did he decide to lead them, the concern
being that communist forces, possibly directed by the Soviets, were the catalyst for
the coup and Daoud simply their figurehead. Foroughi lamented that the change in
the regime was counter to Iranian interests in that it foreshadowed unrest on the
Iranian border and was a resounding setback to the recent improvement in
310
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Afghanistan’s relations towards Iran.314 This and Daoud’s actions and allegiances
remained very much in question, especially by the highly suspicious and paranoid
Mohammad Reza Shah, who maintained his previously described mantras regarding
Soviet encirclement.315

Leveraging the Coup with the Americans
In line with the Shah’s earlier lobbying efforts, the coup finally offered the ‘proof’ of
a Soviet threat through Afghanistan that Iran could leverage with the Americans to
gain the political and material support it needed to assert a stronger leadership
position in the region. There are several accounts of the Shah’s meetings,
conversations, and other communications about his concerns and plans for
Afghanistan during this period that demonstrate this. This section analyses how the
Shah reacted to the situation in Afghanistan and how he portrayed it to the
Americans, including what he said about the coup and Daoud Khan and what those
accounts achieved for Iran. Later in this case, it will be shown how this correlated
with his actual implementation of Iran’s Afghanistan policy. It is concluded that
despite Iran’s alignment with the United States and continuous assurances that it
wanted to represent American interests in Afghanistan and the region that it was in
fact the Shah’s priority to leverage the threat in Afghanistan to further his own
interests as part of a larger effort to assert Iran’s position as a regional power,
something the Nixon administration freely permitted.
As reflected in the quote above, Iran’s initial response to the coup in
Afghanistan was of genuine concern and deeply defensive. Directly after the coup
Iranian officials from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs expressed concerns to the
American Embassy in Tehran that the coup was likely Soviet backed or encouraged,
that Daoud’s return in particular would have quite a negative impact on
Afghan/Pakistani relations, and that they were ‘certain’ that even if the USSR was
not involved in planning the coup, the Soviets would plan to take advantage of the
314
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outcome.316 The Iranians were shocked that the coup had come off, not that the event
was altogether unexpected given the former King’s inadequate governance, but that
they saw Daoud’s ability to successfully conduct it as indicative of greater Soviet
designs on the region. The Iranian viewpoint on this matter was certainly enough to
alert the Americans that the Shah was convinced of the coup’s potentially
destabilizing effect on regional security.317
Iran’s early reactions to the coup also display the Shah’s eagerness to assert
Iran as the authority on regional issues, particularly Afghanistan. Iranian officials
very clearly stated that the coup was evidence of their theories about Soviet intentions
for Afghanistan, which in their estimation, proved their view correct against the
uninformed opinion of the Americans, who consistently demurred that there was a
lack of proof of Soviet designs for control in Afghanistan.318 Several days after the
coup during a conversation between the Shah’s closest advisor, Assadollah Alam, and
Douglas Heck, the Minister-Counselor of the U.S. Embassy in Tehran, Alam declared
that it was difficult for Iranian officials not to take an ‘I told you so’ position
regarding the coup in Afghanistan. He stated that the Shah and others had known this
could happen for a long time. Alam said the Iranians had even warned the Afghan
King for many years that there was a ‘Trojan horse’ being built up under the King’s
nose due to his choice to have such close relations with the Soviets and allowing
them to train Afghan troops that could eventually oppose and overthrow him. Alam
advised Heck that Iranian officials predicted unruly colonels would likely overthrow
the new Daoud government as well, casting much doubt on the fledgling republic.319
This was something the Shah’s advisor on Afghanistan had also told British
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officials.320 This glimpse into an Iranian official’s advice to the Americans on the
situation in Afghanistan is important considering it came directly from the man
closest to the Shah and likely on his orders. It is clear in the documentary record that
American officials not only admit they did not know much about the events
surrounding the coup or the people involved, but often deferred to or sought to
predict the Shah’s or other Iranian officials’ views on matters regarding
Afghanistan.321 Lack of American awareness about Afghanistan’s key political
figures, history, and culture was a key factor in Iran’s ability to step into a role as the
trusted informant.
Perhaps most importantly, Iran’s handling of the coup included several
examples of the Shah to continue to lobby the Americans about the Afghanistan issue
for Iran’s material and political benefit. During an advantageously timed state visit to
the United States, it was the Shah’s prerogative to ensure that Nixon and other highlevel American officials agreed with his point of view and supported Iran’s regional
role in dealing with the new crisis in Afghanistan. In several memoranda of
conversations that took place during his visit directly between the Shah and President
Nixon, Henry Kissinger, and Nixon’s Secretary of Defense James Schlesinger, the
Shah stressed what the coup in Afghanistan meant for the region and how important
it was that the Soviets not gain a regional foothold through an unstable Afghanistan.
Most revealing was the Shah’s conversation with President Nixon in the Oval Office
on the morning of July 24, 1973, just a week after the coup occurred. The
conversation opened with both the Shah and President Nixon in agreement that the
Soviets were the main threat to the Middle East and South Asia. The discussion
quickly turned to Afghanistan as the Shah told Nixon that even if the Soviets were
not behind the coup, they must have known about it, saying, ‘The Soviets’ strategy
has succeeded in Afghanistan… Then they will push to the Indian Ocean. It is the
same problem in Iraq. You are helpful in Iraq.’ He said that the Soviets picked
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Afghanistan to exert their influence ‘because the Afghans were becoming truly
neutral’ and had refused to participate in a Soviet-sponsored Asian security
conference. The Shah said he was sure that the Afghans had proclaimed a republic
knowing that it would portray a leftist coloration as a signal to the Soviets. He
continued, ‘If they push Pushtoon agitation, we know they will try for the Indian
Ocean. Is this to isolate China or crush [Iran]? The objective may be both. We have
recognized Afghanistan in order to remove any pretext for Soviet action.’ The Shah
expressed that maintaining the integrity of Pakistan’s border areas would be essential
to avoid crisis in the region, and that Afghanistan would play a key role in this. The
Shah said Iran would support Pakistan against disintegration, including potentially
arming them, and that Iran would need an expanded navy and air deterrent to keep
the peace in the region. President Nixon’s response was to agree with the points the
Shah made, assuring him by saying, ‘It has been very helpful to get your survey of
the [regional] situation. Your analysis convinces me that it is indispensable that we
have a policy of total cooperation. I want Dr. Kissinger to follow through on naval
forces, breeder reactors, etc. I see the world and the part Iran plays pretty much as
you do.’322
That same day, a similar stance was echoed by Henry Kissinger’s interactions
with the Shah. Again, the Shah primarily discussed the Afghan coup and the
connection to Soviet intentions for Pakistan and the region:
We shall have to look closely at the new situation in Afghanistan. We
shall see if the Soviets push their advantage there. That will be a
significant sign of whether they are actively pursuing a policy of
isolating Iran and…whether they try to tell the Afghans that they can
move only with Soviet assent.

He then finished by saying that it was a shame that the coup had succeeded because
the Afghans had been recently trying to form ties with the non-Communist world.
Kissinger then appeared to take up the Shah’s call to action, assuring him that he
planned to discuss this issue specifically with Ambassador Dobrynin, Soviet
Ambassador to the United States:
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I will let him know that we would not be indifferent [to Soviet
incursion in Afghanistan]. I raised the subject the other day…I
said that if it were purely a local affair, then it would not be a U.S.
concern. I recognize that it is a serious Pakistani concern. I shall
be more explicit in my next conversation [and] if he says anything
significant, I will inform you.

And indeed, Kissinger kept good on his promise to the Shah just a few days later.
Following up, he told the Shah that he had spoken again to Dobrynin to apply some
‘diplomatic pressure,’ saying bluntly, ‘I told Ambassador Dobrynin the other day that
an outward thrust by the new government in Afghanistan would not be a subject of
indifference to us. I told him it would be inconsistent with the principles that we have
established as the basis for the U.S.-Soviet relationship.’ He also asked in this context
that the Shah keep him and President Nixon informed about any developments on the
situation in Afghanistan, and that they would ‘strengthen Iran to help Pakistan’.323 In
response, the Shah said that he had also warned the Russians about this, and that he
‘could not close [his] eyes to active Afghan-Soviet pressures in Pashtunistan’. The
Shah stressed, ‘We have to watch both the Afghan and the Pakistani borders. I got
one report that the Afghans were sending troops toward their border. I am not sure
how President Daoud will develop.’ The Shah had now not only obtained significant
American respect for his opinion on regional matters but was also reaping the
benefits of the full force of the Nixon administration’s diplomatic might against the
Soviets. Politically, the threat of the coup and an unstable Afghanistan paid off for
the Shah, with Kissinger concluding that ‘Iran should be the pillar of [the] Middle
East policy.’324
However, the Shah was also intent on pushing his case for the material power
to back up this more prominent political stance in the region. While this started well
before the Afghan coup, the Shah’s meetings with American defence officials after
the coup secured Iran even more materiel for its growing arsenal.325 During the
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Shah’s meeting with Secretary of Defense James Schlesinger during the same trip to
Washington, the Shah’s focused on how best to ‘protect’ Iran given its newly
unstable neighbour to its east. Again, the Shah emphasised the Soviet threat in
Afghanistan to as a means to get what he wanted, telling Secretary Schlesinger that
there was a ‘distinct possibility’ of Soviet interference in Afghanistan in order to
attain a military presence in the Indian Ocean and that this would be ‘at the expense
of Pakistan’. He also said that considering the recent instability, he ‘firmly
believe[d]’ that Iran must have enough air power in the form of new aircraft (F-14s,
F-15s and A-10s) to best deter his enemies or even, if needed, carry out pre-emptive
strikes on their territory.
Additionally, the Shah explained that it would be necessary in the ‘immediate
future’ for Iran to establish an even more powerful navy with a strong presence in the
Indian Ocean if Iran is to ‘be a viable power within the region and assume the proper
responsibilities of a country having Iran’s capabilities’. It is clear that the Shah
wanted to guarantee Iran’s defensive capabilities but also project military strength in
the region to afford Iran the type of power for which he felt it was suited. When
Schlesinger inquired further about the need for so much air power, the Shah
countered that a stronger air force was needed to ‘sweep from border to border’ with
the ability to ‘liquidate’ the local problems while the great powers sort out the larger
regional issues at hand, and that Iran would of course be sure to not ‘misuse’ its
military forces. Going back to Afghanistan, the Shah reiterated again that the
Americans should realize that the coup was especially concerning. Because
Afghanistan was now a ‘republic’ rather than another monarchy and because Daoud
had seemingly little if any real control of the country, he argued that Afghanistan was
vulnerable at any moment for Soviet control in their plans to move through Pakistan
to get to the Indian Ocean. The Shah argued that Iran must have military capabilities
strong enough to destroy the Iraqis, with known Soviet connections, and ‘any other
Russian puppet regime’ within the region. The Shah finished the conversation by
attempting to convince Schlesinger that because of Iran’s uniquely strong capabilities
when compared to other regional countries, that it must ‘assume its responsibilities in
the world in much the same manner as has been done by the United States’ although
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he understood that Iran could not have a ‘military machine overnight’.326 In this
explicit statement of how the Shah sees Iran’s role in the world, as much like that of
one of the world’s greatest powers, it is clear what the Shah’s larger foreign policy
aims are in connection with gaining not only political but also military prowess in his
region as separate from his American benefactor.
In a second meeting with Secretary Schlesinger just two days later, the Shah
received confirmation from the Americans that they took seriously the threats facing
Iran and the greater South Asian region and that they would support Iran in taking the
lead to manage these threats in whatever way necessary. To make his case, the Shah
stated outright that Iran, by commencing a build-up of arms to prevent Soviet
incursion in Afghanistan and by maintaining a productive and stable country, was in
fact ‘doing a positive service to Europe, Japan and the U.S’, making it plain that what
was occurring in Iran was in the interest of these parties. He noted that even the
Russians call Iran the ‘self-appointed gendarme of the Persian Gulf’ saying, ‘Why
not?’, and that Iran was not opposed in theory to sharing the responsibility of
securing the region with others but that they were not yet ready. Secretary
Schlesinger responded favourably to the Shah’s statements, replying that he and his
colleagues ‘entirely shared’ the Shah’s views. He went on to say that the U.S.
government can only applaud Iran’s willingness and ability to take necessary action
in the region, and in reference to whether this could provoke a pressure from the
Soviets, he said that the U.S. must examine the steps it can take to help Iran withstand
this pressure. On this note, he promised the Shah that the Department of Defense was
prepared to provide Iran with military equipment but also technical assistance, which
would include the training of Iran’s forces and force analysis to ensure that Iran could
counter any type of Soviet or regional threat. The Shah thanked the Secretary and
noted that this would be particularly helpful with the new situation in Afghanistan.327
American compliance in providing what amounted to a blank check for
military assistance as well as their political arrangement with Iran during this time put
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Iran in an extremely powerful position to manage great power presence in their
region, even despite some American officials catching on that the Shah may have
been exaggerating the Soviet threat in Afghanistan in order to procure more
American arms.328 And yet, Nixon and Kissinger’s approach to Iran during this
period is best summarized by Alvandi as he quotes the Shah bragging to Alam that
Nixon ‘gave me everything I asked for’.329 Therefore, Iran’s response to the Afghan
coup took a two-pronged approach, first was to display an alarmist reaction to the
coup to show that political instability in Afghanistan was a valid security threat to
Iran and the Americans in that it could leave Iran and the region vulnerable; second
was to also impart to the superpowers that Iran’s knowledge of Afghanistan and
ability to manage any regional crisis positioned it well to take the lead with key
aspects of U.S. support. Having obtained official U.S. political and military backing
for Iran’s plans to take a leading stance in the region, as well as the word of the
Americans to help Iran ward off any Soviet pressure, nothing held the Shah back
from enacting new, post-coup policies towards Afghanistan that would work to Iran’s
benefit by aiding its regional goals.
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Iranian Foreign Policy toward the Afghan Republic: 1973‐1978
The Afghans are casting about for friends; clearly they can’t rely on
Pakistan, still less on the Russians. Many factors incline them towards
closer relations with Iran, but they are greedy….Even if we accept this
and set about building up confidence, it will be but the first step on a very
long road. We shall have to grant them credit facilities, assist their
development programme downstream along the Hirmand River, and
grant them access to our ports. We must also co-operate in matters of
security if we are to transform them from a potential rival into a
dependant of Iran.
Assadollah Alam, March 17, 1969330

Amid growing tensions between Afghanistan, Iran, and Pakistan after the Afghan
Coup of 1973, Iran had secured itself a leading position in the region, backed by its
American ally, that would enable it to take a more offensive stance on regional
affairs. Preoccupied with major concerns of Soviet encirclement and weak
neighbouring states, Afghanistan had become a central part of Iran’s foreign policy
considerations due to her growing dependence on the USSR.
This section will discuss how after the coup, the Shah began to enact a policy
to harness greater control over Afghanistan, which he saw as key to maintaining
Iran’s recent gains in regional stature. It will be demonstrated in the discussion of the
Shah’s motivations behind his policy toward Afghanistan that Iranian-Afghan
relations were a significant element of Iran’s larger foreign policy aim of asserting
regional leadership in competition with the great powers present in the region. Using
evidence from Iran’s handling of the two most important policy issues in the IranianAfghan relationship during this period—the Pashtunistan issue and Iran’s economic
ties to Afghanistan—it will be argued here that the Shah sought to bring the Daoud
regime to heel in order to influence Afghanistan’s foreign policy toward the Soviet
Union and Pakistan. In so doing, the Shah intentionally made Afghanistan more
dependent on Iran, less dependent on the Soviet Union, and less hostile toward
Pakistan, in order to realise an increase in Iranian regional primacy and the
opportunity to expand his control over, and decrease Soviet and American presence
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in, the Indian Ocean. By first employing a policy of intimidation toward Daoud’s
regime, despite the urgings of the Shah’s western partners, and then strategically
shifting to rapprochement, Iran projected enough power over, and subsequently
cultivated enough leverage against, Afghan officials to influence Afghan foreign
policy to Iran’s advantage.

Pashtunistan, Baluchistan, and Dominating Daoud
Iran’s handling of the Pashtunistan and Baluchistan issue331 directly after the coup of
1973 is one of the clearest examples of the Shah’s overarching Afghan policy during
this period. As he had done with the Americans, the Shah used Pashtunistan as
leverage against the Afghans as a way to achieve Iran’s regional foreign policy
objectives. This manifested in the domination of Daoud Khan until he capitulated to
the Shah’s desired direction for Afghan foreign policy on Pashtunistan, and
eventually toward the USSR and Pakistan, for which the Shah rewarded him with
rapprochement and the security and economic benefits therewith. As mentioned, the
Afghan stance on the independence of Pashtun and Baluchi tribes in Iran and
Pakistan with ethnic ties to Afghanistan was one of the major irritants in the IranianAfghan and the Afghan-Pakistani relationships. This was not only because of the
potential internal security risks for Iran and Pakistan caused by separatist Pashtun and
Baluchi tribes but also because the Shah was convinced this was the main
vulnerability in the region that the Soviets could exploit to encircle Iran and establish
themselves in the Indian Ocean. Daoud’s initial stance on Pashtunistan, the Shah’s
strategic alignment with Pakistan and the military and covert activity he used to
pressure Daoud on the issue, and the Shah’s eventual success in bringing Daoud to
reverse course despite the risk of serious domestic consequences will be explained to
illustrate how the Shah manipulated the Afghans into changing their main foreign
policy stance for Iran’s regional benefit and what it secured for Iran in terms of its
wider objectives.
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With established Soviet influence in India and Afghanistan, the Shah looked
to Pakistan, another Western-allied state, to assist in his mission of rebuffing Soviet
encroachment. Daoud’s initially antagonistic stance on Pashtunistan and public
references to the poor state of Afghan-Pakistani relations only served to exacerbate
Iran and Pakistan’s concerns of Soviet influence over Daoud’s foreign policy
agenda.332 This caused both the Shah and Bhutto to begin a policy (from late July
1973 to January 1974) of aggression toward the Afghan regime in order to change
Daoud’s position on these crucial issues. This began with the Shah doubling down on
his previously stated position to protect Pakistan from disintegration at all costs333
and overtly align with Bhutto against Afghanistan. By ganging up on Daoud until he
relented by easing his Pashtunistan position, the Shah and Bhutto sought to prevent
any attempt by the Soviets to take advantage of an independent, or Afghan-controlled
Pashtunistan and Baluchistan.
Many events detail the Shah’s alignment with Pakistan, with whom the
Afghans began to have increasingly poor relations. This began as early as the
discussions around recognizing Daoud’s regime directly after the coup. While Iran
showed more restraint than they would in the following months, recognition
catalysed the Iranian-Pakistani alignment. Bhutto and the Shah expressed their desire
to strategize together over recognizing Daoud’s government, with Pakistan
specifically asking the United States to wait for Iran and Pakistan’s deliberations
before the Americans recognized Afghanistan. The Americans heeded this request
and indeed only recognized the Afghan regime once the Shah had given the green
light.334
Iranian-Pakistani coordination on a tough line on Pashtunistan quickly
followed. During a meeting with Henry Kissinger, the Shah said that he had met with
Bhutto in London on July 23 to discuss whether Pakistan would hold bilateral talks
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with Afghanistan on Pashtunistan. The Shah told Kissinger that while talks between
Afghanistan and Pakistan could be and had been held before, he explained:
Bhutto is not prepared to accept any monkey business. He said he
would knock on the Afghan heads if necessary. But if we make it
clear to [Afghanistan] that we are not going to accept any monkey
business, they will think twice before doing anything foolish. As
I explained…just the power [Iran has] of being able to knock out
Soviet protégés will make them think twice.335

This exchange indicates that Iran and Pakistan never intended on a diplomatic
approach toward Afghanistan early in Daoud’s regime, something borne out by the
events that followed.
After about a month in office, Daoud finally wrested control of his
government. With no successful counter-coup attempts, Daoud found himself in a
position to tackle Afghanistan's major foreign policy issues, including its
relationships with neighbours, the Americans, and the Soviets. In the first public
statement on foreign policy on August 19, 1973, notably on Afghan Independence
Day, Daoud said that Afghanistan would ‘pursue a policy of nonalignment and
peaceful coexistence with neighbors and respect for the UN charter.’ Daoud placed
an emphasis on ‘good neighborly ties,’ hoping to build upon recently improving
relations with Afghanistan’s Iranian ‘brothers.’ However, despite the olive branch to
Iran, he asserted that the Afghan-Soviet relationship was ‘unfalterable’ and, crucially,
that ‘Pakistan is the only country with which Afghans have differences.’336 To the
Shah and Bhutto’s distaste, Daoud had also gone to the Americans and Soviets for
help in dealing with the Pashtunistan issue with Pakistan, admitting that he would
have to pursue it as a matter of Afghan foreign policy due to pressures of internal
unrest domestically if he did not.337 Even though Daoud had effectively forewarned
the interested parties of the domestic reasons for pushing Pashtunistan, the Shah’s
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subsequent actions show that he saw Daoud’s pursuit of the issue as Afghan
aggression against Pakistan and felt it was encouraged by the Soviets. Not only
would Iran not assist Afghanistan with the Pashtunistan issue, they would take
Pakistan’s side.
Thus, as the Shah expected, Daoud‘s hard line on Pashtunistan and related
events quickly began to exacerbate the regional situation, and the Shah felt
increasingly threatened by the possibility of Afghan and Soviet encroachment on Iran
through Pashtun or Baluchi incitement. One key reason for this, as Alam recalls in his
memoir on August 18, 1973, was that the Afghans had sent a warning to Pakistan
through the Iranian Embassy in Kabul (of all places), stating the Afghans could ‘no
longer turn a blind eye to the sufferings of Baluchis living on the Pakistan side of the
border.’ Alam described this move as ‘increasingly aggressive’ and the Shah as
‘extremely anxious’ about it. He quotes the Shah’s reaction as ‘I can detect the hand
of the Soviets and maybe that of India behind this ultimatum’. This incident led Alam
to suggest to the Shah, ‘Why don’t we place ourselves in a position of strength before
negotiating with [the Afghans]; meet force with force?’ to which the Shah replied,
‘There seems much to be gained from the action you propose’, ordering Alam to draft
a plan.338 According to the Shah’s account to the British and the Americans, the note
had crossed another red line for Iran in that it conflated the ‘national aspirations’ of
the Baluchis with the Pashtuns, which left the Iranians furiously asking ‘since when
had the Afghans become the champion of the Baluchis?’339 A few days later, Alam
told the Shah that the Afghans had infiltrated the Baluchi population in Pakistan,
which was particularly concerning because Iran was in the midst of tackling Baluchi
guerrillas in Iranian Baluchistan that they thought had come from Soviet-supported
Iraq. Alam stressed to the Shah ‘once we’ve mopped up our own problems with the
guerrillas we need to teach the Afghans a lesson they won’t forget.’ When the Shah
asked whether that would incite Soviet support for Afghanistan, Alam argued that
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Iran should no longer wait to see whether their enemies would make a move but
instead go on the offensive.340 While these threats seemed very real to the Iranians,
the Americans chalked up the Afghan note as a risky Afghan ‘diplomatic bluff’ to
counter Iran and Pakistan’s political alignment and ‘achieve what they [could not]
hope to achieve at this time by more direct methods.’341 The Shah continued to
express outrage that Afghan officials were stating explicitly that Baluchistan was
‘simply an extension of the Pashtunistan problem.’342
American officials had aptly deduced from the start that a warming of IranPakistan relations would likely be viewed in Afghanistan as an ‘effort to secure
further Iranian hegemony in the region.’343 They were concerned that such a move
would backfire, causing Daoud to act irrationally and seek out a foreign adventure
should problems worsen. As such, the Americans consistently counselled Iran and
Pakistan to avoid in undertaking any ‘alarmist’ action or talk about Afghanistan, even
if it was justifiable, and made considerable efforts to encourage close Iran-PakistanAfghanistan relations.344
However, the Shah expressly ignored American overtures, despite previously
securing considerable material and political support from the United States by
leveraging the Afghanistan issue. By August 1973, the Shah had escalated his
alignment with Bhutto, exercising policies that further isolated Daoud. President
Bhutto told U.S. Senator Charles Percy that month that Iranian-Pakistani relations
could not be better and they had begun to work very closely together on issues of
mutual concern, like Afghanistan.345 Iran proceeded to host several meetings for
high-level Pakistani officials in Tehran from the period after the coup until early
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1974, especially at the peak of Iran-Pakistan alignment in October 1973.346 At least
one of these was a meeting between the Shah, Alam, and Bhutto during the latter’s
mid-October visit to Iran, during which they strategized over the Pashtunistan
issue.347
There are indications that the Afghans started to feel pressured through early
media reporting of the Shah and Bhutto’s cooperation, as there were many reports of
the meetings taking place between the Shah and Bhutto on Afghanistan. These were
made all the worse with media propaganda that the Afghans accused their neighbours
of deliberately disseminating from both Iran and Pakistan. Iranian radio broadcasts
allegedly reported a slew of negative stories and unconfirmed ‘facts’ about the
Afghan coup, which Afghan leadership saw as ‘unfriendly’ and damaging to the
legitimacy of the new republic. Reports included assertions that the coup was more
leftist than it appeared, that King Zahir Shah would return to Afghanistan, and that
some of his generals had been killed in the coup.348 These broadcasts had also been
picked up by international outlets: the BBC speculated that the Shah and Bhutto
would meet in order to plan what could be done with ‘unruly Afghanistan’.349 News
about the Iran-Pakistan alignment had reached the Afghan public, as evidenced by an
American cable that reported Afghan soldiers discussing Iran-Pakistan talks and their
wariness of the development of ‘secret treaties’ between President Bhutto and the
Shah.350 The Americans lamented in a cable on ‘Iran-Pakistan-Afghanistan Relations’
that ‘obvious signs of close Iranian-Pakistani coordination on a tough Pakistani
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diplomatic line’ has caused Daoud to want to review his foreign policy, as
Afghanistan was beginning to feel ‘in great danger from its neighbors.’351
In addition to political alignment with Pakistan, the Shah undertook a series of
aggressive military and covert actions against Afghanistan to bring Daoud to heel.
This began with his ordering military operations in both Iranian and Pakistani
Baluchistan. From the start, the Shah had sent a very clear message in response to
Daoud’s ultimatum about Baluchi suffering by adamantly ordering Alam on August
19 to ‘act quickly’ to quash Baluchi unrest in Iranian Baluchistan, calling the
situation ‘totally unacceptable.’ The Shah tasked Alam to personally oversee the
capture and killing of Baluchi insurgents, which he did in coordination with
SAVAK352 and pro-Shah Baluchi tribal leaders (whom Alam later rewarded with
cars).353 The Shah also began directly fighting Afghan involvement in Pakistan’s
Baluchi and Pashtun areas. By the end of September 1973, the Afghans complained
to their American counterparts that they had become ‘greatly concerned over Iranian
military activity in [Pakistani] Baluchistan,’ specifically the fact that there were
Iranian Air Force helicopters in Baluchistan. They had also been seeing press reports
from Soviet-allied India claiming that ‘Iran was calling the tune in Baluchistan and
was determined to block any autonomy there’.354 The Shah confirmed their existence
to then-American Ambassador Richard Helms, stating plainly that the purpose for
sending aircraft was to assist Pakistan with troubles in Baluchistan.355 Alam’s
account corroborates this, and importantly, confirms their purpose was an intentional
show of strength to the Afghans and Indians.356 When asked by the British
ambassador in Tehran whether Iran’s helicopters in Baluchistan were there for
military purposes or aid purposes, Alam said ‘that it was both; that [Iran] had no
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alternative but to…prevent the disintegration of Pakistan.’ Additionally, the Shah
clarified that Iran meant it to be a deliberate display:
In the case of Pakistan, our helicopters are flying under Iranian
insignia, and the pilots have been ordered to wear Iranian
uniforms…we have nothing to hide. Our intervention is at the
request of Pakistan and aimed solely at defending her integrity.
We have ensured that the rest of the world has been notified of
this, especially the Indians.357

Highlighting the connection of these plans with the Shah’s obsession with Soviet
designs, when the BBC reported in December 1973 that Baluchi rebels in Pakistan
were being crushed using the Shah’s helicopters, funds, and troops, inspiring
resentment among the Baluchi and Pashtun people, the Shah suspected Soviet
meddling. In a shocking display of paranoia, the Shah asked Alam, ‘You don’t
suppose it might possibly have anything to do with the British Foreign Secretary’s
recent visit to Moscow?’358
The Shah’s blatant exhibition of growing armaments and military hostility
toward the Afghans on the Iran-Afghanistan and Afghanistan-Pakistan borders
continued to escalate tensions. In a meeting with U.S. Embassy Kabul officials,
Daoud accused the Shah of being the shadowy figure behind Bhutto’s recent
movements to secure contested areas on the Afghanistan-Pakistan border.359 The
record ascribes some truth to his claims. As mentioned, the Shah had used the
security threat of the Afghan coup and Soviet encroachment as justification for
requesting more military hardware from the Americans, which they granted. In fact,
the Shah said explicitly that the reason he needed more military equipment was
because while the security situation to his ‘west [was] unchanged and still
threatening…the coup in Afghanistan [would] force him to provide a deterrent force
in that area as well,’ which would require covering his eastern border with fighter
aircraft.360 A few weeks later, the Shah had already tasked General Toufanian, his
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Deputy Minister of War, to expedite Iranian air defences along its border with
Afghanistan. He wanted this to include an evaluation of Iran’s radar capability from
the entire span of the country from Mashhad to the Gulf as well as the capability of
airfields in area to service air-defence aircraft if needed. The Americans commented
that the Shah had done this because concerns about ‘alleged Soviet provision of the
latest model flight aircraft to Afghanistan [were] apparently heightened since the
Daoud takeover.’361
The record describes amplified paranoia on all sides of the Iran-PakistanAfghanistan borders about military movements by neighbours: in the absence of
proper diplomatic relations between Iran and Afghanistan, the Afghans consistently
complained to and sought assistance from the Americans about Iranian and Pakistani
aggression in hopes to ‘somewhat “even the odds”’.362 Some of Iran’s escalation was
due to reports the Shah received about the Afghans concentrating armour on Iran’s
border. When the Americans told the Shah that the Afghans had accused Iran of
doing the same, he said that ‘an Afghan might have seen an Iranian bulldozer and had
misidentified it’.363 Considering the imbalance of military might weighing heavily in
Iran’s favour, and the Afghans insistence that they wanted to avoid military
confrontation with their neighbours, it is unlikely Afghanistan initiated military
aggression toward the Iranians.364 In October of 1973, Daoud claimed to the U.S.
chargé d'affaires in Kabul that the recent Iranian and Pakistani military build-up had
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been strategically planned in that it began ‘many months ago.365 The Afghans said
they saw on their border that Iran was ‘erecting a military machine far greater than
would be necessary to defend it from…Afghanistan,’ with American officials noting
that the ‘Afghans traditionally fear[ed] an expansionist Iran.’366 These tensions
escalated into a small border incident in late October, during which Iranian
gendarmerie killed five Afghan tribesmen that had undertaken an armed raid across a
disputed area near the border.367 Around this time, Daoud assessed the balance of
power in the region as ‘highly unfavorable for Afghanistan’ in the context that he
believed both Iran and Pakistan had ‘grand designs’ that they were pursuing to the
detriment of Afghanistan.368
Perhaps the most important contributor to Daoud’s intimidation during this
period were the Shah’s covert schemes to subvert Daoud’s government. Sources
indicate that two major factors pushed the Shah’s to undertake such policies: first,
Afghanistan’s stance on Pashtunistan, and second, Iran’s concern that Daoud would
quickly be overthrown by the Soviet-sponsored army officers who brought him to
power, which would yield even more dire circumstances in Afghanistan.369 Alam’s
memoirs detail a several-year Iranian strategy, which began as a plot to overthrow
Daoud’s regime, and later evolved as a series of hedges to install a future regime
more greatly indebted to Iran. The main instances of this include the Shah’s financial
support of several former Afghan royals that could be used to conduct countercoups.370 According to Alam, the day the Afghans delivered their late-August
‘ultimatum’ on the Pashtuns and Baluchis, Alam suggested, ‘Why doesn’t your
Majesty allow me to raise Western Afghanistan against the regime in Kabul? It could
be done quite easily, and at the moment we hold every trump in the pack; the King of
Afghanistan will be behind us.’ The Shah replied that the King was ‘incapable of
365
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decisive action’ but to ‘have a plan of action prepared for submission as soon as
possible.’ The plan the Shah approved on August 22 was to provide financial support
to the former Afghan king, Zahir Shah (still in exile in Rome). Alam proposed: ‘once
the King feels indebted toward us, he might well change his mind about returning to
Afghanistan’ to initiate a counter-coup in the western provinces, where the Iranians
held considerable influence.371 To the great irritation of the Shah and Alam, just days
later Zahir Shah announced his abdication and support for Daoud, which Alam
lamented was Iran’s fault for leaving Zahir Shah stranded in Rome.372 Interestingly,
the Iranian meddling did not stop at this stage. After months of increasing funding to
Zahir Shah and his family, in November 1973, the Shah authorized giving the king a
$10,000 per month allowance from the government’s ‘secret funds’, and insisted only
the Iranian Ambassador to Rome and Alam were to know about it.373
Additionally, after Zahir Shah had abdicated, the Shah enquired on September
4 about the possibility of supporting Iran’s long-time Afghan ally Abdul Vali Khan,
as an option for ruling Afghanistan.374 An Afghan general who was Zahir Shah’s sonin-law, Abdul Vali Khan had been arrested by Daoud Khan during the coup for his
role helping the former government advocate closer ties with Iran at the expense of
Afghanistan’s national interests.375 When the Shah asked Alam whether he thought
Abdul Vali could escape Afghanistan, Alam says it would be very difficult
considering he was imprisoned more or less next door to Daoud Khan’s residence.
Alam suggested to the Shah that if Iran could not risk sending a rescue team to
extract Abdul Vali that they could bribe his jailers.376 Despite these complications,
the Shah’s continued support of the King and his children (Abdul Vali was married to
the King’s daughter Belquis), show the seriousness with which he took this plan.
Even as late as spring 1976, the Shah told Alam, ‘Remember what I told Nelson
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Rockefeller, [Vice President under President Ford]…one day we may install Abdul
Vali Khan as the new ruler of Afghanistan.’377
According to Alam, Daoud was aware that the Shah was supporting the
former Afghan royal family to some extent.378 Additionally, a high-level Afghan
official, whose name remains classified, even expressed such concerns to American
officials, enquiring directly whether the Americans knew if it Iran and Pakistan’s
intention to intervene in order to place Zahir Shah back on the throne. The Americans
took the stance that the Iranians or Pakistanis’ actions would ‘depend on their
perceptions of whether or not there had been other foreign involvement in the coup.’
The Afghan’s response was to stress that he was sure there was no foreign
involvement in the coup, but he did not provide evidence of this.379 The exchange
shows that the Afghans were well aware that the Iranians, as justification for
intervention or involvement in Afghan affairs, told the Americans that there was
Soviet involvement in the coup and that it would have negative consequences for
regional security. These Iranian accusations are something the Soviets were also
aware of, but they told the Americans they should not give credence to Iranian
theories.380
Lastly, scholar Selig Harrison provides a convincing narrative about Iranian
covert intelligence activity in Afghanistan during this period:
Among the less visible, subterranean aspects of the Shah’s
offensive was expanded activity by his intelligence agency,
Savak, which attempted to challenge the well-established KGB
[presence in Afghanistan]. Covert operatives…filtered into the
Afghan capital during the years after 1973.381

During Harrison’s time in Kabul and Tehran in 1977, he interviewed then-Prime
Minister Fereydoun Hoveyda about SAVAK’s operational activity in Afghanistan,
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and he ‘pointed to it proudly as an example of Iranian-American cooperation.’
According to Hoveyda and other American and Pakistani officials involved, SAVAK
and the CIA worked in close coordination to collaborate with ‘underground Islamic
fundamentalist groups that shared their anti-Soviet objectives.’ SAVAK specifically
‘hired informers who attempted to identify Communist sympathizers throughout the
Afghan government and armed forces.’ They also channelled American ‘weapons,
communications equipment, and other paramilitary aid to anti-Daoud groups,’ some
of which was given to tribal dissidents in the western provinces directly by Iran, and
some went through underground fundamentalist networks in Pakistan. According to
Harrison, the CIA and SAVAK were also behind several ‘abortive, fundamentalistbacked coup attempts against Daoud in September and December of 1973 and June
1974.’382
Perhaps unsurprisingly, of the many declassified CIA documents detailing the
events of this period, there are none available that describe CIA-SAVAK
collaboration in Afghanistan. However, a New York Times article from July 1978 that
discusses such coordination can be found in the CIA’s online archive with a
handwritten note that says, ‘file.’383 There is also an active discussion in the British
record in 1976 about SAVAK presence at the Iranian Embassy in Kabul, including
frustrations around the ‘alarmist reports’ the Shah was getting from them on the
extent of Soviet penetration in Afghanistan. The British also reported on the Shah
beginning to cast doubt on ‘reliance…placed on nationalism and religion as barriers
against Communist control’ in Afghanistan, perhaps a reference to the groups he had
been supporting against Daoud.384 The Americans also alluded to this in October
1973, in a State Department Cable to regional embassies that Afghan distrust of the
Iranian ambassador in Afghanistan was ‘not unwarranted.’385 Additionally, several
conversations between Alam and the Afghan ambassador to Iran from late 1973 and
throughout 1974, show the former’s persistence in attempting to glean information
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about communist infiltration in and Daoud’s level of control over the Afghan
Army.386 Daoud’s comments in the record make clear that he held a strong suspicion
that Iran was engaged in this type of interference into Afghanistan’s internal affairs.
He explicitly said in late 1973 and early 1974 that Iran likely had a hand in recent
counter-coup attempts against his government.387
The sum of these Iranian tactics had a disastrous effect on Iranian-Afghan
relations and succeeded in their intended effect of showing Daoud that the Shah was
in control of the region. By October 1973, Iran and Pakistan’s behaviour had Daoud
so concerned that the Americans described him as ‘exhibit[ing an] obsessive
preoccupation with perceived military threats from Pakistan and Iran…[and] with the
overriding necessity to achieve an “honorable solution” to the Pashtunistan Issue.’388
As the consequences for Daoud’s Pashtunistan stance became increasingly
unbearable for the Afghans, they continually sought to deescalate the situation and
engage with the Iranians diplomatically. As early as August 25, Iran’s foreign
minister told the Shah that Prince Mohammad Naim, Daoud’s brother and closest
advisor,389 wished to visit Iran to discuss the Pashtunistan and Baluchistan situations.
However, as this was early after the coup, the Shah refused any sort of diplomatic
relations with the Afghans. He retorted, ‘Tell him he can go to hell…he can’t ride
roughshod over me in the way he did with Pakistan.’ According to Alam, in late
September, the Afghans tried again, sending a message through the British charges
d'affaires in Kabul that they felt Iran’s concerns over Soviet influence in Afghanistan
were ‘groundless’ and that they were ‘as keen as ever’ to have friendly relations with
Iran. The Afghans had, demonstrating their desire for rapprochement, selected
Daoud’s son-in-law Mohammad Ghazi as the ambassador to Iran and had his wife,
Daoud’s daughter, attend official engagements alongside Daoud in Kabul. However,
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as mentioned, none of this succeeded in deterring the Shah from providing overt
military support for Pakistan against a possible Afghan-backed Pashtun or Baluchi
insurgency, nor the other measures he took against Daoud’s regime.390
Seeing this strategic turning point in the Afghan resolve on Pashtunistan, the
Iranians began to test the waters for possible engagement with the Afghans at the end
of 1973, a process that resembled dangling a meaty bone for a ravenous dog. In late
November, Daoud’s ambassador came to present his credentials in Tehran. Given the
previous months’ political and military intimidation against the Afghans, it is no
surprise that Alam describes, in his first meeting with the ambassador on December
4, that Ghazi ‘required little prompting to open up about recent events in his country.’
Ghazi readily admitted that Daoud’s government was sending money to King Zahir
Shah in Rome, which Alam said he already knew. He was also forthcoming with
unknowingly touchy information (for the Iranians) about how he himself had helped
convince the King to abdicate and how scornful he was of Abdul Vali Khan. In the
first signal of its kind, Alam told the ambassador ‘how keen [the Shah was] to
support Davoud; should Davoud fall the whole of Afghanistan might be plunged into
chaos.’ He also asked directly afterwards to what extent the Afghan army was under
control. Alam received no clear answer about the latter, but his message had the
intended effect: ‘presumably the ambassador believed [Alam was] spellbound by
Davoud, since he left looking thoroughly pleased with himself’.391
The Afghan position on Pashtunistan was beginning to show signs of
improvement just weeks later. Alam told British officials in mid-December that the
Afghans had begun tempering their attitude on Pashtunistan, evidenced by the
moderation of the Afghan press coverage and the decreased frequency of antiPakistan propaganda. In justifying Iran’s dramatic shift in position toward the
Afghans, Alam said that it suddenly ‘did not seem sure that the Afghans were looking
for a fight. They seemed still too preoccupied in sorting out their own domestic
confusions’.392
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The major shift came when the Afghans made the first move: sending Afghan
Deputy Foreign Minister Wahid Abdollah to visit Tehran in late January 1974. This
was an important step, as Abdollah was the first senior official to visit Tehran since
the coup. The level of engagement was clear at the outset: the Shah on holiday in
Switzerland, and Abdollah was received and held meetings with his counterparts, the
Iranian Foreign Minister Abbas Ali Khalatbari, and Prime Minister Amir-Abbas
Hoveyda. Iranian Foreign Ministry officials concluded that Abdollah had warily
visited ‘to obtain first-hand confirmation of Iran’s good intentions towards
Afghanistan, and [the Iranians] believed that Abdollah had been favourably
impressed.’ However, the Iranians said that while they were now less concerned
about Daoud, Naim and their associates, the real question was whether the young
officers may still overthrow them. A British Foreign Office official, more optimistic,
responded to the visit by noting, ‘this move by Afghanistan to improve their relations
with Iran is to be welcomed.’393
Events precipitating further Iranian-Afghan discussion on Pashtunistan and
general rapprochement continued quickly thereafter. With no direct communication
established between the Shah and Daoud, the Afghan president used the Indian media
to communicate with the Shah. During an interview with notorious Indian journalist
R.K. Karanjia in April 1974, Karanjia told the Shah that he had been the first
correspondent to interview Daoud, and when Karanjia asked him about Iran, Daoud
had ‘voice[d] the best sentiments toward Iran, and, in general, he expressed
Afghanistan’s readiness to cooperate with Iran.’ Seemingly taken aback, the Shah
replied, ‘When did this interview take place? Karanjia said, ‘November 1973…we
were discussing his problems in the face of Pakistan,’ and continued that Daoud told
him as far as Iran was concerned, there were no ‘unsolvable problems whatsoever.’
The Shah’s reply, showing the shift toward rapprochement, was ‘This is, in fact,
true.’ However, unable to pass up an opportunity, the Shah also expressed his
frustration about Afghanistan’s inability to come to terms with Iran on certain
bilateral issues like the Helmand waters while dangling the potential for IranianAfghan cooperation on economic issues, like the possibility Afghanistan could make
393
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use of Iran’s ports.394 Indeed, this ploy worked: when Daoud was interviewed by
another Indian journalist months later, he said that he had carefully considered the
Shah’s words in the Karanjia interview.395
Also noteworthy was that Abdollah, who had previously been virulent in his
anti-Iran and anti-Pakistan stance,396 began to shift his tone on Pashtunistan in the
months that followed. In an interview with an American journalist in July, Abdollah
insisted that, despite Pakistan’s recent claims, there was no concentration of Afghan
forces or movement of troops that were a threat to Pakistan, and that war would not
take place between Afghanistan and Pakistan ‘because the Afghan leaders have
complete knowledge of and correctly appraise the situation in the region in which
they live.’397 Additionally Abdollah made the unusual move of briefing multiple
regional countries’ ambassadors and chargés to Kabul (including Iran’s) on July 14
about the falsehood of Pakistani claims that the Afghans were making military
preparations against Pakistan.398
As if to make absolutely certain that the Iranians knew where the Afghans
stood, three days later, President Daoud issued his first public statement urging close
ties to Iran. Importantly, on the occasion of the first anniversary of the Afghan
republic, Daoud spoke directly to the Shah and the Iranian people through Iranian
correspondents:
The bonds of friendship and fraternity between our two nations
have existed throughout history. I hope that these friendly and
fraternal sentiments between the two neighboring and fraternal
peoples will grow, for they would be in the interest of the two
countries, people and the region in which we live. I hope that these
sentiments will remain firm eternally. May I send through the
Iranian National Radio and Television our gratitude, my own and
those of the government of the people of Afghanistan, to His
Imperial Majesty Shahanshah and our Iranian brothers and
friends.399
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Discussed in the following section, the growing economic-aid relationship
between Iran and Afghanistan played an important role in accelerating Afghan
moderation on Pashtunistan. However, it is significant that the Afghans began to shift
on the issue and actively sought rapprochement with Iran before Iran’s economic aid
and friendship were firmly on the table. The Shah had succeeded, using pressure
tactics that were against the advice of allies, in manipulating Daoud’s regime to a
more favourable position toward Iran and on the policy issue that was most important
to the Shah’s peace on mind: the Soviet push toward the Indian Ocean and Pakistan’s
possible disintegration. Daoud’s willingness to bend on Pashtunistan and adopt a less
hostile stance toward Pakistan was the signal the Shah needed to pursue a return to
the status of relations cultivated with Zahir Shah before the Afghan coup. However,
the goal of rapprochement was not to benefit from friendlier interactions; rather—as
Alam described in 1969—it was to reinitiate a process of making Afghanistan
dependent upon Iran and no one else.400

Iranian‐Afghan Rapprochement: Economic Aid and the Indian Ocean
Cooperative
Once a delicate rapprochement with Daoud’s government had been initiated, and
security issues surrounding Pashtunistan had been clarified, Iran began a policy of
intensive economic investment in Afghanistan. Discussed earlier in this chapter,
Daoud’s overthrow of Zahir Shah had potentially disastrous consequences for Iran’s
regional economic strategy: Iranian officials had laboured, and succeeded, during
Zahir Shah’s last years on the throne to reach a settlement on the Helmand Waters
dispute, one of the only remaining impediments to connecting Afghanistan to a
planned, Iranian-led Indian Ocean trade cooperative centred at Bandar Abbas.401
Because the Helmand Waters agreement had yet to be fully ratified by the Afghan
parliament before the coup—and many of the coups organisers had used Zahir Shah’s
approval of the agreement as a rallying point (against selling Afghanistan out to
400
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Iran)—Daoud did not appear likely to sign it.402 Indeed, this was the case for the
majority of his tenure. However, Iranian officials made clear that they were less
concerned about the approval of the agreement itself: Iran had and could continue
taking whatever amount of water from the Helmand it desired. It was more about the
strategic importance of having Afghanistan on side for Iran to achieve its larger
regional goals.403 It is thus even more revealing that the Shah prioritised pressuring
Daoud on Pashtunistan before he considering exploring rapprochement with
Afghanistan.
By July 1974, as the previous section details, Daoud had clearly indicated that
he was ready to end the tension that had defined his early relationship with the
Iranians. The Shah rewarded him, over the next few years, by vastly increasing its
economic aid to and financial investments in Afghanistan. This began with the
signing of a massive, bilateral economic agreement in July 1974, which scoped a
potential $2 billion Iranian investment in development-project assistance and other
economic aid.404 According to Iranian officials that discussed it openly, including
Iranian Minister of Commerce Hushang Ansary, Iran’s ability to finance what the
CIA termed as ‘the Shah’s lending binge’ was the fourfold increase in the price of oil
(from 1973-1974) and Iran’s extensive commerce with the United States.405 This
section will describe Iran’s motivations and actions in pursuing this policy, and what
it achieved for Iran in line with its regional and international goals. It will be argued
that Iran’s prioritisation of providing economic aid to Afghanistan during this period
was to achieve what was just out of Iran’s reach before the coup: first, to dampen
Soviet regional hegemony by shifting Afghanistan from Russia’s sphere of influence
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into Iran’s through greater economic dependence; and second, to secure
Afghanistan’s support of, and assent for its role in, an Iranian-led Indian Ocean
cooperative. As with before the coup, Iran’s regional economic plan was indeed
interconnected to and inseparable from Shah’s desire to limit Soviet (and to some
extent American) presence in the Indian Ocean and access to regional trade routes
that Iran wanted to control; the only difference for Iran in 1974 was that they had
more money to make it a reality.406
It is important to note here that because of the high-profile nature of Iran’s
large economic deals with Afghanistan, other scholars (and some media articles) have
paid more attention to this particular aspect of Iranian-Afghan relations than other
issues covered in this dissertation. For example, both Hyman and Harrison refer to
the economic aid, with Harrison observing Iranian’s desire to replace Russia as
Afghanistan’s largest aid donor.407 However, neither scholar provide the context for
Iranian decision-making over whether to provide such massive economic assistance
to Afghanistan, nor do they explain the events that took place for it to come to
fruition. These motivations and actions, and the theoretical and conceptual
underpinning, are unique to this work.
The most bypassed aspect of Iran’s large economic investment in Afghanistan
during this period is the acknowledgement of Iran’s moves to fund trade-related
infrastructure projects in Afghanistan to link the country to Iran’s existing transit
facilities as part the latter’s wider plans for an Indian Ocean economic and security
cooperative.408 Mentioned earlier in this chapter, the Shah was heavily invested in his
plan for the Iranian-led Indian Ocean cooperative. As Alam noted about the
development of the industrial port at Chabahar (less than 450 miles to the Afghan
border): ‘We’ve invested hundreds of millions of dollars developing the port, Iran’s
406
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gateway to the Indian Ocean.’409 The Shah’s moves to include Afghanistan in his
vision for the Indian Ocean began slowly in line with his building rapprochement
with Daoud and his advisors. Iranian officials began by dangling possible economic
aid to Afghanistan. In February 1974 when the Afghans sent a trade delegation to
Iran to renew a routine trade agreement, the trip ended in discussions around
Afghanistan’s openness to accepting increased Iranian investment. While Iranian
officials played down the interaction’s importance to their allies, Iran’s press reported
the signing of this agreement with Afghanistan as ‘an expansion of trade ties.’410 In
April 1974, the Shah initiated a key turning point in the same interview with Indian
journalist R.K. Karanjia that was discussed in the previous section. Signalling to
Daoud, when asked if Iran would allow Afghanistan to use its ports, the Shah said:
We have already offered to place such facilities at their disposal.
We have been talking with them about this highway for more than
10 years now. In addition to this highway, our railroad will be
extended from Bandar Abbas to Kerman….[and] from Kerman to
Zahedan, which is close to the Afghan border. We have built a
highway linking Bandar Abbas to Kerman. We might later build a
highway from Iranian Baluchistan to the Afghan border. We will
expand Chahbahar port. This port will first become a huge military
base. However, commercial vessels will of course visit the port
also….Thus [the Afghans] could use two ports and two highways.
One of the ports would be in the Persian Gulf and the other would
be on the Oman Sea. They can use our highways and to a great
extent our railroads. If they wish we can place all transit facilities at
their disposal through our railroad network…to the
Mediterranean….They can also gain access to the Caspian Sea.
They can use this sea and the waterways with which it is linked to
any point in Europe.411

After the lengthy sales pitch, Karanjia asked the Shah pointedly whether he had made
a recent proposal to Daoud. The Shah at first evaded, then hit back, ‘They must be
very preoccupied with their internal affairs….We can be a great help to
Afghanistan.’412 Daoud acknowledged in November that year that he saw the
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Karanjia interview and that he ‘studied the proposals made by the Shah.’413 This was
clear when Daoud sent his closest advisor to Iran just one month later. Upon
departing Iran in May, Naim told reporters that he had transmitted a message to the
Shah from Daoud and that Afghanistan felt the Shah’s proposals to use Iran’s trade
routes were ‘extremely important’ and would be of ‘great assistance.’414
It is perhaps no surprise that after Daoud’s message of friendship to the Shah
in July 1974, rapprochement moved precipitously, especially in the economic arena.
A high-level Iranian economic delegation was sent to Kabul for this purpose in late
July. The delegation, led by the Iranian Minister of Commerce Fereydun Mehdavi,
was a resounding success that resulted in the signing of the $2 billion415 economic
agreement discussed above. Significantly, the agreement included a protocol for
multiple joint projects in Afghanistan, which were: extensive Helmand River basin
development projects such as a dam, hydroelectric plant, and agricultural projects; the
building of large complexes for the sugar- and meat-production industries; the
establishment of an import-export bank; cooperation in a study of Afghanistan’s
railway network; building a highway to the Iranian border; and providing
Afghanistan with 200 buses for better transportation.416
Obvious from the protocol, all of these projects were related to the expansion
of Iran’s regional trade network through Afghanistan by connecting the country to
Iran’s ports and transit routes to the Gulf and the Indian Ocean. As Harrison points
out, Iran had succeeded in achieving its own goals by generating a ‘co-prosperity
sphere’ with the Afghans.417 However, Harrison gives misplaced credit to American
encouragement as the reason for the Shah’s aid to Afghanistan.418
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The signing of the July 1974 economic deal, as Afghan press later
emphasised, laid the groundwork for increased economic assistance established by
another large economic pact signed in late April 1975 that provided a large portion
($700 million) of the $2 billion in Iran’s promised funds for Afghanistan. This deal
came as a result of Daoud’s first state visit to Iran, in late April 1975, which
underlined the nations’ undeniable shift from their previously hostile relations. The
agreement formalised Iran’s development of the lower Helmand River region and its
extension to the Iranian border, including the necessary railway lines and
highways.419
However, it quickly became clear that Iran would extract concessions from
Daoud for opening Afghanistan up to the international market through Iran’s transit
facilities. During Daoud’s speech during his state dinner at the Shah’s court, he
thanked Iran for their generous economic assistance while saying that Afghanistan
was working toward finding an honourable solution to its issues with Pakistan.420
Harrison also observed that Iran’s economic aid began to have a bearing on Daoud’s
Pashtunistan stance, stating that in November 1975, Daoud ‘began to retreat in the
sensitive nationalist issues of Helmand Waters and Pushtunistan,’ culminating in
Daoud (and Bhutto’s) state visits to each other’s countries and agreeing publicly to
find a peaceful solution to the Pashtunistan issue.421 And finally, and likely most
importantly to the Shah, immediately after Daoud’s state visit, he publicly voiced his
support for the Shah’s proposals on the Indian Ocean Cooperative.422

Conclusion
This chapter covers a period of Iranian history in which its economic, political, and
military power reached a zenith, making it an interesting period to determine Iran’s
unhampered foreign policy motivations and actions. During the height of the Cold
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War, and given Iran’s historical distrust of the Soviet Union, Mohammad Reza Shah
chose to align Iran with the United States and benefitted from a massive American
investment which led to substantial Iranian oil wealth, the amassing of a military
arsenal, and the enabling of Iran as a political proxy for a superpower. One part of
Iran’s ability to achieve these things was the leveraging of America’s fears around
Soviet expansionism and communist penetration in a region vital to American
economic and national security interests. Part of the way the Shah did this was
through his alarmism around the growing Soviet involvement in Afghanistan and
suggesting and undertaking an Iranian and American foreign policy response to that
problem.
After the Afghan Coup of 1973, perceived by the West and the Iranians as
Soviet-backed, Iran used the power it had gained in the preceding years to develop
political, economic, and military dominance over Afghan leader Mohammad Daoud
Khan until he succeeded in controlling the foreign policy of Afghanistan to benefit
Iran. Key examples of this included Daoud’s tilt away from the Soviet Union toward
Iran and the United States, and Daoud’s support for the Shah’s proposed Iran-led
regional economic cooperative. In this way, Iran’s foreign policy toward Afghanistan
was critical to Iran’s persistent, and in this case successful, desire to attain regional
dominance in competition with the great powers.
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Chapter Four: Iran’s ‘Export of the Revolution’ to
Afghanistan, 1982‐1987
Introduction
This chapter will argue that Iranian foreign policy toward Afghanistan during the
1980s was neither a force for stability in Afghanistan nor primarily driven by Islamic
ideology (as is often argued in the post-revolution discourse).423 Rather, this section
will show a second historical example of the continuity of Iran’s foreign policy
toward Afghanistan based on a confluence of Iranian nationalism, in this iteration an
Islamic manifestation,424 and the same structural realities of great power regional
domination. The Islamic Republic of Iran’s (IRI) primary interest in its political and
military position toward Afghanistan was to actively subvert the Afghan government,
the Soviet-backed Democratic Republic of Afghanistan (DRA), by cultivating loyal
clients amongst the Afghan resistance movement that could eventually play a role in
representing Iran’s interests in Afghanistan’s national-level political system. The
relationships and activities Iran pursued in Afghanistan after Iran’s Islamic
Revolution in 1979, similar to those prior to the revolution, provided Iran strategic
inroads and levers for political, military, and cultural control or influence that
furthered Iranian interests in and vis-à-vis Afghanistan. Iran’s activities in
Afghanistan during this period culminated in the eventual creation of the Iraninitiated ‘Tehran Eight’ in 1987, a coalition of Shi’a Afghan resistance organizations
that became involved in national-level negotiations to decide Afghanistan’s
governance after the Soviet Occupation ended.
Despite the fact that the 1980s was a period during which Iran was threatened
by great power presence on its borders and embroiled in the midst of what has been
characterized as a ‘total war’ with Iraq, from 1982-1987 Iran undertook its largely
covert campaign to consolidate control and influence over key aspects of
Afghanistan’s political, military, economic, and cultural environments. This
assessment seeks to integrate, analyse, and expand upon the existing open-source
423
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literature and provide a more comprehensive and contextualized understanding of the
extent of and motivations behind Iran’s influence in Afghanistan and Iranian-Afghan
relations than has previously been available. Even with significant political and
economic limitations during the period of this case, the Islamic Republic
demonstrated a prioritization of its Afghan policy as a means through which it could
exert pressure on the great powers in the region and facilitate Iran’s wider
international foreign policy goals and regional stature.
First is detailing the political strategy the Islamic Republic undertook with the
DRA directly and in multilateral engagements. Iran’s creation of, and stubborn
adherence to, an unrealistic ‘proposal’ for a political solution for Afghanistan (which
no other regional state produced)—and its refusal to participate in the UN-sponsored
Geneva process—demonstrate that Iran was never serious about finding a political
solution for Afghanistan, only a military one. Second, in Iran’s military strategy for
Afghanistan, the domestic contextualization for the export of Iran’s revolution to
Afghanistan has been too little studied. As will be discussed, in disagreement with
some scholar’s arguments that internal factionalism amongst the political elite in Iran
hampered the IRI’s ability to influence Afghanistan, this work posits that Iran’s state
institutions actually created a systematised apparatus to bolster the Afghan resistance
in both Iran and Afghanistan. The structure and effectiveness of that apparatus show
a previously misunderstood level of coordination and agreement within the state, as
well as Khomeini’s consolidation of state power, that progressed the pursuit of a
common Afghanistan strategy. Third is a re-examination of the extent of and
motivations behind the IRI’s material support for certain parties inside Afghanistan
and what that support achieved for Iran.

Background
As discussed in the previous chapter, Iran’s agenda for Afghanistan cannot be
separated from Iran’s broader foreign policy goals for regional leadership and
countering the superpowers that had a presence in the region. Iran’s quest for regional
leadership both before and after the revolution is a well-documented phenomenon,
especially during the latter period, when it was engrained in Iran’s revolutionary
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ideology as the ‘export of the revolution.’ When Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini came
to power and installed an Islamic republic in Iran, a key tenant of that republic was to
export the ideals of the revolution and establish Ayatollah Khomeini as the velayat-e
faqih, the highest authority in Shi’a Islam. Khomeini’s path to regional leadership
was to inspire all Muslims to seek an Islamic government as part of a united Muslim
community, which Khomeini himself would lead. Khomeini’s movement fit into a
trend of pan-Islamist movements that materialized as a reaction to the predominance
of secular dictatorships in the period before the late 1970s.
Throughout the pre- and post-revolutionary period, the main threat to Iran’s
success in achieving its desired regional role was not only a contest with Iran’s
wealthy Gulf Arab neighbours, but also the threat posed by secular American and
Marxist Russian presence in the region. This became more pronounced after the
Iranian Revolution in 1979 with two key issues: the Iranian Hostage Crisis of 19791981, when Iran deepened its rejection of relations with the United States, and the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979, viewed by Iran and others in the region as a
violation of a regional nation’s sovereignty and a territorial security threat. With the
Soviets in Afghanistan and rising American presence in the Gulf to counter Soviet
expansionism, the wider goal of Iranian foreign policy toward Afghanistan was to
ensure Afghanistan served as a check and a buffer against great-power presence in
the region as well as a lever through which Iran hoped to extract concessions from
both the Soviets and the United States. Iran exploited that lever through its strategic
pursuit of an interventionist policy toward Afghanistan in which it obtained a
substantial influence over the Afghan resistance parties that controlled central
Afghanistan and a significant part of western Afghanistan near Iran’s border.

Developing Influence: Iran’s Strategy in Afghanistan from 1979‐1981
Shortly after the Iranian Revolution in 1979, IRI officials and Iranian clerics began
developing pockets of influence in Afghanistan, building on historical ethnolinguistic and religious bonds, in hopes of directly and indirectly countering the
increased Soviet presence in the region. The period leading up to 1982, when Iran
began heavily influencing Afghanistan, saw several foundational steps take place to
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eventually enable an environment in which Iran’s greater influence in Afghanistan
could be achieved. Namely, Iran’s new Islamic government began strategically
rejecting normal diplomatic relations with the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan
run by the communist People’s Democratic Party of Afghanistan (PDPA), convinced
that the coup that established it in 1978 was incited or planned by the Soviets.425
Additionally, as will be explained, Iran’s fledgling government, but mainly its clerics
and their institutions, developed their own relations with and support for elements of
Afghanistan’s resistance groups, some of which had been engaged by Iran during the
Shah’s reign. These groups were primarily from areas of Iran’s traditional influence,
in western Afghanistan near the Iranian border amongst the Shi’a and Persianspeaking Tajik and Uzbek groups, and most notably, in the Hazarajat426 amongst
Afghanistan’s Shi’a Hazara minority.
From early 1979 through late 1981, the Iranian support provided for both
Sunni and (mainly) Shi’a anti-DRA resistance groups, hereafter the mujahidin,427
included substantial political and limited material support. Iranian political support
was overt, especially prior to the Iran-Iraq War in September 1980, and included
rhetorical and tangible political support from IRI leaders and notable Iranian ulema,
as well as the allowance of mujahidin political offices and activities on Iranian
territory. Iranian material assistance to the mujahidin during this time was limited in
scope and mostly came from conservative elements within Iranian society,
particularly Iran’s ulema and developing Revolutionary Guards (IRGC),428 to a few,
select mujahidin groups.429 While some support began before the Soviet Invasion of
425
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Afghanistan in late December 1979 as part of Iran’s initial efforts to gain regional
prominence through its revolutionary ideology, it intensified directly afterward as the
Iranians became increasingly nervous about Soviet military movements on their
borders.430 Discussed subsequently in this chapter, vocal Iranian support and the
perception and reality of Iranian material support for Afghan mujahidin created
considerable rifts in the IRI’s relationship with both the DRA and the Soviets during
this period. Utilizing rhetoric and action, Iran was able to leverage the issue of
supporting mujahidin to subvert the ruling party in Afghanistan, and indirectly
combat that party’s Soviet backer, which it felt threatened its physical security and its
regional interests.
Early Political Support for the Afghan Mujahidin
Iranian political support for the Afghan mujahidin prior to 1982 was considerable and
overt, especially in the period between the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and the
start of the Iran Iraq War, at which time Iran’s foreign policy focus understandably
shifted. The political support can generally be described as the rhetorical statements
of IRI officials and leading Iranian clerics as well as more tangible political support
to the Afghan mujahidin involving direct ties, propaganda assistance, and allowance
of mujahidin activities and offices based in Iran.
Early after the Iranian Revolution, the rhetoric surrounding Iranian links to
the Afghan resistance initially took the form of denials by IRI officials hoping to
quash the DRA’s accusations that such support was real and amounted to Iran’s
interference in Afghanistan’s internal affairs. From March 1979 through September
1979, Deputy Prime Minister Abbas Amir-Entezam, Chief Justice Sadegh Khalkhali,
Prime Minister Mehdi Barzagan, and Foreign Minister Ebrahim Yazdi all stated
clearly that despite rumours to the contrary, Iran was not interfering in Afghanistan’s
internal affairs by supporting the mujahidin.431 However, at the same time, Iran’s
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clerical elite, including Grand Ayatollah Mohammad Kazem Shariatmadari and
Grand Ayatollah Hussein Ali Montazeri, were quick to voice their backing for the
mujahidin as support for Iran’s ‘brother Muslims’ in Afghanistan.432
Not surprisingly given Iran’s historical concerns about Soviet encirclement,
there was an uptick and intensification of pro-mujahidin rhetoric by Iranian
government and religious leaders after the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in
December 1979. This period saw Iran’s Prime Minister Abolhassan Banisadr and
Foreign Minister Sadegh Qotbzadeh as the most vocal advocates for support of the
mujahidin against Soviet and DRA aggression in Afghanistan. While Banisadr told
Iranian and foreign press just before the invasion that Iran could not do more to
support the Afghan rebels due to the IRI’s ‘weak and non-existent’ foreign policy, he
also said Iran saw the mujahidin’s resistance against the DRA as justified since the
regime was Soviet-backed and illegitimate to the Afghan people.433 Amid subsequent
threats to the DRA and the Soviets that Iran would support the mujahidin should the
Soviets decide to stay in Afghanistan, Qotbzadeh and Banisadr told the press that no
one should take Iran’s ‘exporting the revolution’ as literal and that Iran did not
intervene in other countries’ affairs.434 But in April 1980, Qotbzadeh confided in
British officials that the IRI was strategizing about supporting the mujahidin because
the IRI’s leadership was certain that the USSR’s real aim was to invade Iran or
Pakistan.435 Banisadr was quoted as saying not long after that ‘[Iran’s] revolution will
not win unless it is exported…As long as our brothers in Palestine, Afghanistan, the
Philippines, and all over the world have not been liberated, we Iranians will not put
down our arms. We give our hand to deprived people all over the world.’436
Iran’s key religious leaders also voiced support for the Afghan resistance. In
January 1980, Ali Khamenei, then-Imam of Tehran’s Friday prayers, said to his
congregation, ‘We should strengthen our foreign policy…All the liberation
movements organized by our Muslim brothers all over this region are not separate
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from our own…We will taste real victory only when…our dear and oppressed
Afghanistan is liberated.’437 Around the same time, Ayatollah Khomeini said in a
speech read out to hundreds of thousands of Iranians that Iran would grant its
‘Afghan brothers’ all the ‘necessary aid’ required, and in August 1980, he identified
Afghanistan as the main problem for Muslims behind the liberation struggle in
Palestine.438 Additionally, Ayatollah Montazeri and Ayatollah Beheshti (Chief Justice
after Khalkhali), both of whom were close to Ayatollah Khomeini at this time, were
very vocal in calling on the region’s Muslims to support the Afghan resistance.439
Described below, a careful analysis of American intelligence memoranda and
Iranian and Afghan press during this period reveal substantial evidence that official
and unofficial Iranian political support for the Afghan resistance in the early
revolutionary period included direct ties with certain mujahidin parties, the allowance
of these groups to operate and conduct their activities in Iran, and assistance with
their freedom of movement across Iran’s border with Afghanistan. The Iranian
government and Iranian ulema had direct ties with both Shi’a and Sunni Afghan
mujahidin in the early days of the Islamic Republic. Support for Shi’a mujahidin
centred on establishing relations with Iran’s core Shi’a allies in Afghanistan, many of
whom were from western Afghanistan and the Hazarajat in central Afghanistan.
These groups have been described as ‘particularly active in the insurgency against the
DRA’s communist regime’ with many ‘look[ing] to [Iran’s Ayatollah] Khomeini for
leadership.’440
One such party was Harakat-e Islami Afghanistan, (Islamic Movement of
Afghanistan)441 a Shia, anti-Soviet resistance movement that combined several
various smaller groups and had bases both inside and outside Afghanistan. Its leader,
Asif Mohseni, was a Shi’a Hazara theologian who was a student of Khomeini during
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the latter’s years in exile in Iraq.442 Mohseni founded Harakat in Qom, where he was
allowed to operate by Iranian authorities and reportedly received support from the
Iranian state. Some Iranian officials rejected the idea of IRI support for Mohseni
because he was suspected of communicating with and getting support not only from
the Americans but also from rival Sunni mujahidin groups based in Peshawar, which
was seen as a betrayal of the Shi’a cause and as collusion with imperialists.443 In
August 1980, Iranian officials, from American documents they pieced together after
the U.S. Embassy takeover, allegedly learned that the CIA had transferred money to
Mohseni’s bank account and Harakat’s offices in Iran were shuttered.444 The Afghan
press ran with this story as proof that Iran was supporting rebel groups and interfering
in Afghanistan’s internal affairs using groups that were tied to ‘imperialists.’445 While
some accounts suggest that Mohseni was a persona non grata to the IRI thereafter,
ample evidence to suggest otherwise will be detailed later in this chapter.446
Another early relationship was established with Sadiqi Nili, a Shi’a Hazara
who challenged the Shura-e Inqiblab-e Ittifaq Islami Afghanistan (Revolutionary
Council for the Islamic Unity of Afghanistan, referred to hereafter as the Shura),
which was an assembly of parties providing governance in the largely autonomous
Hazarajat after that region’s effective liberation from DRA control in June 1979.447
Islamists like Nili felt the Shura was too secular, due to its leadership being
controlled by Hazara khans (traditional tribal leaders) in alliance with moderate
clerics. As such, Nili established his own madrasa (religious school) in his home
district that provided religious teachings and served as a centre of political activities.
Its purpose was to ‘train a generation of motivated Islamists with a radical political
ideology and religious worldview. As such, in 1971, he was designated as a
representative of Ayatollah Khomeini in Afghanistan.’448 His active undermining of
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the Shura helped him to consolidate control over certain areas of the Hazarajat and
implement his own Islamist reform agenda, prioritizing the redistribution of the
khans’ lands and properties to poor families.449 Nili went on to become a main player
in Afghanistan’s Nasr party, known to have close ties with the Iranian government.
While the extent of his activities in Iran before 1982 are unclear, Nasr’s offices and
activities in Iran were reported by Iranian media as early as April 1979.450 Barnett
Rubin, Niamatullah Ibrahimi, and other scholars have acknowledged Nasr’s role as a
significant force in shaping the Shi’a resistance and the politics of the Hazarajat.451
The Iranian government also developed relations with Sunni Afghan
resistance groups in the late 1970s and early 1980s, showing the regime’s initial
openness to exporting Iran’s revolution to Sunni Muslims based on other areas of
commonality, be they ethnolinguistic, security, or fundamentalist Islamist leanings. A
relationship began with the group Jamiat-e Islami Afghanistan (hereafter Jamiat),
which appealed to Iran for a number of reasons. For one, it leader Burhanuddin
Rabbani was an educated, non-Pashtun, Persian-speaking Tajik, as were many in his
party, which presented Iran an opportunity to relate to them on an ethnolinguistic
level. Rabbani was also an Islamist that hated communism, though his party’s version
of Islamism was more moderate than other Afghan mujahidin groups.452
Information on Iran’s early relationship with Jamiat and Rabbani is not
abundantly available, but a careful analysis of Iranian and Afghan media show some
important connections as early as the summer of 1979. On June 9, 1979, Rabbani told
a French reporter that there had been some initial contacts between Jamiat and the
IRI: ‘We are hoping to establish cordial relations with [the Iranian government]. We
have sent some of our envoys to Iran for this purpose. These envoys have met with
some of the leaders and they will also meet with Khomeini.’ It should be noted that
Rabbani was also seeking support from Saudi Arabia, Iran’s regional rival, to whom
he made an appeal just days later.453 In an attempt to woo Iran, Rabbani said several
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times that his group had been inspired by Iran’s revolution and that the bonds of
‘blood, proximity, and mutual interests bring together the two [Iranian and Afghan]
revolutions.’454 Most importantly, Iranian Foreign Minister Qotbzadeh organized an
opportunity in January 1980 for Rabbani to speak on behalf of several of the major
mujahidin groups at the Islamic Conference in Islamabad.455 And by May 1980, the
Kuwaitis informed the British that Rabbani was the ‘top guy’ for the Afghan
mujahidin in Iran, but their caveat was that he received virtually no material support
from the Iranian government.456
Lastly, Iranian officials established early ties with Gulbuddin Hekmatyar and
his party Hezb-e Islami Afghanistan (Islamic Party of Afghanistan). Even though
Hekmatyar was a Sunni, his party espoused a similar political ideology based on
radical Islamic fundamentalism and anti-American rhetoric, which played well
amongst conservatives in Iran.457 According to Olivier Roy, Hekmatyar was strategic
in creating ties with Iran and other countries in the Persian Gulf leading up to and
following the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.458 In February 1980, Hekmatyar met
with IRI President Banisadr in order to establish relations with Iran and discuss the
possibility of Iranian assistance to his party. Flattering Iran, he told journalists, ‘Iran
is the only country that can help the Afghan Islamic Revolution.’459 Unspecified
levels of Iranian support for Hezb-e Islami was confirmed on program about the
IRGC in April 1980, and Hezb-e Islami was described as ‘not supported by Pakistan
and China,’ and a party of ‘Islamic beliefs [that resists] any kind of non-Islamic
tradition.’460 Working with Hekmatyar would have proved challenging for any
power, as Hekmatyar was fiercely independent, asserted in speeches that only
Afghans could solve the political situation in Afghanistan without outside assistance,
and insisted on leading all the Afghan mujahidin groups.461 While Iran’s support of
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Hekmatyar would have also represented an opportunity for Iran because of
Hekmatyar’s status amongst those groups, Roy believes that his ties to the Iranian
government always remained limited.462
Despite Iran’s clear political support for the Afghan mujahidin, there were
limitations to that support based on Iran’s concern about Soviet and DRA reprisal as
well as some domestic consternation by Iranians towards Afghans in their country.
Early after the revolution, to avoid the perception of direct support for the mujahidin,
Iran turned the other cheek and simply allowed the mujahidin freedom of movement
to cross the Iranian border at will.463 Additionally, while Iran permitted Afghans
living in Iran to take part in political protests – many of which occurred on different
occasions at the Soviet Embassy in Tehran and the consulates in other Iranian cities –
when protests went too far, Iranian officials cracked down. Afghan protesters
attempted to storm the Afghan and Soviet embassies in Tehran in early 1980 after the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, leading officials to send the IRGC and Iranian police
to retake and guard the embassies to avoid any possible Soviet retaliation.464
However, when the Afghan mujahidin succeeded in a full takeover of the Soviet
Embassy on the first anniversary of the Soviet invasion in December 1980, the IRGC
was either unable or unwilling to do much to stop it. This drew strong condemnation
from the USSR, which blamed the Iranian government for being complicit in the
attack. Iranian officials retorted by saying in one breath that ‘our abstention in taking
part in this [event] does not mean we condone the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
The Iranian authorities have condemned this invasion;’ and in another that, ‘it is
necessary to remind our Afghan brethren that such acts cannot be accepted by the
Iranian nation.’465 Domestically, the surge of Afghan refugees and politically active
mujahidin in Iran caused some specific problems, especially in the provinces that
bordered Afghanistan where many refugees lived. There were complaints in these
communities about drug smuggling, pickpocketing, and other types of criminal
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activity being carried out by Afghan refugees and mujahidin. In some instances, this
caused the Iranian government to shut down the offices of certain mujahidin groups,
and arrest individuals committing crimes on Iranian territory.466 While some of this
may have stemmed from deep-seated prejudice in Iran against Afghans, it also
continued to exacerbate it.
Early Material Support to the Afghan Mujahidin
Mentioned previously, IRI officials initially denied providing any material support
for the Afghan mujahidin in the late 1970s and early 1980s. However, evidence exists
to suggest that in the period following the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, the Iranian
government in fact provided a limited amount of material aid including medical
supplies, food, and clothing, while other elements of Iranian society began providing
weapons, ammunition, training for the mujahidin on Iranian bases, and potentially
even sent Iranian volunteers into Afghanistan to fight alongside the mujahidin.
Directly after the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, Iranian officials began a
public dialogue surrounding material support for the Afghan mujahidin. In January
1980, President Banisadr told AFP that he would help the Afghan rebels by all
means, including militarily, and that he hoped to provide them with multifaceted
military, economic, diplomatic, and other support as soon as possible.467 Soon after,
Banisadr and Foreign Minister Qotbzadeh threatened the Soviets that if they did not
leave Afghanistan, Iran could aid the 50,000 Afghan refugees in Iran in guerrilla
warfare against the Soviets. They made sure to clarify that as yet the Iranian
government had not taken any military measures against the USSR in Afghanistan.468
By March, Banisadr confirmed in an interview with a British reporter that the Iranian
government was providing material aid for the Afghan rebels, saying that, ‘large
numbers of Afghan people are coming to Iran and Pakistan, and we help them
materially as much as we can…they have not asked [for] arms from us. Indeed, they
prefer medical and material aid and the like. When they ask for arms, we will respond
466
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to their request immediately.’469 As mentioned earlier, in April, a program on the
IRGC confirmed the Guards’ support for Afghanistan’s Hezb-e Islami.470 Similarly,
in May, when Qotbzadeh was asked by Iran’s Pars newspaper whether the
government was providing ‘support and aid’ to the Afghan mujahidin, he was quoted
as saying, ‘this was the least we were able to do for the Afghan people.’471 Qotbzadeh
also said in June that while 90% of aid for the mujahidin came from Pakistan (leaving
the source of the other 10% ambiguous), because of the Soviet invasion, even if the
IRI were to send its troops into Afghanistan, it would not be considered
‘interference.’ He said he was hopeful that Iranian assistance would increase daily.472
However, the scope of this support must have been limited because several Afghan
parties at the time with whom Iran had already established political relations, claimed
that Iran was providing them with little to no material support, despite their requests
for it from the Iranian government.473
The reasons that the Iranian government would have been limited in their
early material support for the Afghan mujahidin, as well as being obscure about what
they did provide, were four-fold. First, Banisadr himself pointed to disagreements
domestically within Iran’s Revolutionary Council surrounding the issue of providing
material aid to the mujahidin. This frustrated him greatly, and he was reported as
saying that once he became president, he would disband the Council to avoid these
types of policy roadblocks.474 Importantly, Banisadr also said in February 1980 that
the IRI had not yet given the mujahidin material aid because the IRI was in the
process of distinguishing between the various Afghan groups to avoid supporting
those with U.S. or Pakistan links, a process that he said would not be easy and would
take time.475 Thirdly, Ayatollah Beheshti, referring to Iran’s economic and political
constraints, explained that while Iran was committed to helping all struggling nations,
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they must realize that Iran’s capabilities, especially at this particular time, were ‘not
very extensive’.476 Lastly, Banisadr mentioned in June 1980 that while the IRI was
planning to give the mujahidin military aid, any such aid would have to be approved
by the majlis.477
However, these statements may not be at odds with specific accusations
regarding the IRI’s support to Afghan rebels by the DRA’s and Soviet-backed media.
Starting in July 1980, and consistently thereafter, the National Voice of Iran (NVOI)
reported that Iran was training Afghan rebels in Iran-based camps, including one in
Mashhad, that they were sending to Afghanistan to conduct operations against the
DRA.478 That publication also reported that Iranian nationals were arrested around
Herat and Kabul for their ‘revolutionary activities’ in Afghanistan, alleging that they
were members of Hezb-e Islami and pointing out that party operated on Iranian
territory.479 The DRA’s President Babrak Karmal echoed these claims, telling a Paris
paper in July that there were eight bases for training Afghan mujahidin located in
Iran, compared to 57 in Pakistan, and five in China.480 Even after the start of the IranIraq War, according to Karmal, the number of bases increased: by April 1981 he
accused Iran of working with the CIA to train and arm mujahidin on 10-12 Iranian
bases.481 Additionally, in August 1980, Afghan officials claim to have arrested an
Iranian national named Mohsen Rezai, a confessed member of Jamiat-e Islami, in
connection with ‘counterrevolutionary riots’ against the DRA in Kabul. The report
says the man was born in 1959, around the same time as the notable IRGC
commander with the same name. It also says he was brought from Iran to Peshawar
to meet first with Jamiat leader Rabbani before going to Kabul. While this specific
instance cannot be corroborated, the information in this report could indicate the early
presence of an IRGC military advisor sent to fight alongside the Afghan rebels.482
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Recently declassified U.S. and British government assessments from early
1980 through late 1981 confirm Iran’s limited material support for the Afghan
mujahidin and describe that support as primarily coming from non-government
sources such as individual ulema, elements of the IRGC,483 businessmen, and local
officials. Several CIA memoranda from the period show substantial American
interest in Iranian influence in Afghanistan, particularly after increased Soviet
involvement in that country. The Americans were concerned that their national
security interests would be affected by Iran’s official or unofficial support to the
mujahidin. This was because such support could provoke the Soviets to invade Iran to
protect the USSR’s position in Afghanistan, their interests in Iran, or against the
possibility of any American incursion into Iran.484 In an assessment of the possibility
of Soviet intervention in Iran from February 1980, the CIA also referenced reports
about the existence of training camps for the Afghan mujahidin in Iran.485 In another
assessment from March 1980 analysing Iran’s policy to export its revolution,
Banisadr’s outward offers of support to the mujahidin are mentioned prior to a
heavily redacted section explaining that Iran did in fact provide limited material
support.486 The analysis also estimates that there were 100,000 Afghan refugees in
Iran at the time and says that some of the refugee camps near Mashhad and Zahedan
were being used to train mujahidin to mount cross-border operations into Afghanistan
against the DRA. However, the document concluded that Iranian aid ‘appear[ed] to
have little impact on the Afghan insurgency’ and contested DRA accusations that
recent uprisings in Herat in March 1979 had been directly supported by the IRI.487
The CIA provided more clarity about material support over the following
months. In one report, the CIA claimed that Iran’s religious leadership was ‘already
providing some training and arms support for the rebels, and [that] this [was] likely to
increase’ due to the pressure the religious leadership was putting on Iran’s secular
483
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leaders to support the mujahidin.488 Details about the ‘training and weapons support’
were redacted, but the document includes that the Iranian ulema were also providing
humanitarian support to Afghan refugees and that some these refugees were former
Afghan military personnel training insurgents in Iran’s refugee camps. The report
states that it is unlikely the Iranian government would openly back the mujahidin
because it would risk military retaliation by the Soviets.489 But in a top-secret
assessment from July 1980, the CIA pointed to Iran’s increasing involvement in
Afghanistan ‘in the last few months.’ While the document describes Iran’s
‘important’ diplomatic support for the Afghan insurgents, it said the central
government did not appear to be providing them material aid despite threats that it
would. However, the report confirmed and expanded previous assessments that the
ulema, elements of the IRGC, businessmen, and local officials were providing
material support to the mujahidin, which it concluded was a reflection of a general
consensus in Iran supporting the Afghan rebels’ cause. According to the document,
the mujahidin were training fighters in camps along Iran’s border with Afghanistan,
and IRGC units were providing support for cross-border operations.490
Since early June, the Soviets had expressed increasing alarm about these
developments, but the CIA assessed that the tougher Soviet line about Iran’s support
was not likely to dissuade Iran and could in fact backfire, resulting in deteriorated
Soviet-Iranian ties.491 Iran apparently had little fear of the Soviet reaction to their
own tough line on Afghanistan, with Iran convinced that it could resist any Soviet
move into Iran through the same sort of large-scale civil disobedience that brought
down the Shah.492 The Soviets were reportedly concerned that Iranian officials’
recent meetings with Chinese officials indicated cooperation with China to arm the
Afghan insurgency. Russian media outlets were also accusing ‘local authorities’ in
Mashhad of aiding the rebels with the help of the CIA but carefully avoided blaming
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the Khomeini government as being complicit.493 The CIA determined that the Soviets
faced a dilemma in dealing with Iran’s role in Afghanistan, and that they would
probably avoid the issue for some time. It was believed that as a last resort, the
Soviets could increase pressure on Iran by putting more troops on Iranian border,
increase its aid to leftists in Iran, and pursue insurgents across the border to disrupt
their activity in refugee camps in Iran.494
Importantly, it was the opinion of U.S. officials at this time that given the
state of confusion in Iran’s central government, material support for the mujahidin
from unofficial Iranian sources was likely given without the explicit approval and
perhaps even without the knowledge of the central government.495 The report
concluded that ‘Iranian involvement with the insurgents seem[ed] certain to increase,
partly because [the government would] come under increasing domestic pressure to
take a more active part in aiding the insurgents.’ Additionally, the CIA said that
Iranian volunteers were already working with Afghan insurgents inside
Afghanistan.496 The heavy redactions about the specifics surrounding Iran’s material
support in each of these CIA assessments would appear to point to the sensitivity and
importance of the information, even to this day.
While the British documentary record on this topic is less fulsome than that of
the United States, available British Foreign Office cables from this period corroborate
some of the American assessments.497 In an attempt to determine whether Iran was
providing military support for the mujahidin in June 1980, British officials concluded
that they did not expect that the IRI was doing it yet, even though they did think that
Khomeini wanted to do so.498 However, in July, British diplomats cabled about
Iranian officials’ appeal for assistance in subverting the DRA: they asked whether the
UK would help establish a radio station beamed at Afghanistan from Oman as well as
for weapons to supply to the Afghan mujahidin. British officials responded that they
493
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did not want to be seen as providing weapons to the Afghan rebels because of
possible Soviet backlash against the UK, but they agreed to provide Iran with medical
supplies for the mujahidin.499 Given the state of UK-IRI relations at this time, it
seems unlikely that the Iranians would have requested arms from British officials for
the mujahidin unless Iran was already providing them, or at least had decided to and
had a way to provide arms to the rebels.
While not contemporaneous, a U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA)
report from 1985 provides some of the only definitive specifics available on Iranian
material support for the mujahidin during the early 1980s. The DIA concluded:
Iran flirted with aiding Sunni-led Islamic fundamentalist
mujahidin who were headquartered in Pakistan. Unspecified
numbers of rifles (M-1, G-3), 500 land mines, shoulder-fired
antitank rockets, heavy machineguns, uniforms, and boots were
supplied to at least the Hezb-e Islami led by Gulbuddin
Hekmatyar, for operations in southern and eastern Afghanistan.
At the same time, however, Iranian support to Harakat-e Islami
and the other Shiite groups in the Hazarajat region caused serious
interfactional strife among resistance groups…in the central and
western provinces in Afghanistan.501

These newly declassified sources detail previously unknown levels of early Iranian
aid to the Afghan mujahidin upon which they continued to build an extensive support
apparatus from 1982-1987.502
Iran and Afghanistan’s Bilateral Relations Until 1982
In addition to active political and limited material support for the Afghan resistance,
the Iranian government showed both indifference and hostility toward the Democratic
Republic of Afghanistan early in both governments’ relations. It is argued here that
this was a strategy the Iranians purposefully pursued to undermine and delegitimize
Afghanistan’s communist government while also signally clearly to the Soviets that
they opposed superpower presence in a neighbouring country.
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From the violent ascension to the Afghan presidency by PDPA Chairman
Noor Mohammad Taraki and his communist allies in April 1978, the Saur
Revolution, the DRA faced a challenge in its relations with Iran. As mentioned in the
previous chapter, every change in government involving communists in Afghanistan
seemed to confirm the Iranians’ paranoia of direct Soviet intervention in the region.
There was good reason for it: the Soviets had been engaging with the PDPA members
involved in the coup of 1978 since at least 1975, and once these elements had taken
power, they abandoned Afghanistan’s historical power-balancing approach to the
foreign powers for sole alignment with the Soviet Union.503 It did not help that in the
months following the Saur Revolution, Afghanistan saw ‘a frenzy of bloodshed at a
level not seen in Afghan politics since the nineteenth century,’ which involved the
murder and arrest of countless political opponents including rival communists,
Islamists, and minority groups like the Shi’a Hazaras.504 Thus, by the time Khomeini
had returned to Iran from exile in France in February 1979 and formed the new
Islamic Republic, Iranian-Afghan relations were strained and continued to be so,
largely surrounding two issues: the DRA’s accusations of Iranian interference in
Afghanistan’s internal affairs and the refusal of Iranian officials to engage in normal
diplomatic relations with the DRA.
A key feature of post-revolutionary relations for both countries was that even
if the IRI was not directly involved in interference in Afghanistan at this early stage,
the success of the Iranian revolution and Khomeini’s calls to ‘brother Muslims’ to
stand up to oppression against their non-Muslim regimes was inspiring Afghans to
revolt. This had an impact on Iran’s relations with non-Islamist regimes with majority
Muslim populations. This is clearly exemplified by the case of Iran and Afghanistan’s
nadir in relations surrounding the Herat uprising. In March 1979, Herati citizens,
incited by the Afghan ulema and supported by an Afghan army regiment that had
mutinied against the DRA, ransacked the city’s government buildings and started a
rebellion.505 Given Herat’s close proximity to Iran, DRA officials were actively
503
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suspicious of Iranian involvement. Afghan officials accused the IRI of sending 4,000
plainclothes Iranian troops into Afghanistan hidden amongst 7,000 Afghan refugees
crossing back into Afghanistan from Iran.506 As mentioned, Iranian officials had been
sending conflicting messages regarding possible interference in Afghanistan: the
foreign minister strongly rejected the claims of interference, while other IRI officials
and religious leaders called upon the region’s countries to support Afghanistan’s antigovernment rebels.507 In response, the DRA expelled the Iranian consul in Herat.508
Additionally, the DRA’s then-foreign minister Hafizullah Amin doubled down and
threatened incitement of Baluchi separatists against the IRI (Afghanistan’s historical
trump card) and blamed the CIA and western powers for fomenting discord between
Iran and Afghanistan.509 In an official statement in April, the Iranian foreign ministry
explained that revolts taking place in Herat were simply inspired by Iran’s revolution
and blamed Afghan President Taraki for trying to shift the blame of his government’s
atrocities against his people.510 A CIA assessment from 1980 also asserts that there
was no evidence to suggest ‘direct Iranian involvement’ in the events in Herat.511 In
an unfortunate turn of events for Iran, the Soviets used the Herat incident to convince
the DRA that an increase of Soviet troops into Afghanistan would help the DRA fight
off its insurgents and foreign aggressors.512 The DRA also set up loyal local militias
to counter revolts by the insurgents.513
In an escalation, in June 1979, the Iranian government sent troops to the
Afghan border following press reports of DRA officials threatening that they would
start to bomb Iran (with Soviet backing) for Iran’s support of the Afghan
mujahidin.514 In response, the DRA’s Foreign Minister Amin stated that his
government wanted friendly relations with the IRI and ‘responsible persons in Iran,’
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acknowledging that perhaps only certain elements of Iranian society were supporting
anti-government elements in Afghanistan.515 However, Iran did not share the same
sentiments about pursuing relations with the DRA. When Amin took the Afghan
presidency from Taraki in September 1979, Iranian media reported IRI officials’
view that relations with Amin would be handled in the same way as the IRI handled
those with Taraki, meaning they would be distant due to suspected Soviet ties.516
When Amin’s government on multiple occasions extended an olive branch to hold
talks with the IRI, the Iranians continuously ignored the requests.517 Meanwhile,
Iranian officials’ statements, including those of Ayatollah Khomeini, against DRASoviet ties grew in intensity and frequency as reports of increased DRA-rebel clashes
exacerbated paranoia on all sides. In August, Khomeini called upon Muslims in
Afghanistan and Kurdistan to be wary of their non-Muslim governments, whose links
to the superpowers made them ‘hypocrites.’518 By the end of 1979, this position only
worsened. In November, then-Iranian Foreign Minister Abolhassan Banisadr made
one of the more overt and inflammatory statements regarding Iran’s stance on
Afghanistan:
[Iran has] a joint history with Afghanistan. The peoples of the two
countries share the same religion and culture; therefore, we cannot
witness any interference in our neighbourhood and remain idle
about a policy which imposes a regime through inappropriate and
forced policies. If independence is good, then we must wish it for
everyone. We do not consider such issues as internal ones anywhere
in the world. Consequently, ours is not a revolution which could be
confined within borders.519

The other element of Iranian-Afghan relations after the revolution was Iran’s
categorical denial of diplomatic relations with the DRA because of the DRA’s
repression of its people and close relations with the Soviets. The Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan had caused the Iranian government to take an even harder line on
Afghanistan, as they felt the invasion offered decisive proof that Soviet regional
domination was coming to fruition. The simultaneous installation of Babrak Karmal
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as the new Afghan president signalled that Afghanistan’s government and military
would be controlled by the Soviets. Signalling that Iran saw the invasion as a direct
threat to its security, Iran immediately cut all postal and communication lines with
Afghanistan.520 The Soviets quickly attempted to allay Iran’s fears by sending Soviet
Ambassador to Iran Vladimir Vinogradov to Qom just days after the invasion to meet
with Khomeini and present the Soviet case for presence in Afghanistan.521 At the
beginning of the Iran-Iraq War in September 1980, the Soviets and DRA tried again
to pressure Iran’s position on Afghanistan, hoping Iran would be distracted, in order
to block Iranian aid to mujahidin and the rebels’ ability to cross the Iran-Afghanistan
border.522 Perhaps feeling vulnerable, Iranian officials decided to strengthen their ties
with Pakistan, particularly on the Afghanistan issue. Hashemi Rafsanjani, thenspeaker of the Iranian majlis, met with Pakistan’s ambassador to Iran. He told him
that despite the Iranian media’s derision of Pakistan for its ties with America, the IRI
wanted a close relationship with Pakistan, especially regarding Afghanistan, on
which they had a common stance.523 Pakistan looked to increase this cooperation
when Baluchi separatists in Iran, Afghanistan, and Pakistan began their own
liberation front, something the DRA had previously threatened to incite.524 Seeing
this, the DRA pushed for bilateral talks with both Iran and Pakistan to discuss their
support for the mujahidin, saying they had different issues to address with both
countries.525 In February 1981, Pakistani Foreign Minister Agha Shahi visited Iran to
attempt to convince IRI officials to participate in a newly initiated effort to start UNmoderated, trilateral talks between the IRI, DRA, and Pakistan.526 With no response
from Iran on whether they would participate, Afghan President Karmal increasingly
played a victim card, insisting that his government had done all it could to have
productive relations with Pakistan and Iran, but that at no fault of his own, they
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continued to refuse and subvert his government.527 Karmal repeated this narrative to a
gathering of elders in Herat in April 1981, where he undoubtedly knew it would get
back to Iranian officials.528
By August 1981, the DRA even conceded to holding trilateral talks,
abandoning their original stance on bilateral talks and attempted to dangle the
resumption of trade ties with Iran to appeal to Iran’s growing economic needs during
the Iran-Iraq War.529 But none of this swayed the Iranian officials towards
establishing relations with the DRA. Finally in September 1981, during his speech to
the UN General Assembly, Iranian Prime Minister Mir Hussain Mousavi made Iran’s
position on Afghanistan clear to the international community:
The government of the Islamic Republic of Iran believes
that the only way to solve the Afghanistan issue is the
withdrawal of the foreign occupying forces from that
country and the recognition of the rights of the people of
Afghanistan for self-determination by their own
hands…Any negotiations which would not include the
true representatives of the Afghan people is not
accepted.530
As talks between Pakistan and the DRA failed a couple of months later in
November, frustrated DRA officials warned that the Soviets would not leave
Afghanistan until Iran and Pakistan’s interference in their internal affairs had
ceased.531
To conclude, Iran’s persistent rejection of formal bilateral relations with the
DRA, along with its development of strong political and limited material support to
the Afghan resistance, shows its strategy during this period to influence Afghanistan
in order to subvert a communist government on its border and indirectly challenge
Soviet aggression in the region. With ever increasing Soviet involvement in their
neighbour’s country, Iranian officials had to walk a careful line in order to avoid
possible retaliation for Iran’s meddling in Afghanistan. While IRI officials continued
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to worry that the Soviets would use Afghanistan as a base to subvert Iran, this did not
deter them from continuing their hard line against the DRA and Soviet intervention in
Afghanistan, and indeed, in the following years, the Iranians increased their support
for Afghan rebel groups with whom they had mutual interests.

Consolidating Control and Comparative Advantage: Iranian Influence in
Afghanistan from 1982‐1987
Iranian influence in Afghanistan markedly increased from late 1981 to 1987 as a
result of several regional and domestic circumstances. This period saw a political sea
change for Iran. The domestic scene had begun settling after the revolution into an
increasingly more cleric-dominated political system as the religious leadership
secured power over the government and asserted their expansionist vision for Iran’s
foreign policy. In terms of Iran’s regional interests, the Soviet position in Afghanistan
was growing weaker by the day, as battlefield successes by the mujahedeen pushed
back Soviet and DRA territorial control to only Afghanistan’s major cities. By 1982,
Iran had established an upper hand in its total war with Iraq, a position they more or
less held until 1986 despite increasing U.S. and Soviet technical and materiel support
for Iraq. In fact, Khomeini was confident enough in Iran’s position in 1982 that he
not only rebuffed the chance to end the war but also rejected Soviet offers to supply
Iran with weapons that it undoubtedly needed.532
The sum of these conditions actually increased Iran’s ability to manoeuvre in
other areas of its foreign policy in the wider region, despite many scholars’
overarching assertions that throughout the 1980s Iran only prioritized Iraq in its
foreign policy and was constantly mired by the Iran-Iraq War.533 This section will
show that to a large extent, that was not the case, as Iran pursued a dual-tracked
policy from the end of 1981 to 1987 to 1) support the mujahidin in order to subvert
the Afghan government and counter Soviet presence, and 2) consolidate its influence
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in Afghanistan to elevate pro-Iran elements in Afghanistan’s political system. Using
methods that would have maximal impact for attaining these goals with consideration
for its economic limitations, Iran followed a policy after 1982 of increasing material
and technical support only for the Afghan mujahedeen that were loyal to Iran, took an
unwavering political stance to establish itself as a regional leader integral to the
solution of the Afghanistan issue, and carefully controlled its large Afghan refugee
population to suit Iran’s needs and objectives rather than those of the refugees.
This period saw several key developments beneficial to Iran’s security,
ideological, and other goals: the weakening of the multinational process to find a
political solution for Afghanistan that would not have benefitted Iran and that Iran did
not support, the manipulation and weaponisation of Afghan refugees in Iran for use in
Iran’s various military adventures in the region, and increased Iranian control over
and Soviet-DRA abandonment of the Hazarajat and parts of western Afghanistan on
Iran’s border. As part of its wider foreign policy strategy, these successes enabled
Iran to leverage its consolidated influence in Afghanistan to gain key political,
economic, and security concessions the two power that most challenged Iran’s
interests: the Soviet Union and the United States.
Iran’s Political Stance on Afghanistan: The Iranian ‘Proposal’ and the Geneva
Accords
Iran’s November 1981 ‘Proposal for Afghanistan’ is perhaps the most transparent
view into the Iranian government’s motivations regarding Afghanistan at this time
that is publically available, yet it has not been afforded any coverage in the academic
literature. Contrary to Roy and Rubin’s assessment that Afghanistan remained a
distant foreign policy priority for the Iranians, Iran’s proposal for Afghanistan
marked a shift in focus of Iranian officials toward the Afghanistan issue, even in the
midst of the Iran-Iraq War.534 The plan the IRI offered up was unique in that no other
country put forth such a proposal and that it framed Iran’s consistently strong stance
on Afghanistan for the remainder of the decade. Discussed in this section, the foreign
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policy priorities discernible in Iran’s proposal include: demonstrating with this plan
that Iran was a leader of the Muslim community in keeping with the regime’s
ideological goals; quashing any possible international threat to this regional
leadership by pressuring the Soviets to leave Afghanistan and keeping other
superpowers from using the Afghanistan problem as a justification to expand their
presence in the region; and, establishing the IRI as an integral part of the process for
determining Afghanistan’s political system after Soviet withdrawal. The effect of all
three, if Iran had succeeded in implementing this proposal, would not have made
Afghanistan an independent and Islamic sovereign state, as Iranian rhetoric
consistently avowed, but rather a state heavily dependent on Iran and its neighbours
both politically and militarily. Given the content of the plan, IRI officials’ comments
about the plan, and the international responses the plan engendered, it is clear that
this was the Iranian government’s objective in creating it.
Discussed earlier in this chapter, Iran had already begun to establish itself as
an integral part of regional political dealings on the Afghanistan issue, as evidenced
by its position on the Islamic Conference Organization’s (ICO) Afghanistan
committee that did not even include the DRA. This approach only intensified as IRI
officials continued taking outspoken stances on the Afghanistan issue at the
preeminent multilateral diplomatic engagements in the region, namely the ICO and
the Nonaligned Conference.535 However, Iran had been noticeably unreceptive to any
western-proposed political processes on Afghanistan. By mid-1981, British officials
lamented their inability to get the Iranians involved in a conference on a political
solution for Afghanistan initiated by the European Ten: ‘the presence of Iran in the
Afghanistan committee of the Islamic Conference ensures that any suggestion of joint
discussions with the [European] Ten would be ruled out. Our earlier attempt to
engage the Iranians in discussions about Afghanistan were ignored. From the Iranian
point of view Afghanistan is an Islamic problem and the West has no locus standi.’536
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The main motivations for the Iranian government’s development of a proposal
for a political solution in Afghanistan at this time included the fact that these
international proposals were beginning to gain ground (including a UN-sponsored
process), that the Russians seemed unlikely to leave Afghanistan and were inciting
Baluchi separatists in Iran’s territory, and that Iran’s way to gain better control of the
situation was to author its own process that could ensure their interests were
advanced.537 Before the release of Iran’s proposal for Afghanistan, Italian officials
noted that there was a general understanding amongst the international community
that Iran, as a concerned neighbour, should have a vital role in any international
discussions about Afghanistan. Yet, the Iranian government still refused to participate
in international proposals. Then-Iranian Foreign Minister Mir Hossein Mousavi told
the Italians that Iran would not consider any international initiative or discussions
because most of the previous plans for Afghanistan had involved the west and the
superpowers. Their involvement would make discussions unacceptable in the eyes of
the Iranian government, who viewed the superpowers as ready to take advantage of
the Afghan crisis to meddle in the affairs of the region.538 Mousavi said clearly that
there should only be an Islamic solution for Afghanistan, and that the countries
entitled to take a collective interest in this would be the Islamic countries that had a
religious affinity to the Afghan people and their problems. Upon hearing this, British
officials remarked that this view was “wildly unrealistic” but that it fit within Iran’s
ideological line of promoting religious rule in other countries similar to Iran’s style of
government.539
Underlining its import to the IRI, Iranian officials marketed their forthcoming
plan to Iran’s domestic press for months before it was officially released. One such
instance was in October 1981 when Foreign Minister Mousavi told Iranian press that
the government was creating a plan for Afghanistan because Iran could not agree to
previous plans proposed by the U.S. and Europeans and that Iran’s instead would be
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focused on Afghanistan’s sovereignty. He also stated that the IRI “would like
Afghanistan to have an independent and Islamic government.”540 Additionally,
Mohammad Hussayn Lavasani, the political director of the foreign ministry’s AfroAsian Affairs Department, briefed press days before the announcement of the plan
that it was imminent and hinted at many details about the plan, including that it was
“in no way similar” to plans put forth by the international community.541
On November 10, 1981, the Iranian Foreign Ministry announced its plan for
Afghanistan at a press conference in Tehran and released text of the plan in a
communiqué.542 The statement, cabled by the British Interest Section in Tehran and
reported in Iranian media included the following points:







The Iranian government had always been opposed to the occupation of
the territory of oppressed countries by foreign troops;
The United States justified its presence in the Indian Ocean, the Gulf,
and Islamic countries because of the Red Army’s occupation of
Afghanistan;
The Soviet occupation was ‘illegal and oppressive” and encouraged
U.S. expansion in the region;
The plans put forward on the Afghan issue within the last year were
aimed at bringing western forces to interfere in the region and did not
sufficiently take into account Afghans’ desire to control their own
destiny;
And, the Iranian government was therefore against the
internationalization of the Afghan issue, which Iran saw as a problem
that only concerned the Islamic world and should be solved by Muslim
nations.543

The plan itself was structured to include two fundamental principles, the
unconditional withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghan territory and the right of the
Afghan people to determine their own destiny. The plan sought to enact several steps
based on Iran’s own revolutionary experience, which included:
1) The formation of an Islamic peacekeeping force made up of the forces of
Iran, Pakistan, and an unnamed Islamic country that was opposed to the U.S.
and Israel’s “world imperialism”
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2) The full withdrawal of Soviet forces to be replaced by the Islamic
peacekeeping force
3) The repatriation of Afghan mujahedeen and refugees
4) The formation of a 30-person Islamic Council made up of the “combatant
committed ulema” of the Islamic world
5) The formation of a Constituent Council (parliament) by the Islamic Council
that would be elected from amongst the clergy and notables of Afghanistan and
would:
a) appoint a council to command the Islamic forces and the Afghan
Army b) form a Revolutionary Council to run the executive affairs of
the country
c) hold nationwide elections for a Constituent Assembly
d) carry out legislative duties in the transitional period
The Ministry’s statement explicitly said that only when the Soviets had accepted the
two principles at the fore of the plan, could they begin negotiations with Iran,
Pakistan, and representatives from the mujahedeen on how to move forward.544 In a
noteworthy cabinet meeting that occurred the day after the release of the Afghanistan
proposal, Prime Minster Mousavi led high-level Iranian officials in a discussion
about the foreign ministry’s new plan and the need to devote greater attention to the
issue of Afghanistan.545
The fact that the IRI introduced such an audacious plan clearly demonstrates
Iran’s assertion of leadership and expectation of some level of control over the
Afghanistan issue. The plan communicates Iran’s desire to be heavily involved in
determining the political future of Afghanistan and insists on the termination of
foreign presence in the immediate region. Given that Iran was the only regional
country to have the Islamic government that they were proposing and that the
solution should in their view come only from Muslim nations, it follows that Iran
would likely be at the helm of that solution. The fact that the IRI called for the
creation of Islamic peacekeeping force that would be partially comprised of forces
from Iran, and that a council of international ulema charged with establishing all of
Afghanistan’s transitional political institutions would also partially be Iranian, would
help solidify Iran’s control over Afghanistan’s political future. British officials
correctly pointed to this issue as being at odds with the second principle in Iran’s
544
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plan, to allow Afghans to choose their own destiny: “it is clear that the Iranian plan
would concentrate power in the hands of the Muslim hierarchy. This can scarcely by
described as letting the Afghan people decide their own fate in the form of
government.”546 Even Iran’s political advisor to the Iranian Embassy in London told
British officials outright that Iran’s proposal was the regime’s attempt to address
Afghanistan’s crucial transitional period after a Soviet troop withdrawal.547
The plan’s staunch position against U.S. and Russian presence in Afghanistan
and the region would also serve to establish an environment in which Iran could lead
the Muslim community, especially considering its already active role in regional
processes. British officials assessed that Iran’s emphasis on keeping the U.S. out of
the area was partly to provide some sort of “face-saving” for the Soviets.548
The response of Iran’s allies was important for the IRI in order to legitimize
and gauge the potential success of their proposal, especially Pakistan, with whom
Iran had close ties up to this point regarding Afghanistan. Interestingly, Pakistan’s
response has been described differently depending on the source. British Foreign
Office documents from November 1981 assess Pakistan’s reception as ranging from a
“careful examination” of the proposal out of respect to a neighbouring state, to a
“cautious and non-committal” attitude toward Iran’s suggestions.549 At the same time,
Iranian foreign ministry official Husseyn Lavasani, who had just led a recent
delegation to hold bilateral talks in Pakistan, said that from Iran’s meetings with
Pakistani officials, Pakistan had welcomed Iran’s plan.550 However, according to
British accounts, the Pakistanis had said that they had not been consulted in advance
about Iran’s proposals during the Iranian delegation’s visit.551 Later on, the Pakistani
Foreign Minister Agha Shahi told British officials in confidence that he saw the
proposal as being "naïve,” but that Pakistan would make a show of taking it seriously
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in the interest of maintaining good bilateral relations with Iran.552 Conflicting
information on Pakistan’s response occurred again in April 1982 when IRI Foreign
Minister Velayati travelled to Islamabad for expansive bilateral talks. Then, Shahi
told British embassy officials that there was no discussion of Iran’s Afghan proposal,
which the Pakistanis had assumed “[was] now dead”. 553 But Pakistani press reported
a joint statement from both foreign ministers had thorough talks on Afghanistan and
that they had agreed on all of the key principles outlined in Iran’s plan.554
While the mujahedeen were not by any means a unified political force at this
time, their response to Iran’s proposal reveals much about their perception of Iran’s
intentions in Afghanistan. In a sharply worded statement from the three main
resistance groups based in Pakistan, a spokesman said that only the Afghan
mujahedeen were qualified to establish Islamic peace in Afghanistan and that they
did not want the help of any outside forces.555 Given that these groups were based in
Pakistan and receiving that country’s aid, it is not surprising that the IRI did not
receive vocal support from them.
The Afghan government and Soviet Union’s responses to Iran’s proposal
were, unsurprisingly to Iranian officials, extremely negative, and underline the
growing suspicion the DRA and USSR had about Iran’s involvement in
Afghanistan’s affairs.556 Directly after the proposal’s announcement, Afghan officials
released scathing statements reported in international media, the most important of
which was a formal DRA Foreign Ministry statement, which said:
The authors of this so-called ‘plan’ appropriate the right for
themselves to speak on behalf of and for the people of Afghanistan.
But the pious, Muslim and freeborn Afghan people have never
asked them for that…[These] ‘proposals’ advanced by the Iranian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs are an outright and flagrant
interference into the domestic affairs of the Democratic Republic
of Afghanistan…The authors of the ‘plan’ in their outrageous
arrogance think that they can dictate to Afghan people what kind
of political system they should have.557
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The statement continued to condemn what it called the proposed subjugation of the
Afghan people to occupation by Iranian and Pakistani troops and the ‘outmoded’
style of Islamic governance in Iran. The DRA’s statement concluded by saying it
‘totally and categorically rejected’ the proposal, which would not be a basis for any
negotiations, and implored ‘the responsible quarters of Iran to be realistic…[and]
abandon attempts to impose [itself] on the Afghan people.’558
The DRA felt Iran’s transgression in creating the plan was serious enough to
write a complaint letter about it to the UN Secretary-General on November 27, 1981.
The language of the letter was the same as that of the Foreign Ministry’s midNovember statement, and the DRA’s permanent representative to the UN asked that it
be circulated ‘as an official document of the General Assembly’ under agenda items
related to strengthening good neighbourliness between countries, strengthening
international security, and the UN office handling refugees.559
The first Soviet response to the proposal was for Soviet Foreign Minister
Andrey Gromyko to request a meeting with Iran’s Ambassador to Moscow
Mohammad Mokri the day after it was released. Perhaps signalling a key intention of
the Iranian plan, according to Iranian press, the officials discussed Iran’s proposal
and Mr. Mokri then ‘stressed during the meeting [Iran’s] determination not to be
subordinate in any way to the superpowers.’560 According to British officials, the
Soviet Embassy in Tehran had been naturally unwelcoming of the plan and had
suggested that the Iranians hoped to turn Afghanistan into a satellite, while
appropriately noting ‘look who is speaking’ in the margins.561 Later that month, the
Soviets ran an article in government-backed Pravda newspaper that quoted the DRA
foreign ministry’s November 15 press conference about the matter.562 In response to
Moscow and Kabul’s reaction to Iran’s proposal, Prime Minister Mousavi told
Iranian and international press that his government knew the USSR and DRA would
not like their plan, but that it was not for them but for the Afghan people. He went on
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to say that Iran believed the peoples’ reaction so far had been ‘extremely
favourable.’563 It was apparent to western officials that Mousavi hoped Iran’s
proposal would help the Soviets come to the realisation that they could not remain in
Afghanistan and that the world’s Muslims would not be complacent about their
presence in an Islamic country.564
Despite the mainly negative responses to the IRI’s proposal for Afghanistan,
Iranian officials stubbornly stuck to the principles of their plan, which became
increasingly evident in their consistent position on Afghanistan in the following
years. This manifested most explicitly in Iran’s refusal to engage in the multilateral,
UN-mediated Geneva Accords, begun by UN Special Representative to Afghanistan
Diego Cordovez in early 1982. As their main condition for a political solution for
Afghanistan was not met until early 1988—the withdrawal of Russian troops—Iran
continued to assert its necessity along with the other principles of its proposal rather
than become directly involved in the UN process with Pakistan and the DRA.
Referring to the plan, in March 1983, Prime Minister Mousavi said Iran had by far
the clearest and strongest stance on the Afghan issue, and castigated other regional
countries at the Nonaligned Conference for being too afraid to stand up to the
superpowers.565
Additionally, Iranian Foreign Minister Velayati took the opportunity at every UN
General Assembly from 1982 through 1986 to mention Iran’s unchanging ‘principles’
on Afghanistan, which were those outlined in Iran’s November 1981 proposal. In fact,
his statements on Afghanistan became increasingly lengthy and hard-charging over the
course of those years.566 This, coupled with Iran’s lack of participation in the UNbrokered political process for Afghanistan show Iran’s inflexibility and lack of
prioritisation of any political process, especially one that did not result in greater
Iranian influence in Afghanistan’s post-Soviet political system.
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Iran’s Material Support for the Afghan Mujahidin—A Lesson in Exporting the
Revolution
Iran's refusal to seriously engage in any political process for Afghanistan that
involved the sitting Afghan government and interested regional parties made it clear
that Iran’s primary foreign policy position for Afghanistan during the Soviet
occupation would involve the alternative: a military approach. This took shape in a
semi-covert campaign to subvert the DRA and install an Islamic government in the
Iranian model. There is substantial, previously unexamined evidence that the Iranian
government and Iran’s clerical establishment pursued this course of action by
increasing the level of material support provided to select Afghan resistance groups
from 1982 through 1987. This section will describe how several domestic and
international factors aligned to catalyse Iran’s more active policy toward Afghanistan
in 1982, which included: Iran’s offensive successes in its war with Iraq, the domestic
political ascendency of those in Iran’s clerical establishment that favoured an
interventionist foreign policy, and the Soviets’ tilt toward Iraq in the war and their
increased supply of arms to Iraq.
It is argued here that while some Iranian aid to the mujahedeen was piecemeal
and likely uncoordinated, the IRI’s escalating support for mujahedeen groups in
western and central Afghanistan, particularly pro-Iran groups, was a calculated and
strategic approach to furthering two goals that had a direct impact on Iran’s security
and its regional interests: first, to sustain pressure on the Soviet Union to leave
Afghanistan and on the DRA to end its hostilities against the mujahidin and Afghan
people, and second, to establish a longer-term foundation for Iranian influence over
certain elements of Afghan society that it could later exploit for political and
economic gains in Afghanistan’s future political system. While Iran likely knew that
its impact would be limited on the former goal when compared to the efforts of the
Pakistan-Saudi Arabia-United States axis—which brought vast amounts of
international financial support to bear for the mujahidin—this suited Iran’s interest in
avoiding any major Soviet or DRA reprisal for Iran’s interference while it was at war
with Iraq. On the latter goal, Iran’s support to mujahidin groups that were more
pliable showed Iran’s longer-term strategy of influence for a post-Soviet era in
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Afghanistan. None of this was lost on the DRA or the Soviets, both of which saw
Iran’s support for the mujahedeen as one of the greatest irritants in their relations
with Iran. And yet, despite high risk of reprisal (via Iraq or directly against Iran),
some direct confrontation between Iranian security forces and Soviet/DRA forces,
and Iran’s economic and military constraints, Iran’s continued pursuit of their
subversive activities in Afghanistan during this period reveal their strategic
importance to Iran’s objectives.
Domestic Conditions: The Rise of the Clerical Elite and the IRGC
As mentioned previously, after the Iranian Revolution, Iran’s regional expansionism
took form in Iran’s political and material support to Muslim ‘liberation movements’
including those in Afghanistan, a policy centred on the principle of ‘exporting the
revolution.’ Iran’s revolutionary leadership believed that because their revolution was
unique and novel, if they did not encourage similar revolutions in the region, Iran
would become isolated in an unfavourable environment of hostile regimes. Thus, the
export of Iran’s revolution as a tenet of the regime’s founding ideology was
established in a large part to ensure its survival.567 The concept is enshrined in Article
154 of the Iranian Constitution of 1979, which states: “While scrupulously refraining
from all forms of interference in the affairs of other nations, [Iran] supports the just
struggles of the oppressed [mustad’afun] against the oppressors [mustakbirun] in
every corner of the globe.”568 The contradiction inherent in supporting the oppressed
while also refraining from interfering in the affairs of other nations was one of the
principle issues dividing the regime’s leadership in determining how to implement
Iran’s foreign policy.569
Competing for which state organizations would be charged with Iran’s foreign
policy, this divide was split between those in Iran’s early civilian leadership, such as
Mehdi Bazargan, who favoured a less interventionist interpretation of exporting the
revolution, versus several in Iran’s clerical leadership, including Ayatollah Hussein-
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Ali Montazeri, who favoured a more radical interventionist approach to exporting the
revolution.570 Ayatollah Khomeini, as the regime’s leader, pragmatically straddled
these two positions, careful in public to describe exporting the revolution as Iran
inspiring the region’s Muslims to rise up against their oppressors rather than directly
(materially and otherwise) supporting such uprisings.571
However, Khomeini’s pan-Islamist rhetoric and his desire to consolidate his
control over the government by bolstering Iran’s clerical establishment and its
revolutionary organizations, gave outsized power to those who favoured the more
literal, interventionist approach for Iran’s foreign policy. One such revolutionary
organization, established by Khomeini in April 1979, was the IRGC.572 Leading
IRGC scholar Ali Alfoneh writes that Khomeini established the IRGC under the
supervision of Iran’s Revolutionary Council, of which he was head, because he
needed a separate, trusted armed group to protect the revolution from any opposition
by rival militias and the Iranian Army, which he was suspicious towards because it
had existed during the Shah.573 As such, a ‘fundamental alliance’ was born between
the Guards and the Shi’a clergy that had led the revolution. The rise of the IRGC was
deliberately planned so that the Guards could then reciprocate their patrons’ support
by protecting them. This manifested legally in the ‘extraordinary codified powers’
given to the IRGC in the IRI’s constitution, which included the Guards’ broad
mandate to protect the regime from internal and external threats as well as their duty
to assist liberation movements of the oppressed.574 Thus, as Alfoneh points out, there
was ‘little doubt that the Revolutionary Guards from the first year of the revolution
considered itself the primary agent of the export of the revolution.’575
Described by Kenneth Katzman—who wrote one of the seminal works on the
IRGC— unlike its defensive, protective role, ‘the Guard's export of the revolution
activities were proactive, rather than reactive.’ In this way, the Guards were
Khomeini’s ‘foot soldiers’ for the outward advancement of the major ideological
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pillar of the revolution, the velayat-e faqih, in order to ‘implement Khomeini’s vision
of a revived Islamic ummah (unified Islamic nation), headquartered in Tehran and led
by Khomeini.’ Katzman adds that, while the supreme leader and the Iranian president
technically led the IRGC, the Guards were ‘fanatically loyal to Khomeini’ and looked
to him first and foremost in the execution of their duties.576 Shortly after the
revolution, Khomeini began using the Guards to suppress his political rivals at home,
including the civilian leadership of the Bazargan and Banisadr governments, which
generated those leaders’ resentment towards the Guards. Successive civilian
governments had attempted to reign in the Guards’ power by integrating them into
Iran’s regular armed forces or denying the Guard’s access to heavy weaponry, yet
these attempts backfired. Khomeini instead reinforced the IRGC’s domestic power by
refusing to implement any of the curtailments and putting the Guard’s further under
his and his representatives’ control.577 Pertinent to the timeline of this case, the end of
1981 was the turning point in which Iran’s clerics had cemented their domination in
Iran's political system with the help of the Guards. This alliance remained strong,
keeping the IRGC powerful and with a great degree of autonomy from the
supervision of other state institutions for the remainder of the 1980s.578
Once empowered, the clerical leaders and guardsman who championed
interventionist foreign policy further developed the IRGC’s apparatus for exporting
the revolution. Ayatollah Hussein-Ali Montazeri was the main clerical figure in this
regard. While some of the Guards’ commanders and Iran’s civilian leaders wanted to
pursue an Iraq-first policy after the beginning of the Iran-Iraq War, Montazeri pushed
for supporting liberation movements abroad, even if it funnelled resources away from
the war effort.579 With a considerable support base in the Guards, Montazeri’s
religious authority as the designated successor to Khomeini gave legitimacy to those
who aligned with his radical vision for Iran’s foreign policy. Montazeri’s patronage
led to the formation of the Office of the Liberation Movements (OLM) within the
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IRGC, the main mechanism through which the export of the revolution and
Montazeri’s vision for Muslim resistance movements abroad was executed.580
At first, the OLM was run by Ayatollah Montazeri’s son Mohammad
Montazeri until the latter’s death in 1981, and then by Mehdi Hashemi (a relative to
the Montazeris by marriage).581 Both the younger Montazeri and Hashemi were
powerful guardsmen who had been members of the Guard’s precursor militias that
essentially operated as terrorist organizations abroad during the Shah’s reign,
successfully cultivating armed networks within foreign Shi’a communities in
Lebanon and Palestine for conducting subversion operations.582 It is thus no surprise
that the OLM’s activities abroad continued in this vein. As another IRGC scholar,
Ashfon Ostovar, writes, ‘[The OLM] announced that its primary mission was to
develop contacts between the Guards and outside Muslim organizations that were
“fighting for freedom from the servitude and fetters of Western and Eastern
imperialism and global Zionism”.’ Crucially, the scope of the office’s operations was
broad, but the majority of its efforts were dedicated to expanding Iranian influence in
Iran’s immediate neighbourhood, including Lebanon, Iraq, and Afghanistan.
Montazeri’s creation of OLM ‘made foreign operations an actual and not simply
rhetorical part of the IRGC’s mandate.’583 Additionally, Katzman explains that
secrecy was a key component of the Guards’ foreign operations: ‘The non-specificity
and fluidity of the Guard's export of the revolution apparatus reflected the nature of
the mission—the need to prevent the targets of this activity from positively
identifying the Guard's responsibility for it.’ This enhanced the Guards' ability to act
autonomously, and they ‘vigorously pursued export of the revolution activities
despite apparent opposition, or, at best, ambivalence, from its civilian superiors.’584
One of the key findings of this work include that the increased support for
Afghan resistance groups from 1982–1986 aligns with the heyday of the IRGC’s
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exportation of Iran’s revolution.585 Two things catalysed greater political backing that
enabled the increase in IRGC covert foreign operations beginning in 1982: first, the
success of the spring 1982 Iranian offensives against Iraq had given Iran’s leaders the
confidence to continue the war rather than end it as well as to pursue ‘extraterritorial
ambitions,’ and second, Israel’s mid-1982 invasion of Lebanon greatly angered Iran’s
leadership and spurred the Guards’ radical interventionists into action against one of
the main imperialist threats to their ideology.586 Noticing these changes, Iran’s
Foreign Minister Velayati complained to Rafsanjani in early 1982 about the ‘signals
sent by the Office of the Liberation Movements that deviated from the line of the
Foreign Ministry.’ When Mehdi Hashemi sought Rafsanjani’s advice about possible
interference in the OLM in mid-1982, Rafsanjani recounts in his memoirs that he told
him not to worry and that parliament would clarify the status of the OLM, with it
continuing to operate under the Guards in the meantime. According to Alfoneh,
continuing internal divisions amongst the revolutionary leaders may have ‘led to a
lack of top-level coordination of the policy, but [it] never stopped the export of the
revolution.’587 The research of this work finds that the highest-level leaders in Iran
during this time assented to the OLM’s controversial and seemingly contradictory
activities, helping to explain the Islamic Republic’s dual-tracked, overt and covert
foreign policies.
Formerly sceptical, Ayatollah Khomeini, and other members of Iran’s
Supreme Defense Council, including President Khamenei, Rafsanjani, and top IRGC
commanders became more interested in and permissive of the OLM by early 1983
when they understood that it had successfully organized Lebanese Shi’a militants
under IRGC control for conducting operations against Western and Israeli targets.588
There were several public statements by Iran’s top leaders that show this shift in
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support, including this one from Prime Minister Mir Hussein Mousavi in January
1984:
We must remember that our weapon in foreign policy is not
the respect of the great powers toward us, but the backing of
the innocent and disposed nations. Therefore, we must, more
than ever before, rely upon the foreign policy of the Islamic
combatants. It seems that using the thoughts of the likes of
martyr Mohammad Montazeri regarding the export of the
revolution is today necessary.589

This statement clearly shows the ideational underpinnings of Iranian nationalism, as
described in this dissertation’s theoretical framework. The organisation of ‘Islamic
combatants’ culminated in 1982 and 1983, in the IRGC’s, mainly through the OLM,
establishment (and continued building) several groups. These include Hezbollah in
Lebanon, and the Supreme Council for the Islamic Revolution in Iraq (SCIRI) and its
armed wing, the Badr Corps, all led by the Guards and all loyal to Khomeini.590
However, what is much less studied, and discussed in the following sections, is the
extent of the IRGC, Iran’s Foreign and Interior Ministries, and individual clerics,
contributed to the Iran’s establishment of similar proxies for Afghanistan. These
efforts resembled a somewhat cohesive strategy to provide substantial internal (Iranbased) and external (Afghanistan-based) support for the Afghan resistance. Though
little examined in the literature, the results of these activities had important
ramifications for Iran’s policy toward Afghanistan and its wider regional policy to
this day. The IRGC and other state institutions cultivated networks in Afghanistan
much the way they did elsewhere in the region, through the establishment and/or
support of political resistance organizations of certain target nations (Iraq, Lebanon,
Afghanistan, etc.), the radicalization and weaponisation of refugees of target nations
living in Iran, and infiltration of IRGC operatives and trained resistance fighters to
conduct on-the-ground subversion operations in target nations’ territories.
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Iranian Base of Support for the Afghan Resistance: the Ulema Connection,
Weaponisation of Refugees, and the Military Apparatus
Completely neglected from the literature on this period is Iran’s creation of an
internal base of support for the Afghan resistance. This policy risked domestic
upheaval over the vast presence of Afghan mujahidin and refugees, as well as direct
Soviet and DRA retaliation on Iranian soil. The purpose of creating a base of support
in Iran for the Afghan resistance was to tightly control elements of the mujahidin in
order for the IRI to effectively 1) subvert the DRA and the Soviets’ activity in
Afghanistan and Iraq, then leveraging that against those and other actors, and 2)
cultivate lasting networks based on religious and ethnic identity amongst key
communities of Afghans so that the regime could later exploit those inroads for a
larger role in Afghanistan’s post-soviet governance. The Iran-based system of support
for the Afghan mujahidin in the 1980s thus included the following: further
developing the ideological bond between the Iranian and Afghan ulema, the latter of
which would become the commanders of several Iran-based Afghan mujahidin
groups; recruit Afghan refugees in Iran to become mujahidin fighters, either
voluntarily through ideological means or by force; and the establishment of a
substantial military apparatus, including bases for training the fighters and the
formation of Afghan-only corps, to carry out IRI-backed subversion operations in
Iraq, Afghanistan, and elsewhere. While some scholars suggest that Iran’s efforts to
support the Afghan mujahidin inside Iran were meagre and uncoordinated, this
research shows that the amount of activity and the preponderance of high-level IRI
figures and state institutions involved in these activities would make it very unlikely
that coordination, or at the very least, the pursuit of shared objectives, did not exist.
Additionally, given Khomeini’s stronghold over the individuals and state institutions
involved, his approval or acquiescence of these activities would have been necessary
for them to take place to the extent that they did during this period.
As mentioned previously, by late 1981, there were already several Afghan
resistance organizations based in Iran. These included Harakat-e Islami, Sazman-e
Nasr, Hezbollah Afghanistan, and several other small organizations such as Nehzat,
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Niru-e Islam, Raad, and Jabha-ye Mutahid (United Front).591 The Iranian Ministry of
Interior was the state institution responsible for the coordination of Afghans in Iran,
leading a secretariat of representatives from other state institutions which each had a
specific role to play. Those included the ministries of education, health, intelligence,
labour, and foreign affairs, as well as the Supreme National Security Council (to
coordinate domestic refugee policy with foreign policy), the IRGC, and other
branches of Iran’s armed forces (to enforce these policies).592 In early 1983, the
Ministry of Interior announced for the first time what Iran intended for these
resistance groups: the only Afghan parties allowed to operate in Iran would be those
that ‘conform[ed] to the policies of the Islamic Republic of Iran and [were] not
affiliated with either superpower.’593 Iran’s approach was more calculated than in
Pakistan, where the state exercised less control over the many mujahidin
organizations operating on its soil.594
A key part of the effort to align the Iran-based Afghan resistance
organizations with the Islamic Republic’s policies began with Iran’s ulema, including
those in high positions of government. Iran’s ulema had been cultivating their
ideological and ethno-linguistic bonds with Afghan clerics and theological scholars in
Iran, some of whom led Iran-based resistance organizations, especially with what
developed into the three largest Shi’a parties: the pro-Khomeinist Nasr and Pasdaran
and Islamist Harakat-e Islami.595 As Iran scholar Kristian Harpviken noted, ‘The
Shi'ia [sic] clergy of Afghanistan shared their educational background with Iranian
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colleagues, many had studied in Najaf under Ayatollah Khomeini. Political groups
were established among the [Afghan] Hazara students, who later became building
blocks in the resistance organisations.’596 Another scholar, Jan Grevemeyer, called
this the ‘ideologization of the resistance and the establishment of clergy as political
leaders’ for Afghanistan in the model of Iran’s Islamist state.597 As with many of the
Afghan resistance groups (Sunni and Shi’a), the educated were often in command of
resistance groups because of their ability to coordinate between their Afghan and
external offices, and communicate in writing with their external sources of support,
which were essential for their existence.598
Ayatollah Montazeri, with his oversight of the IRGC’S OLM and as Iran’s
second highest clerical authority, had a major role in promoting connections between
Iranian and Afghan ulema in order to bolster the Afghan resistance. He and other
high-level Iranian ulema who were linked to the IRGC and state apparatuses charged
with exporting the revolution frequently organised conferences and meetings with
Afghan ulema and resistance organizations. As early as 1981, the IRGC’s OLM
began cultivating its ties to the Afghan resistance. In late November, the OLM held a
meeting at IRGC central headquarters for the Islamic liberation movements of several
countries, including Afghanistan. The groups issued a resolution citing Ayatollah
Khomeini and Montazeri’s pan-Islamic calls to action to free the oppressed Muslims
of the world.599 Importantly, on April 26, 1982, Ayatollah Montazeri held a meeting
in Qom with Khomeini’s representative to the IRGC, the head of intelligence and
research for the IRGC, and Mehdi Hashemi, in which the latter ‘reported on the
activities of the [liberation] movements and the support expressed by the Guards
Corps for liberation movements through this unit [the OLM].’ After the briefing,
Montazeri spoke only of the Afghan resistance’s struggle against the Soviets and
DRA, condemning the oppression of Afghan Muslims.600 Only one day later, IRGC
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headquarters issued a rare public statement on its Afghanistan policy on the fourth
anniversary of the April 1978 communist coup:
The brave and Muslim Iranian nation, while lending its complete
support to the ideological and martyrdom-seeking movement of
the Muslim nation of Afghanistan, believes that only through
reliance upon beloved Islam and an armed jihad can they respond
to the aggressive enemy, expel them from the Islamic country of
Afghanistan and establish an Islamic government. Only the
‘Neither Eastern nor Western’ movement which is based on
Koranic and ideological values can liberate the deprived people
throughout the world.601

The statement, coming just months after the Iranian government issued its political
proposal for ending the Afghan conflict, now indicated that one of the government
bodies most active in Iran’s foreign affairs only advocated support of the resistance’s
armed jihad as the solution for Afghanistan. This shift gathered momentum in 1983
with Iranian leaders’ continued contacts with Afghan ulema and resistance leaders. In
January 1983, Mehdi Hashemi coordinated a meeting between Ayatollah Montazeri
and Afghan theologians and scholars in Qom, during which Montazeri made a speech
praising their movement and saying, ‘now that the struggling clergy of Afghanistan is
being organized, it should take note of the secret of the victory of the Islamic
revolution in Iran. The…clergy played an essential role during the different stages of
the revolution.’ Montazeri stressed the importance of the unity of the clergy in their
struggle and issued a call to action: ‘the Muslim and sincere Afghan youths are
selflessly defending Islam, their country’s independence, and their religious
sanctities…The struggling clergy of Afghanistan is expected to assist and lead these
struggling youths without any reservations.’602 A month later, Iran’s state-sponsored
IRNA reported Montazeri’s meeting with Hojjat al-Islam Mohammad Akbari—an
Afghan cleric leading Sepah-e Pasdaran, the resistance group named after and
commanded by the IRGC—during which Montazeri pledged Iran’s continued
support.603 Then in May 1983, Montazeri met with over 500 Afghan ulema and
theological students in Qom during which he condemned Soviet aggression and
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discussed the duty of the Islamic Republic to provide for the needs of the Afghan
refugees in Iran.604 These frequent contacts continued through 1986 as Iran’s support
for the resistance deepened.605
The Afghan ulema in Iran followed Montazeri’s call to action to build their
resistance efforts. While the ulema were the resistance commanders, their groups’
fighters would often consist of Afghans they recruited from the refugee population,
described by Afghanistan scholar Gilles Dorronsoro as ‘a considerable prize for the
Afghan political parties.’606 Afghan refugees in Iran were even classed as mohajerin
(forced religious migrants) rather than panahandeh (refugees), the former term being
‘more dignified than panahandeh in post-revolutionary Iran’ and serving the purpose
of tying the refugees to a religious identity that would be exploited for mujahidin
recruitment purposes.607 In one such example in March 1983, the IRNA reported on
Montazeri- and Hashemi-connected Mohammad Akbari appealing to a large group of
Afghan refugees and ulema in Iran for voluntary participation or contribution to the
resistance. Akbari reportedly implored them on religious grounds to ‘step up their
efforts…to vigilantly aid the Muslim Afghan revolutionaries to continue their fight
against the Soviet occupiers and the present imposed regime of Afghanistan.’608
Dorronsoro also points to the financial importance of refugees to the mujahidin
organizations, as the groups often redirected some of the funds intended for refugees
into their coffers based upon their use of refugees as fighters.609 Interestingly, when
the IRI was negotiating with the UNHCR to establish facilities to aid Afghan
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refugees in Iran, the Iranian authorities said they were only interested in cash
assistance (which UNHCR was not in the practice of providing).610
The Iranian government did not leave the Afghan ulema in Iran the sole
responsibility of recruiting mujahidin for their organizations. The IRGC and other
state institutions became heavily involved in a systematic effort to recruit, as well as
force, Afghan refugees to become mujahidin to serve Iran’s own purposes over the
needs of the refugees. In order to do this, Iran needed to establish a calculated
approach for handling its rapidly growing Afghan refugee population. The
foundations of this system began in October 1981 when the Ministry of Interior
Undersecretary for Political Affairs Mohammad Hossein Sorureddin announced the
establishment of the Afghan Refugees Coordination Office in the Interior Ministry.
This office would determine how many Afghan refugees resided in Iran, where they
were located, and work with the local Afghan councils and provincial governors to
and better manage the refugees. At that time, the ministry said that there were 1.5
million Afghan refugees in Iran, but the British Foreign Office contended that it was
more likely around half a million.611 However, by early 1985, British officials
accepted the 1.5 million figure due to the increase in refugees continuing to flee
Afghanistan.612
This sharp increase in the number of refugees in Iran between late 1981-1985
heightened the IRI’s need to get a grasp on the situation. Domestically, there was
tension following mass exoduses of Afghans to Iran after brutal Soviet offensives,
such as one in Herat in April 1983 that killed as many as 3,000 people.613 To justify
the influx, the IRI used the opportunity to tell the public that the Afghans coming to
Iran clearly thought that Marxism had failed in Afghanistan and that the Muslim
Afghan people had fled to Iran because they wanted an Islamic government like
Iran’s.614 There had also been widespread concern during the paranoia of the 1982-83
610
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crackdown on the communist Tudeh Party that some Afghan refugees were Tudeh
spies for the Soviets or the DRA.615 However, there is little evidence that the DRA or
Afghan communists ever had direct links of note to Iran’s Tudeh Party.
It was in this context that the Interior Ministry announced that it would begin
distributing mandatory identity cards to Afghan refugees in February 1983, citing
employing and organizing them, as well as determining which Afghans were ‘bona
fide’ versus ‘fraudulent’ (spies). It also gave authorization for Afghans in Iran to
operate political organizations as long as they did not break the laws of the Islamic
Republic.616 Iran also made several infrastructure investments to handle the Afghans
seeking refuge there. An early 1983 World Food Programme expedition to eastern
Iran to study potential aid to the Afghan refugees determined that the IRI had
established three ‘transit camps’ for the refugees in Iran, with one or two more almost
completed, and about 10 more under construction in the south and east. A major
camp with a few thousand refugees was located near Birjand, a small town about 60
miles west of the border with Afghanistan’s Farah Province, as well as at a border
crossing in Mirjaveh in Iranian Baluchistan. They also noted that the refugees living
inside the camps seemed to have been well treated by the Iranian authorities, and
those living outside the camps (many in Mashhad and Zahedan) appeared to move
around with relative ease.617
However, in mid-1984, the IRI decided to issue another round of ID cards, a
move that showed signs of a more concerted repression of refugees deemed
disagreeable to the Iranian regime. Explaining the necessity for this measure, an
Interior Ministry official told IRNA that some Afghan were refusing to get ID cards,
and those who refused or ‘failed to accept the principles of the Islamic
Republic…would be decisively treated.’618 The MOI ordered that all provincial
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governors deport Afghans without ID cards.619 The MOI said publically that ID cards
were meant to ensure that all Afghan refugees could be offered benefits such as
welfare, cultural, and health services. But, for those who agreed to fight as mujahidin
in Iraq or Afghanistan, the Minister of Interior said that it was the ministry’s policy
‘to grant further welfare services’ to them and their relatives, including money,
protection for family, wives, land, or citizenship.620 For impoverished refugees
without legal status in a new country, this offer would have been nearly impossible to
refuse. The MOI also claimed that the Afghan mujahidin organizations supported the
use of the ID cards to ensure that DRA and Soviet spies were not infiltrating their
ranks.621
However, anti-regime media sources quickly began accusing the IRI of using
the ID cards as a way for the IRGC to force refugees to serve as mujahidin for Iran’s
subversive operations in the region. These publications cited growing discontent
amongst the IRGC and the Iranian public about the Iran-Iraq War and alleged that
Afghan refugees were being sent to the front as ‘cannon fodder’ before more Iranian
lives were wasted.622 There is some evidence to support these allegations. A May
1984 CIA intelligence assessment describes the Iranian authorities’ efforts to force
Shi’a refugees to join Afghan mujahidin organizations in Iran in order to even receive
ID cards to get access to food rations.623 In another example, the IRI reportedly
preyed on the Afghan migrants who had settled in Iran prior to the Soviet Invasion,
either making them redundant from their jobs or refusing to grant their work permits
in order to financially compel them to serve as fighters in Iraq or Afghanistan for a
small stipend.624 In some instances, Iranian authorities prohibited some refugees from
ever obtaining jobs in Iran, or held their families hostage, giving them no recourse
but to fight as mujahidin.625 A questionnaire found by a British Foreign Office
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official also suggests that Afghan refugees had little choice over whether they would
become mujahidin. Writing that the document ‘appear[ed] authentic and [bore] the
imprint of the Ministry of the Interior, and beneath it the heading “Afghana Garrison,
Sabzevar”’ its text read:
a) In what circumstances did you leave Afghanistan?
b) Why did you come to Iran?
c) When and how will you return to Afghanistan?
d) Are you ready to be trained and serve as a Mujahid [sic] against the
Communist interventionist forces?626

While most of the refugees in Iran were Shi’a, recently declassified American
and British government assessments from the period describe a much worse situation
for Sunni Afghan refugees in Iran. Because Iranians had what they felt was good
cause for suspicion that some refugees could be Soviet or DRA spies, Iran herded as
many as 40,000 Sunni Afghan refugees into ‘prison camps’ surrounded by barbed
wire in order to better surveil them. The camps were run by the IRGC, with two
locations identified in Zahedan and Birjand, and the refugees there were used as
labourers and forced to do other menial jobs that the IRI required.627 The sum of
these methods caused thousands of refugees to flee Iran to Pakistan in 1983.628 The
Afghan government often accused the Guards of arresting, murdering, or forcibly
repatriating the refugees that were trying to flee Iran.629 The persistence and brutality
of some of the IRI’s efforts to shore up fighters from its Afghan refugee population
show its desperate need for manpower to achieve Iran’s security objectives in Iraq
and Afghanistan.
The IRI finally admitted in late 1983 that there were Afghans fighting for Iran
in Iraq and elsewhere, but that these fighters did so voluntarily with support from the
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Iranian government. In an unusually candid interview in December 1983, Iranian
Interior Minister Ali Akbar Nateq-Nuri admitted publically that some Afghan
refugees were mujahidin fighting alongside Iranian forces in Iraq. He explained that
their ‘lives and children are under the shelter of the Islamic Republic,’ calling their
participation ‘a source of pride…[which] causes a great deal of pain to our
enemies.’630 The Afghan government and Iranian communists seized on this
admission, saying that it was evidence that the regime was selfishly forcing the
refugees to fight in its war.631 In reality, Iran’s use of Afghan refugees as mujahidin
reveals truth in both narratives—both voluntary and forced recruitment.
While little scholarly work has been published on Iran-based support for
Afghan mujahidin organizations, Afghan and Iranian sources reveal the IRGC’s
establishment of a military training apparatus in Iran to train and deploy Afghan
mujahidin during this period. The IRGC provided at least basic military training for
Afghan mujahidin in several different training camps across Iranian territory. The
types of training appear to have ranged from two to three months of basic training to
more specialized guerrilla warfare training for Afghan men aged 17 to 40.632 One
captured Iran-backed mujahid told a Kabul publication that both IRGC and German
instructors taught his cohort in Iran how to use landmines, including cabled and
pressure mines, and stressed that the best targets in Afghanistan were gas pipelines,
bridges, schools, and state buildings due to the expense caused by the damages.633
While there are many references to the existence of these training camps in
general,634 there are also references to specific locations in Iran. For example, a
captured employee from the Iranian Consulate in Herat alleged seeing training camps
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in Taybad and Mashhad.635 Additionally, it is likely that Afghan mujahidin were
trained on pre-existing IRGC bases. A June 1985 ceasefire treaty brokered by
Ayatollah Montazeri between multiple infighting Afghan mujahidin organizations
(including Nasr, Pasdaran, etc.) shows that some of the signatories listed are various
bases for the Afghan mujahidin. These were the Central Khatam ol-Anbiya base, the
Central ‘Ali ibn Abi Talib base, the Central ‘Idalat base, the Central Risalat base.636
The Central Khatam ol-Anbiya base is actually the joint headquarters of Iran’s Army
and the IRGC.637 The training of Afghans on Iranian military installations is
supported by Ali Alfoneh and Will Fulton’s research, which found that the IRGC
used its own Ansar base in Zabol as early as 1982 ‘to train the Afghan Shi’a, and to
direct intelligence operations on Afghan soil.’ They also point to Iranian sources that
provide ‘evidence of Ansar Base commanders monitoring events in Afghanistan and
reporting to the IRGC Command Council as early as October 2, 1984.’638 While the
actual number and location of military training camps is likely indiscernible from
available sources, by April 1985, the DRA in an official letter of complaint to the
UN, accused Iran of having established ‘tens of the military training camps on Iranian
territory for the murderers and counter-revolutionary bands.’ They contended, “The
territory of Iran is one of the main basis [sic] of aggression and interference against
our revolutionary country.”639
There is also much evidence detailing the two fates of Iran-based Afghan
mujahidin once their training had been completed. According to multiple sources, the
Afghans would either be sent with the Iranians to fight in the Iraq war or the Levant
(against Israel) or go to Afghanistan to fight with the mujahidin against the
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Soviets.640 Iraqi intelligence memoranda from the period assert that Iran would first
send Afghan mujahidin to their priority warfront against Iraq, and only send those
mujahidin who had survived to then fight their own war for independence against the
Soviets. It is unclear whether this was the usual order of things. The Iraqi government
also had intelligence that a deal was made at a meeting between the IRGC and some
of the major Afghan resistance groups in Iran whereby the groups would send half of
their mujahidin to fight with the IRGC in Iraq and the other half would be left to fight
in Afghanistan in return for Iranian weapons, supplies and training.641 Several recent
sources also conclude that the IRGC developed separate Afghan-only corps within
their own ranks for fighting in both conflicts. According to several Iranian scholars,
the corps fighting in Iraq was called the Abouzar Corps, established in 1984 by the
OLM, and the in Afghanistan was the Mohammad Corps.642
By 1984, the CIA estimated that the IRGC had been instructing at least
‘1,000-2,000 Afghan Shi’a insurgents in small arms and guerilla warfare each year,’
that the number was expected to increase, and that ‘training [was] given only to proIranian Afghan Shi’as, who must agree to foster pro-Iranian organizations when they
return to Afghanistan.’643 Anti-Iran sources cite a much higher number of Afghan
fighters trained in Iran. According to Iraqi officials, as many as 45,000 Afghans had
been ‘forced or coerced’ into fighting for Iran against Iraq in the 1983 offensives.644
By the end of the war in 1988, Iraq’s figure skyrocketed to an estimated 150,000
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Afghans.645 While it is impossible from available sources to determine the exact
number of Afghans the Iranians weaponised during the 1980s, the level of strategy
and the conditionality of the IRGC’s organization, training, and deployment of
Afghan mujahidin very clearly demonstrates the IRI’s use of ideology to ensure the
success of its pragmatic political and security and interests by actively engaging in
subversion in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Iranian Support for the Afghanistan-based Resistance: the West and the
Hazarajat
The other crucial component of Iran’s material support of the Afghan mujahidin was
the strategy it employed within Afghanistan itself. Iran’s support of groups on the
ground in Afghanistan achieved two specific objectives in line with the regime's
security and ideological goals: first, in supporting mostly Shi’a groups in western
Afghanistan fighting against the Soviets and DRA, the IRI sought to maintain that
area, particularly Herat Province, as its traditional buffer zone mainly for security
reasons; and second, in consolidating control of the mainly Shi’a Hazarajat region of
central Afghanistan, Iran developed a semi-autonomous microstate where its loyal
clients would eventually provide Iran with a means to influence Afghan politics at a
national level.
Iran’s ability to influence these two regions stemmed not only from patronclient relationships with the mujahidin but also from its longstanding cultivation of
religious, cultural, and ethnolinguistic connections with the Afghans living there.646
Because of the domestic political ascendency of Iranian clerical leaders advocating
for an interventionist foreign policy, Iran’s worsening economic and military
limitations due to its war with Iraq, and increasing competition from Pakistan’s
massive support for other mujahedeen groups,647 Iran shifted its strategy in 1982645
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1983 to channel the majority of its support groups to Shi’a mujahidin group with
which it could establish ideological loyalty.648 Further sectarianizing the conflict by
clearly delineating between and backing only the mujahidin loyal to Iran resulted in
the greatest return on Iran’s relatively small investment.
Iran’s support for the Afghan resistance in the western provinces is the most
distinctive example of Iran’s dual purposes in supporting the Afghan mujahidin. In
the west, Iran was preoccupied by the security pressures brought about by active
Soviet and DRA offensives near Iranian territory, and simultaneously, Iran was
concerned with maintaining traditional and cultivating increased influence in the west
to keep it intact as a buffer zone against superpower intrusion and insecurity in the
rest of Afghanistan. And yet, there has been remarkably little focus in the literature
on Iran’s material support of the mujahidin based in western Afghanistan given the
area’s strategic importance on Iran’s border.
Recently declassified American intelligence assessments describe how
conditions in the western provinces were ideal for Iran’s monopolization of the
supply routes to the mujahidin operating there. According to the CIA, western
Afghanistan was a crucial vein of supply and transit between Iran and the mujahidin
throughout all of Afghanistan. Most of the licit and illicit traffic in goods, weapons,
and fighters between Iran and Afghanistan took place between Tayebad and Herat on
the all-weather, hard-surfaced highway connecting the two cities. In 1982, the
western provinces were less populated than other parts of Afghanistan, which made
these provinces ideal for smuggling and insurgent activity. There were few roads
elsewhere in the border region, particularly on the Afghan side, but vehicles could
move in most areas, and the Soviets could not monitor movement without difficulty
due to a lack of wide-ranging helicopter patrols or the presence of adequate of ground
forces units. This made the border easy to cross in most areas for the insurgents.
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While the policy in Tehran just after the Soviet invasion was to restrict smuggling to
the insurgency in western Afghanistan to avoid Soviet reprisals, the local incentive to
smuggle arms was strong and unchecked. Inroads were made as Iran’s border security
apparatus was unable to control the uptick in ‘surreptitious traffic that provide[ed]
support to the Afghan insurgents.’649 Still, the insurgency in the west struggled with a
lack of weapons, ammunition, and supplies in the early 1980s. Far from the main
supply line of the Peshawar-based mujahidin groups in Pakistan, some turned toward
Iran for support.650
This was furthered by Iran’s religious and ethnolinguistic ties to the mujahidin
operating in the west and the ability to unite the pro-Iran mujahidin on that basis.
During the 1980s, between 50-70% of the Afghans living in Herat city were Shi’a,
with about 15% Shi’a on average in the west as a whole (Herat, Farah, and Nimruz
Provinces), and most of the rest being Persian-speaking Tajiks that could ‘mingle
unobtrusively on either side of the [Iran-Afghanistan] border.’651 This corresponded
to the ethnic and religious composition of the mujahidin parties active in the west,
which were primarily Persian-speaking Tajiks and/or Shi’a Muslims. The west’s
mujahidin in the early 1980s were spread across more than 23 separate mujahidin
groups that were generally highly fragmented and lacked coordination. Iran took full
advantage of these circumstances.652
British and American government assessments detail how the relative failures
of Soviet and DRA offensives in western Afghanistan in the early 1980s primed the
region for an increase in Iranian involvement. Soviet and DRA attempts to fight the
western insurgency and prevent the infiltration of supplies and fighters from Iran into
western Afghanistan in 1979-82 were frequent but largely unsuccessful. Soviet and
Afghan forces were less active in the west than they were in eastern Afghanistan,
treating offensives in the west as secondary in importance.653 The deployment and
649
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strength of Soviet and Afghan forces near the Iran-Afghanistan border did not change
significantly in the years following the Soviet invasion. According to the CIA, as of
December 1981, the Soviets had one reduced strength motorized rifle division, with
about 200 tanks and 9,500 troops near the border to conduct counter-guerrilla
operations, and the Afghans had an understrength infantry division with at most
3,000 troops stationed at Herat to launch aperiodic sweeps against guerrilla forces.654
As such, the estimated 15,000 insurgents in the area outmanned them, their tactics
were reaping battlefield successes, morale was high, and casualties were low.655 The
failures of Soviet-occupied DRA were visible looking at Afghanistan as a whole: by
January 1983, the insurgency controlled 62% of the districts in Afghanistan, with the
DRA controlling only 38%, a reversal from the 40% insurgent and 60% DRA control
in December 1980. The insurgency had a decisive advantage over population control
in January 1983 (60% insurgent, 40% DRA control) up from the stalemate it faced in
December 1980 (49% insurgent, 51% DRA control).656
The lack of Soviet and DRA success in and prioritization of the west left a
vacuum that Iran exploited by helping to better organize and arm certain mujahidin
groups and monopolize the west’s supply lines. This increased Iran’s overall
influence over the mujahidin in the area while the groups they supported remained
vigilant against Soviet and DRA presence around Iran’s border. Assistance that was
once provided through informal avenues soon became official backing. By mid-1982,
an assistant to Iran’s Deputy Minister of the Revolutionary Guards had announced
that the IRGC was actively supporting the insurgency inside Afghanistan.657
The IRI’s choice of mujahidin parties to whom they would provide official
material support changed over time along with Iran’s priorities. Up until 1983, Iran
worked to fill the vacuum in western Afghanistan by first aligning itself and
increasing aid to the most powerful, established parties of either sect in the region,
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namely Sunni Jamiat-e Islami and Shi’a Harakat-e Islami. Both parties were active in
fighting the Soviets and had cooperative networks with mujahidin throughout
Afghanistan. However, when the United States, Saudi Arabia, and Pakistan
drastically increased their material support to the Peshawar-based mujahidin groups,
Iran’s two aforementioned allies further cultivated their ties with Pakistan, which
became a threat to Iran from both a security and an ideological standpoint.658 As
Iran’s Islamists at home strengthened their hold on power domestically, ‘support for a
broad [Sunni and Shi’a] Afghan resistance faded,’659 and yet Iran’s maintenance of
reduced contact with these groups showed an interest in continuing to hedge their
bets should other strategies fail.
The IRI’s new strategy began in 1983 when the Iranians shifted their policy to
provide material and other support to only the Shi’a mujahidin groups in the west that
were strictly loyal to Iran and promoted the regime’s ideology. In so doing, Iran
consolidated pro-Iran parties, placed some under the direct command of the IRGC,
built up their force strength, and provided them weapons, supplies, and safe harbour
in Iran when necessary. Iran also actively deprived other groups of similar support
and advantages. Given the semi-covert nature of official Iranian support for the
mujahidin (as described earlier), there is a dearth of reliable sources that estimate or
determine the level and types of material support the IRI gave to the Afghan
mujahidin. However, understanding why and how the IRI provided its support, to
which parties, and what results were achieved is perhaps more revealing of Iran’s
purpose in undertaking such support.660 The net effect of Iran’s efforts in western
Afghanistan demonstrates that it successfully became the state with the most
influence over the mujahidin in that region by 1986.
Of the parties that operated in western Afghanistan, and as a known entity in
Iran since 1979 with a very active anti-Soviet operation, Harakat-e Islami (HII)
became a necessary evil that profited as the main recipient of IRI material support
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until at least mid-1982.661 Despite some accounts that Iran ceased its ties to HII after
its office-closure incident in 1980 (described earlier),662 much evidence exists to the
contrary. British officials who met with the head of HII’s apparently reopened office
in Tehran in May 1982 confirmed that HII was the largest Afghan group in Iran and
that it had ‘close operational and ideological links’ with the Iranian government.
While the British learned that the IRI was providing Harakat with funds and
equipment, they also detected HII’s growing discontent with the Iranians: the party
wanted more support from Iran and had some differences of opinion with the regime,
one of which was its lack of aid to Afghan refugees.663 Other first-hand mujahidin
accounts in Afghanistan describe Iranian officials’ provision of weapons, vehicles,
and ‘sizable’ funds to HII fighters operating in Sharafat Koh in Farah Province near
the Iranian border.664
There were many benefits for Iran’s support of Harakat. As described
previously, HII’s leader, Asif Mohseni, had ties with Khomeini and other Iranian
clerics during their years in exile studying and organizing in Najaf. Mohseni was one
of the few internationally respected, high-level Shi’a clerics in Afghanistan during
the 1980s, and his party mostly aligned with the IRI’s ideological views in that it
advocated for an Islamic government in Afghanistan that was neither bound to the
east nor west.665 Additionally, HII was the strongest Shi’a party fighting the Soviets
and had the largest area of operation in the country’s southwest, northwest, and on
the borders of the Hazarajat.666 Harakat also served as an important bridge for the
IRI’s communication with the larger Sunni resistance groups inside Afghanistan. As
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a non-Hazara Qizilbash who grew up in Sunni Pashtun-dominated Kandahar,
Mohseni encouraged HII’s coordination with the Sunni resistance groups on
operations and logistics.667 While this would have initially appealed to Iranian
officials, who at the time allowed Islamist Sunni groups to have offices in Iran,668
HII’s ties to Sunnis later became more of a liability than an asset.
Rifts between Mohseni and Iranian leaders came to a tipping point in mid-late
1982 when Mohseni—frustrated by Iran’s increasing support for other Shi’a
groups— broke ties with Iran, opened an HII office in Peshawar, and requested
financial aid from Pakistani authorities.669 By August 1983, British officials remarked
that Harakat had clearly fallen out of favour with the Iranians.670 However,
pragmatism kept both Iran and HII from completely severing ties with one another.
Harakat, like all mujahidin parties, could not survive without external aid, and its
charm offensive toward Pakistan had proven unsuccessful.671 Iran kept lines of
communication open for the above-mentioned benefits but also to refrain from
ostracizing Harakat. In late 1983, the IRI allegedly requested that HII collect
intelligence on and get additional weapons from Pakistan-based mujahidin groups so
that Iran could use them for itself.672 While there is lacking evidence that Iran
continued to provide material support to Harakat after 1983, the IRI allowed Harakat
to operate in Iran and included the party in most of the Iran-sponsored efforts to form
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coalitions of Shi’a mujahidin groups from 1983-1987.673 In sum, the IRI’s actions
regarding Harakat after 1983 show the regime’s concern about maintaining access to
the non-Khomeinist Shi’a in Afghanistan in an effort to hedge. Harakat was the
uniter of that demographic, fought the Soviets well, and could provide insights into
and connections to the wider Afghan resistance.
To a lesser extent, the Iranian government provided material and other
support for Jamiat-e Islami, one of the strongest of the Peshawar-based mujahidin
groups with the most substantial operation in western Afghanistan.674 Similar to
Harakat, support for Jamiat had certain advantages: Jamiat was highly effective at
fighting the Soviets, it was the largest mujahidin party operating in western
Afghanistan with 1,000 fighters, and it had a substantial hold on Herat, a strategically
important city for Iran due to its large Shi’a population and position on the key
supply line.675 Jamiat also had ideological and ethnolinguistic ties to Iran. Though it
was not Shi’a, it was one of Afghanistan’s main Islamist mujahidin parties, and most
of its members and leadership were educated, Persian-speakers.676
The CIA surmised that prior to 1983, the Jamiat group around Herat city was
‘well armed with small arms and machine guns’ which they had collected from Iran,
other unidentified ‘local sources,’ and by capturing them from DRA forces. To that
point they had only been receiving small amounts of weapons from Pakistan, as
supply caravans took about a month to cross from Peshawar to western
Afghanistan.677 As with other non-Shi’a groups, Jamiat’s links to Pakistan and,
therefore, the United States, were a key concern for Iran. The IRI closed Jamiat’s
Mashhad office intermittently throughout the early 1980s out of suspicion for the
group’s external ties, but Jamiat allegedly held other offices in Tehran, Zahedan,
Zabul, and Isfahan.678
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By late 1982, Jamiat began to express resentment over Iran’s refusal to give
them more material support, leading the group in 1983 to begin coordinating more
with other resistance groups on logistics and accessing supplies.679 This threatened
the IRI’s strategy at the time, which was to actively restrict Pakistan’s weapons
supply for the mujahidin from reaching the western Afghan provinces in order to
control the supply line and what groups would benefit from those supplies.680
According to the CIA, Jamiat ‘tried to improve their relations with Iran…[but] were
disappointed in late 1983 because their fundamentalist sympathies had not gained
them any special treatment from the Iranians.’ Jamiat appealed to Iran publicly for
fraternal relations and aid based on their common Soviet enemy, but Iran was
unlikely to be swayed as Jamiat often made the same appeals directly to western and
rival countries.681
Despite these issues, as with Harakat, Iran maintained some ties with Jamiat
in order to serve its own priorities: keeping the western provinces free from Soviet
and DRA domination and bringing Afghan Islamists into the fold as much as
possible. As such, Jamiat’s offices remained intact in Iran, one of which was
reportedly for contacting the UN office in Tehran to ask for assistance for warravaged civilians in Herat.682 The party was also included in some of Iran’s public
support for the Iran-based Islamist mujahidin, an example of which was a December
1984 press conference in which Jamiat, Hekmatyar’s Hezb-e Islami, and other Shi’a
Iran-based parties collectively condemned the latest Soviet atrocities in
Afghanistan.683 By 1985, there was some evidence to suggest Iran cashed in on its
lingering relations with Jamiat. On more than one occasion, the DRA accused
Jamiat, Iran-backed Shi’a groups and the IRGC of working together on operations
against its forces in the western provinces.684 British officials even expressed around
this time that ‘the Iranians would like to woo the major fundamentalist parties, such
as Jamiat and Hesb-e Islami, from Pakistan’s embrace…Such an approach would
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complement the direction of Iranian assistance to resistance groups which…seems
more often aimed at increasing Iranian influence than in fighting Russians.’685
As mentioned previously, the Iranian clergy had already established
relationships with small Shi’a groups operating in Afghanistan, and the ascendency
of the former in 1983 shifted the majority of Iran’s official support to the Shi’a
groups loyal to Iran that modelled themselves after the Iranian revolution. By early
1984, the CIA estimated that the two to four pro-Iran parties operating in western
Afghanistan had up to 1,000 fighters, matching Jamiat (the region’s largest force) in
size.686
The best manned and the main recipient of Iranian aid was Hezbollah
Afghanistan.687 The group appealed to Iran as a more palatable alternative to its
former client Harakat for several reasons. First, Hezbollah had a large presence in
Herat but also operated in Harakat’s stronghold of Kandahar.688 The group’s
commander in Herat was Qari Ahmad, an infamous mujahid also known as Qari
Yekdast (‘one hand’), and its Kandahar commander was Mukhtar Sarwari. Fittingly
for Iran’s new requirements for support, Sarwari was opposed to Harakat because of
the accusations that its leader had accepted American aid. Dorronsoro describes
Hezbollah more as an ensemble of groups financed and armed by Iran.689 Second, the
two branches of Hezbollah appear to have largely replaced Harakat as Iran’s channel
for supplies to the groups the IRI supported in Afghanistan’s interior and as a conduit
between the IRI and the wider Afghan resistance. According to Roy, while the
Kandahar branch played a more active role in fighting the Soviets, Herat branch’s
‘political importance [was] greater than their military importance, for they serve[d] as
an intermediary between the resistance (here Jamiat) [sic] and the Iranian
authorities.’690 Through a proxy like Hezbollah, Iran could maintain a once-removed
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connection with Pakistan-based resistance groups that would mitigate the domestic
political fallout of interacting with them directly.
Third, Hezbollah was a party over which Iran exerted the most operational
control. Roy argues that the Iranians took full advantage of groups like Afghan
Hezbollah that were opportunistically loyal to the IRI in order to be well armed and
supplied. The Iranians placed Hezbollah directly under the operational command of
the IRGC, some of whom reportedly fought alongside them in operations in the IranAfghanistan border area. 691 In mid-1983 article in Soviet paper Izvestia reported this
and also detailed the weapons, cash, and propaganda papers found in the possession
of Qari Yakdast in Herat following the visit of high-level Iranian clergy promising
aid to rebel bands if they united.692 In another example, in March 1986 the Afghan
Foreign Ministry served the Iranian chargé d'affaires in Kabul a formal complaint
memorandum that included an incident on October 3, 1985 when ‘some 400 members
of the Hezbollah and Jamiat-e Islami bands and Iranian Revolutionary Guards
attacked the Qazel Qala region’ of Faryab Province. The Iranian charge, at the time
Mohammad Taherian, described as responsible for ‘hand[ling] the transfer of military
aid to the militias fighting the Soviets in Afghanistan.’693
Iranian support to the Afghan mujahidin in the Hazarajat of central
Afghanistan during the mid-1980s is a vastly more thoroughly documented
phenomenon than its activities in the west. Because the population in the Hazarajat is
more homogenous (Shi’a Hazara), and due to Iran’s pre-established religious and
cultural ties to the Hazaras, Iranian clientalism there was to a large extent expected.
The few scholars who have studied the Afghan Hazara in depth have provided
valuable accounts of Iran’s intervention in their affairs during this period. Unlike the
west where mujahidin confrontation against Soviet and DRA forces was
commonplace, the Hazarajat was largely isolated from the wider Afghan conflict, a
fact that made it fertile ground for the expansion of Iranian influence. In this
environment, Iran established and supported loyal clients in central Afghanistan
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earlier and with greater success than it did in the west. Zalmay Khalilzad best
summarized the results of the IRI’s efforts to support these groups in his 1990 work:
‘The second-most successful case of exporting the revolution—after Lebanon—has
been the Hazarajat, where the two Iranian-backed groups became dominant at the
expense of older traditionalist Shi’i organizations.’694
The conditions in the Hazarajat leading up to 1982, most exemplified by
systematic oppression of the Hazaras by successive Afghan central governments, and
a vacuum of those governments’ authority in the Hazarajat, presented Iran with
advantageous circumstances for establishing its influence there. After Mohammad
Taraki’s April 1978 coup, the Hazarajat was in open rebellion against the Pashtundominated PDPA government for their intensive policies of Hazara persecution. With
the mutually dismal relations between Iran and Afghanistan at the time, the DRA
accused Iran as inciting the Hazaras’ unrest, but as mentioned previously, there is
little evidence to support that claim. When Hafizullah Amin took power from Taraki,
he announced that of the 12,000 Afghans ordered killed under Taraki, 7,000 were
Hazaras that had been executed at Pul-e Charki Prison over the period of a few
months, particularly the Hazara religious leaders. According to Dorronsoro, the
DRA’s ‘fiercest suppression of the Shi’ites was the result of fear of Iranian influence,
widely overestimated, and of traditional contempt for the Hazaras.’695 This alarmed
the Iranians, who were outraged at the systematic execution of their coreligionists.
That the DRA took these actions out of fear of Iranian intervention became ironic
when the outcome of those actions was in fact an increase in Iranian intervention.
While there were some in Iran that advocated this course of action to protect their
endangered Afghan brothers, others saw it as an opening to draw the Hazara even
closer to Iran to aid in the expansion of Iran’s revolution.
Leading up to and after the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, conditions
actually improved in the Hazarajat. By summer of 1979, the Hazaras’ uprisings had
successfully liberated most of the Hazarajat from central government presence.696
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After the invasion, the Soviets’ priorities in Afghanistan translated into little interest
in the interior. Their concerns lie in their control over country’s key economic centres
and the main communication and supply lines. The Soviets only maintained a minor
presence in Bamiyan city, and no sizable Soviet operations took place in the
Hazarajat after 1980. 697 This did not change over time. In 1984, the Soviets admitted
to having only a few bases in the Hazarajat.698 However, a lack of prioritization did
not reduce the awareness of Karmal’s government, and later Najibullah’s, that the
relative autonomy of the Hazarajat could present an area of uncomfortable Iranian
political leverage against the DRA.699 This is precisely what happened as the external
parties in the conflict began increasingly cultivating relationships with the Hazara
resistance parties. Initially, Pakistan supported Hazara leftist groups in 1979-1981 to
attempt a check of Iran’s influence, but Pakistan quickly abandoned that effort when
it realized that it could not compete with the Iranian revolution’s appeal to Hazara
activists, nor could it ‘in any real way...break into the religious networks.’700 This
resulted in no real Soviet, DRA, or Pakistani competition against expanding Iranian
influence in the Hazarajat in the 1980s.
It was not only the pre-established religious networks between Shi’a clerics in
Iran and the Hazarajat that primed it for Iranian involvement. The Hazarajat was in
effect a perfect storm of qualities Iran’s Islamists preferred to support: the Hazara
were Shi’a with many following a Khomeinist interpretation, they were Persian
speakers, and they had a multitude of cultural and practical ties to Iran ranging from
Hazaras studying and working in Iran to trading in Iranian goods. Harpviken aptly
writes, ‘as a religious minority in Afghanistan, the Shi’a Hazara have oriented
themselves towards Iran, particularly for religious guidance.’ Afghan Hazara ulema
had networks that extended past the Hazarajat, and they acknowledged religious
authority either in Iran or Iraq.701 It is thus no surprise that the IRI saw the Hazarajat
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as an ideal place for the export of their revolution, as its people ‘were receptive to
[Iran’s] religious and political ideas.’702
As mentioned previously, there was a substantial Iran-based component to
radicalizing Hazara Shi’a in Iran’s style of Islamism. After the Iranian revolution,
political groups were established among Hazara students in Iran, who later became
leaders of the Afghan resistance groups advocating Khomeini’s style of Islamism.703
Additionally, the several thousand Hazara workers employed in Iran before and after
the revolution provided a crucial financial source for a significant proportion the
Hazarajat’s population, resistance fighters included.704 In the early 1980s, several
dozen Hazaras who had worked or studied in Iran returned to Afghanistan armed to
take control of their areas of origin.705 The infiltration of these groups created a split
in the political structure of the Hazarajat, primarily based on views toward Iran.706
With a lack of Soviet, DRA and Pakistani presence in the Hazarajat, and
therefore no common enemy to unite the Hazara political groups, factional infighting
mired the Hazarajat throughout the 1980s, a fact that Iran diligently exploited for its
own benefit.707 The political structure in the Hazarajat before 1982 was dominated by
the Shura, a coalition of governing parties that had been built on the uprisings in
Hazarajat in 1978 and 1979. Many scholars idealize the days of the Shura as the first
example of a truly representative government in the Hazarajat’s history.708 However,
while the Shura built administrative institutions for the provision of governance and
services, part of its failure was due to the demanding obligations it placed on its
citizens, including taxation and conscription.709 The other more causal factor was
Iran’s role in the Shura’s demise.
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The Shura from its inception expected to gain support from its coreligionists
in Iran—in fact, Mehdi Hashemi, head of the IRGC’s Office of Liberation
Movements had even listed it to become a beneficiary of Iranian support. But
Hashemi soon after changed his mind when the Shura’s leader, Sayyid Ali Beheshti,
refused to recognize Khomeini as the supreme religious authority and asserted
himself as Khomeini’s equivalent, despite desperately needing Iranian aid.710 This did
not suit Iran, which incrementally provided more aid to the radical Islamist elements
operating within the Shura.711 Perhaps doomed at the outset, the clerics outnumbered
landowners and secular intellectuals in their representation in the Shura’s
leadership.712 From late 1981, Iran’s unbalanced support in favour of certain Islamists
in the Shura ignited an internal conflict that quickly escalated into a full-scale civil
war as the parties in the Hazarajat vied for power.713
As with the west, Iran shifted its policy for material support to the Afghan
resistance groups in the Hazarajat to favour those radical Shi’a Islamists that were
deemed loyal to Iran. Because the Hazarajat was homogenous as almost exclusively
Shi’a Hazara, differences between the region’s Shi’a Islamists were determined by
ideological alignment with the concept of Khomeini as velayat-e faqih.714 Complete
fealty to Khomeini meant stronger Iranian influence over these groups’ operations
and administration. Iran’s efforts in the Hazarajat from 1982 through 1986 clearly
show that the ultimate aim in achieving such influence was to create a united, loyal
political entity that could later serve Iran’s interests as part of the national power
structure in Afghanistan.715 Iran achieved this by channelling the majority of its
financial, political, and military assistance for the Afghan resistance to two groups:
Nasr and Sepah-e Pasdaran, both of which were under the direct control of the
IRGC.716
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Conclusion
The Iranian Revolution and the drastic ideological and structural changes to the
regime compared to previous Iranian regimes has led to the tendency in academic
literature analysing Iranian domestic and foreign policy to break before or after the
revolution. However, this chapter has attempted to show the consistent themes of
nationalism, irredentism, and regional supremacy in Iran’s foreign policy approach
during the Islamic Republic compared with previous regime’s policies.
In the case of Iran’s policy toward Afghanistan after 1979, the regime’s
‘export’ of Iran’s Islamic revolutionary influence to the various Afghan political
groups following the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan was a religious manifestation of
Iranian nationalist ideology, the primary goal of which was to advance Iran’s regional
position in competition with the Soviet Union and the United States. The key ways
the Islamic Republic did this from 1982-1987 was by rejecting Afghanistan’s Sovietbacked government, using Afghan refugees in Iran to fight against superpower
interests in the wider region (for example, against American support of Israel), and
financially, militarily, and politically supporting both Shi’a and Sunni Afghan
resistance groups in their armed struggle against the Soviet Union, and even against
other Afghan resistance groups backed by the United States, Pakistan, and Saudi
Arabia. Iran’s leveraging not only of religion but of its ethnolinguistic similarities
with the Afghan parties it supported, and hedging by supporting some it shared
neither of those things with, shows its concern was more about succeeding against
great-power encroachment than it was about advancing a purely religious ideology.
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Conclusion
This dissertation argues that successive Iranian governments interfered in
Afghanistan’s internal and external affairs as an integral part of Iran’s consistent
policy aim of achieving a dominant position of regional leadership. Despite the
different ideological and structural composition of these Iranian governments, this
policy’s consistency stems from the historical experience and mythology around
Iran’s once-great status as an empire—destroyed by the Afghans and the great
powers during the colonial period—and the resultant Iranian irredentism toward
Afghanistan. Therefore, over two centuries of Iran’s approach toward Afghanistan
shows that a defining feature is that it is inextricably ties to Iran’s competition against
the great powers that have continued to be involved in Afghanistan and the wider
region.
In order to lay the foundation for the themes of this work, Chapter One
introduces the ‘Myth of the Great Civilisation’ and the ‘Myth of Foreign
Domination,’ which both inform and are informed by Iran’s experiences, materialise
into the ideology of Iranian nationalism, and impact Iranian foreign policy behaviour.
The ‘Myth of the Great Civilisation’ stems from Iran’s experience as a once-great
empire, a leader of its region. The ‘Myth of Foreign Domination’ was developed
during the colonial period and afterward, when the superpowers (first Britain and
Russia, then the United States and the Soviet Union) dominated Iran and deprived her
of her domestic, foreign, and regional power. The impact of these myths was to
centralise the importance of Iranian nationalism, which, when manifested in Iran’s
foreign policy behaviour, led to continuous Iranian adventurism and irredentism in
Afghanistan as part of Iran’s unwavering priority to restore her regional power.
Because myths and nationalist ideology are based on, and reinforced by,
historical experience, Chapter Two discusses how Iran and Afghanistan’s historical
experiences with British and Russian domination during the Great Game informed
Iran’s own strategy toward Afghanistan in the twentieth century when Iran and
Afghanistan became more independent from those powers. It explains how the
creation of the Afghan state, and the end of the Persian Empire, was fundamental to
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Iran’s later desire to re-establish control or influence over Afghanistan as a way to
regain regional power. Once Iran had gained some independence from Britain and
Russia with the ascension of Reza Shah to the throne, early signs of Iran’s attempts to
co-opt Afghanistan as part of a bid for regional leadership and further great-power
independence emerged. The key example of this was the Saadabad Pact of 1937. The
pact was an act of Iranian political irredentism, or retaking leadership of what was
formerly Iran’s. The pact was Iran’s initiative, it did not include a great power, and
the territories of all the participating countries has all been, at different moments in
history, under the control of the Persian Empire.
Chapter Three examines how Iran expanded upon these policies, at the peak
of its economic, political, and military power in the late 1960s through mid-1970s.
The Cold War had recreated a dynamic between the two superpowers in Iran’s region
that was highly reminiscent of the Great Game era (except the United States had
taken up Britain’s mantle). However, because of Iran’s historical distrust of the
Russia, Mohammad Reza Shah chose to ally Iran closely with the United States. This
resulted in Iran benefitting from massive American economic, military, and political
investment that led to the building of substantial Iranian oil wealth, the amassing of a
large and modern military arsenal, and the enabling of Iran as a political proxy for a
superpower. Part of what led to Iran achieving this success was leveraging America’s
fears of Soviet expansionism and communist penetration in the region, which would
impact American economic and national security interests. The Shah did this by
consistently leveraging his knowledge of and involvement in Afghanistan, warning
the Americans of Soviet penetration there, and undertaking the Iranian and American
foreign policy response to that problem.
When the Afghan Coup of 1973 occurred and brought Mohammad Daoud
Khan to power, a man known for ties with Moscow, the Shah used the power he had
gained in the preceding years to develop political, economic, and military dominance
over Afghanistan until he succeeded in controlling the foreign policy of Afghanistan
to benefit Iran. This included initial military efforts to scare Daoud into submission,
then after a fragile rapprochement, offering Daoud massive economic assistance to
tilt Afghanistan away from the Soviet Union toward Iran. In exchange for that
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assistance, the Shah obtained Daoud’s support for the long-view goal of the Shah, his
proposed, Iran-led regional economic cooperative. In this way, Iran’s foreign policy
toward Afghanistan was critical to Iran’s persistent, and in this case successful, desire
to attain regional dominance in competition with the great powers.
With the drastic ideological and structural changes that occurred during the
transition to the Islamic Republic of Iran, Chapter Four argues that consistent themes
of nationalism, irredentism, and regional supremacy in Iran’s foreign policy approach
during the Islamic Republic was consistent with previous regime’s policies. Iran’s
policy approach toward Afghanistan after 1979 was couched within the regime’s
‘export’ of Iran’s Islamic Revolution. In practice, over the course of several years,
this policy included supporting (and in some cases commanding) various Afghan
political groups after the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. Iran’s stated purpose was to
free Afghanistan from secular, superpower oppression, and united the country under
an Islamic government in Iran’s new image. However, Iran’s policy revealed itself to
be a religious manifestation of Iranian nationalist ideology, as the primary goal was
not primarily religious but to advance Iran’s regional position in competition with the
Soviet Union and the United States. This was particularly visible in the Islamic
Republic’s policy from 1982-1987 in which Iran did the following: used Afghan
refugees in Iran, often lured there on religious grounds, to fight against superpower
interests in the wider region (for example, against American support of Israel); and,
provided financial, military, and political support of both Shi’a and Sunni Afghan
resistance groups to drive the Soviet Union out of Afghanistan as well as compete
with the massive American, Saudi, and Pakistani support for the majority of Sunni
parties. Therefore, Iran’s focus in supporting Afghan resistance groups with shared
religious and ethnolinguistic similarities, as well as hedging by supporting some with
which it shared neither, was not about primarily about advancing the regime’s
specific religious ideology. It shows that Iran’s principal concern was about fighting
back great-power encroachment by gaining as much control or influence over
different polities in Afghanistan as possible, and using all other available means.
The Islamic Republic’s continued support of multiple Afghan parties in the
late 1980s lay the groundwork for increased Iranian influence in Afghanistan in the
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1990s. In 1986 and 1987, Iran had finally succeeded in uniting the Afghan Shi’a
groups it supported into one party, Hezb-e Wahdat, with the view that they become a
united political bloc in the negotiations determining a national reconciliation
government for Kabul. The two things that stood in the way of this being realized
were that Soviet troops remained in Afghanistan, and the Pashtun- and Sunnidominated, Islamabad-Washington-Riyadh-backed parties made up the majority of
those involved in the political process.
That great-power involvement in Afghanistan remained the primary concern
behind all of Iran’s efforts was abundantly clear when, as soon as Tehran knew the
Soviet Union was pulling its troops out of Afghanistan, it tilted toward the Soviets
and refocused on its remaining regional competitors. In the summer of 1987, thenPresident Rafsanjani visited Gorbachev in Moscow and expressed support for the
Gorbachev’s decision to withdrawal troops from Afghanistan. He reportedly told
Gorbachev, ‘If you have resolved to pull out of Afghanistan we are prepared to assist
you, so that after your departure there will be no U.S. domination in Afghanistan.’717
When the Soviet Union finally withdrew its troops from Afghanistan in February
1989, the Iran-Iraq War had also ended, and Iran was in a stronger position to focus
on the issues plaguing her eastern border. Iran encouraged the Shi’a parties it had
backed to demand representation in the February 1989 talks with the Sunni parties in
Peshawar. The Shi’a parties sought 25% representation in any future government for
Kabul. The majority Sunni parties forcefully rejected this demand, as they argued that
the Shi’a parties only represented 15% of the Afghan population and had only played
a minor role in resisting the Soviet occupation. They offered them zero representation
in any future Kabul government, and the Shi’a parties walked out of the
negotiations.718
Their years-long efforts frustrated, Iran and Hezb-e Wahdat pivoted. Iran
considered the Soviet-backed government in Kabul to be the only thing preventing
the takeover of Sunni parties backed by the Washington-Kabul-Riyadh alliance. It
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continued to support the Shi’a parties politically, but made sure they did not fight
against the Najibullah government.719 This turned out to be a smart calculation by
Tehran. Due to some continued support from the Soviets and a lack of a broad
enough appeal of the Sunni mujahidin parties at that time, the Sunni parties were
unable to oust Najibullah for a few years. It was not until after the Soviet Union fell
in December 1991, with Russia shortly thereafter ending its support of Najibullah,
that his government fell in March 1992. This was in good part due to the
machinations of Iran.720
After the fall of the Soviet Union, Iran continued to work diligently to obtain
influence over a future government in Kabul with as strong a coalition as possible. As
previously, this was pursued using a dual-tracked effort to leverage ethno-linguistic
ties rather than strictly religious ties, as well as continued support of Hezb-e Wahdat.
This was partially inspired by Iran seeing an opportunity to extend her influence in
the newly created and independent Central Asian states. In 1991, Iran brought
Tajikistan, Jamiat-e Islami (which represented the majority of Afghanistan’s Persianspeaking population), and Hezb-e Wahdat together to sign a cultural agreement based
on their common Persian language.721 This was undoubtedly made possible by Iran’s
efforts in the 1980s, outlined in Chapter Four, to provide some support and remain on
good terms with Jamiat, despite Iran’s preference for the more loyal Shi’a parties that
later formed Hezb-e Wahdat. It cannot be ignored that this regional collective,
reminiscent of earlier Iran-led regional coalitions, also served Iran’s goals of regional
leadership. Iran was now in direct competition for access to the new, open Central
Asian markets with Pakistan, and Afghanistan was a necessary part in this scheme in
order to transport the goods from Central Asia to Iranian or Pakistani ports.722 Iran
used its now closer relations to Jamiat—led by Burhanuddin Rabbani and Ahmad
Shah Massoud (both Persian-speaking Tajiks from northern Afghanistan)—to
encourage it to form an alliance with another northern Afghan warlord, Abdul Rashid
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Dostum (a Persian-speaking Uzbek) with Hezb-e Wahdat, and several other smaller
Shi’a parties. By March 1992, this non-Pashtun bloc, strengthened by support from
Iran and the dynamic leadership of Massoud, attacked Kabul and toppled
Najibullah’s government. This was a halcyon moment for Iran, but it spurred a
backlash. The Pashtun parties and their Pakistani and Saudi backers viewed this
development and Iran’s influence in Kabul as highly troubling, especially since
Afghan governments had historically been Pashtun dominated. This, and ethnic
infighting and warlordism between the non-Pashtun coalition led to the beginning of
a tumultuous four years of civil war in Afghanistan.723
With the Cold War over, Russian and American abandonment of their efforts
and their proxies in Afghanistan had led to regional powers having free reign in the
country. Thus, the Afghan Civil War turned into a complex proxy war between Iran
and Pakistan (the latter with help from Saudi Arabia). As all the parties prioritized
increasing their power in the region, they saw their success in this conflict, an indirect
competition with other regional powers, as vital to their regional foreign policy
goals.724 While Iran’s policy was to support the many diverse parties in its nonPashtun bloc, the Pakistan-Saudi bloc of parties was mostly ethnically (Pashtun) and
religiously (Wahhabi Sunni) unified, and included Gulbuddin Hekmatyar’s Hezb-e
Islami and the groups that would become the Taliban. The Iran-backed coalition,
rather quickly after taking power in Kabul, began to disintegrate, with Rabbani more
inclined to stay in Iran’s orbit and Massoud less inclined. The latter distanced himself
from Iran and drew closer to Pakistan and Saudi Arabia for support, which infuriated
Iran. Many similar changes of allegiances continued during the war, including at one
point with Hekmatyar joining Iran and Dostum. In this chaotic environment,
unexpected to most observers of the conflict, the Taliban gained enough power to
eventually overtake Kabul and establish a new extremist government.725
The establishment of a radical Sunni government in Afghanistan under
Taliban rule was a devastating loss for Iran, and probably the worst possible outcome
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in terms of her regional interests. Iran’s efforts against the Taliban from that point
forward were based both on ideological and strategic interests. Iran decided to double
down and became the main supplier of fuel, weapons, and other equipment to all the
different groups opposing the Taliban, including Massoud’s (which had recently
opposed Hezb-e Wahdat). This was mainly because Iran saw continued Pakistani and
Saudi support of the Taliban a threat to her regional interests, including possibly
ensuring Pakistan’s monopoly over Central Asian trade. The situation hit its lowest
point for Iran when forces aligned with the Taliban (apparently Pakistanis from an
allied anti-Shi’a, Sunni extremist group) murdered eight Iranian officials and
journalists in Mazar-e Sharif during the August 1998 Taliban siege of that city. This
and the capture of 35 other Iranian nationals by the Taliban caused Iran to send
70,000 Iranian troops to the Afghan border and threaten a military response, the
closest Iran and Afghanistan had come to full-out warfare in centuries. The UN had
to dispatch a special envoy to negotiate the return of Iranian detainees and the bodies
of the murdered Iranians to deescalate the threat of war. In turn, Iran became one of
the biggest suppliers of arms and ammunition to the United Front (more commonly
known as the Northern Alliance), which essentially came to command an insurgency
against the Taliban government.726
There have been a several journal-length articles that describe Iran’s role in
Afghanistan leading up to and following September 11, 2001, and the subsequent
U.S. invasion of Afghanistan to kill or capture the Afghanistan-based terrorists
responsible for the attack. Mohsen Milani and Andreas Wilde in particular provide
detailed accounts, from Iran helping the United States ally with Northern Alliance
forces to topple the Taliban, to Iran’s involvement in many multinational initiatives
over the years that have played an important part in Afghanistan’s reconstruction, to
Iran’s financial and political support to friendly, high-level Afghan officials.727
Many have pointed to how auspicious it was for Iran that the United States
singlehandedly removed Iran’s two closest enemies in the region (the Taliban in
Afghanistan and Saddam Hussein in Iraq) in the early years after 9/11. This not only
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decreased Iran’s immediate security concerns from hostile, Sunni regimes on both of
its borders, but it also enabled Iran to vastly increase its influence campaign and other
adventurism in the region. The fact that the Americans stayed for years in
Afghanistan and Iraq only exacerbated this issue. While Iran had initially been onside with the Americans to oust a common enemy in Afghanistan, their continued
presence emboldened Iran to revert to a policy of prioritising the rejection of
superpower presence in Afghanistan, as it had for centuries before, in order to elevate
Iran’s regional status. And critically, Iran had spent the preceding twenty to thirty
years developing sophisticated networks in Afghanistan and elsewhere to help
advance its interests. These were primed for leveraging against the United States, or
the Afghan government, as needed.
In recent years, there have been many overt examples of the types of Iranian
policies toward Afghanistan described throughout this dissertation. In fact, some of
the following examples served as catalysts for this research. A selection include:


2008: Then-Commander of the IRGC Qassem Suleimani allegedly
wrote in a 2008 letter to American General David Petraeus “you
should know that I…control the policy for Iran with respect to Iraq,
Lebanon, Gaza, and Afghanistan.”728 (See Chapter Four for the
IRGC’s leading role in generating political and militant networks for
Iran in Afghanistan and elsewhere.)



2010: The Iranian government provides “bags of cash” to Afghan
President Hamid Karzai “in payments amounting to millions of
dollars….Afghan and Western officials said the Iranian payments
were intended to drive a wedge between Mr. Karzai and the United
States and NATO.”729 (See Chapters Three and Four for many
examples of Iran bribing Afghan officials or financially supporting
Afghan political groups to pull them away from the superpowers.)



2011: Iran increases trade with Afghanistan and attempts to get
Afghanistan to use Chabahar’s port facilities as its principle trade
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route, rather than relying on the route to Pakistan’s port at Karachi.
(Chapter Three for Iran bringing Afghanistan into a trade cooperative
in hopes Afghanistan’s use of Iranian transportation and trade facilities
would help boost Iran’s economic and regional standing.)


2013-2020: Afghan refugees and migrant workers—trained, equipped,
and financed by the IRGC as the ‘Fatemiyoun Brigade’—fight
alongside the Iran-allied Asad regime against Western-backed Syrian
resistance fighters throughout the Syrian civil war.730 (See Chapter
Four for Iran’s weaponisation of Afghan refugees and migrant workers
to further their regional interests.)



2018: Following President Trump’s withdrawal from the Iran nuclear
agreement, and the initiation of his ‘maximum pressure’ campaign of
sanctions and deterring malign Iranian activity in the region, reports
began to increase about Iran supporting the Taliban in Afghanistan
(despite past enmity between them).731 The State Department later
provided evidence of Iranian-made rockets, drones, and other
equipment reportedly found in the possession of Taliban fighters in
Helmand and other parts of Afghanistan.732 (See Chapter Four for
Iran’s material support for Afghan resistance groups as a lever against
Soviet and American presence in Afghanistan.)



2019-2020: Iran’s ties to the Taliban become more overt, as Taliban
delegations repeatedly visit Tehran for consultations with Iranian
leadership before or after engaging in talks with U.S. officials about a
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U.S.-Taliban agreement and the composition of a future Afghan
government.733
These policies and their parallels to the many examples in this work further
prove that Iran’s motivations in Afghanistan have been consistent for centuries and
are only intensified by superpower involvement there. This entire dissertation has
sought to demonstrate the power of history and myth to better understand the
contemporary foreign policies of states and their interactions with one another.
However, the above examples also show the implications of failing to do so: Iran’s
adventurism in Afghanistan and the region, until perhaps the last couple of years, has
been relatively ignored in public discourse, and unchecked by other nations. This
work has detailed the extent of Iran’s activities in Afghanistan, but Iran also conducts
similar activities, and has larger and more powerful proxies, all over the region, from
Iraq, to Lebanon, Syria, Yemen, and Bahrain. As such, perhaps this dissertation can
serve as a useful framework for more long-view historical studies on Iran’s
motivations and actions in these other regional countries.
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